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ABSTRACT 

 

Over the past two decades game studies has been able to come into its own, yet 

our understanding of video games is still limited and plagued by 

misunderstandings and miseducation. In particular, mass media and society 

continually privilege other mediums and texts as more capable as educational and 

developmental tools, particularly when it comes to morality, while decrying video 

games on the whole. This thesis seeks to understand the capabilities of games for 

moral education and identity-based development by examining the moral and 

ethical complexities embedded in many games, namely their narratives. Using 

Activity Theory, the understanding of moral development via video games 

becomes clearer as we can more easily understand and observe the factors that go 

into constructing a moral identity from both internal and external structures. This 

thesis analyzes three games, Spec Ops: The Line; Fallout: New Vegas; and 

Papers, Please, for their significance as mediating, cultural tools for players’ 

moral edification and exploration.  
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Introduction 

When it comes to learning morality, ethics, and even rationality, we attribute such 

education to formal institutions which use texts such as film or literature. The last place 

any person would consider is a video game - but why? Recognition for video games as 

learning tools has been growing seriously over the past fifteen to twenty years, with 

scholars, designers, and players alike identifying their distinct nature as intricately 

interactive systems. Just like other mediums, games necessarily work alongside external 

contexts and with players’ personal experiences, and so cannot exist in isolation. 

Productive learning emerges through the inclusion of individual identities and systems 

alongside the sociocultural context of the game. They necessitate a joint attempt to 

produce meaning and progress by nature of their design. More specifically, the game as a 

text and the player’s identity have components which come into conversation to construct 

and reconstruct meaning throughout the experience. Games are, however, given a 

secondary position as we privilege other performative spaces for learning and 

development, particularly that which is moral and ethical in nature.  

When questioning the capability of games as affecting moral uptake and identity 

we must analyze them as a part of a system of interacting features. Moral uptake refers to 

the recognition of salient situations where moral facts are perceived. This concept 

investigates the role of moral perceptions and emotions in an agent becoming aware of 

moral considerations, which may function to guide agents to new conclusions and 

identities and is one of the many quantifiable and variable outcomes of game play. This 

type of result stems from the interpolation of our external selves into an internal, 

oftentimes diegetic experience.  
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With this as a consideration, referring to games as simply a sum of their 

mechanics and narrative is a reductive assessment. There is cultural work that occurs and 

is facilitated by games, and which goes beyond superficial and preconceived levels of 

thought, and which is embedded into narrative design and storytelling capabilities in 

particular. Thus, a player’s moral uptake is an understandably complicated process. Even 

binary choices at the end of games, while not ideal, are not as reductive as one would 

believe and are influenced by all that has come before them - all the story, experiences, 

characters, and more. These influence the player and their choices in varying degrees, 

ultimately joining with their own motives to influence the rationale behind that final 

choice. The kinds of decisions made, and dilemmas faced contribute to a player’s moral 

uptake by significantly impacting the awareness of moments where moral facts and by 

critically engaging otherwise intuitive practices.   

This research uses Activity Theory to examine the moral and ethical complexity 

that exists in many video games, to address the dismissal of games, and to challenge the 

moral panic associated with gaming. Moral education is generally conceived through 

social settings and institutions in an overt manner which requires another to directly 

impart lessons. A family member, for example, will often fulfill this role and define right 

from wrong. These initial lessons evolve in relation to life experiences and other external 

factors which come together to influence an otherwise dictated conception. I do not argue 

that video games replace this kind of teaching; rather, they offer a means to enhance and 

flesh out developmental experiences in a more holistic manner. As a medium, games 

often offer a subtler and more introspective approach to learning and experiencing, one 

that has an embedded moral capacity and functions as both external factor and 
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experiential mediator. The individual drives their experience as they put their developing 

skills and identities to task. 

Activity Theory emphasizes the centrality of mediating devices, such as language 

and other tools, in the development of the mind and thought. Meaning is constructed 

through action, the connection between the individual and the social, and the role of 

mediating tools. Activity Theory is not reducible to isolated events, actions, or 

relationships between different features; it argues for collective cultural work. There is 

necessary interaction and interdependence between objects, goals, and so on. Activity 

Theory is integral to deciphering how games function as facilitators of moral uptake in 

this research for these reasons, which will be explored in Chapter One, and acts as the 

main theoretical frame for explaining the type of cultural and social work that these 

games achieve or, in some cases, fail to achieve. Activity Theory helps to elucidate the 

moral complexity involved in many video games. It is my aim to contest the opinion that 

games are incapable of thoughtfulness and moral complexity, and to suggest that 

commercial success and developmental significance are not mutually exclusive.  

While literature, cinema, and theatre are typically seen as more morally complex 

and more valuable as mediums which interrogate the nature of the world, they once were 

in a position similar to where games and games studies now emerges from. Though this 

position has changed somewhat in recent years, video games are perceived as subordinate 

to these other texts which are seen as more artful cultural bastions of moral complexity 

and learning. However, video games are equally complex, if not more so, and are unique 

in making the gamer both the actor and the audience. The difference between mediums is 

between providing an engaging experience and an interactive one. The role of a stage 
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actor exemplifies the unequal relationship between mediums1 as performance spaces. In 

terms of initial similarities, both the video game player and the actor carry out pretend 

actions and are thus both set in a kind of “virtual” realm. However, actors are seen as 

performing a more ostensibly fundamental ontological role in bringing a play into 

existence than an audience member does, even if that audience member is involved with 

giving meaning and significance to a performance. An actor may perform a variety of 

deeds, personas, and beliefs which may or may not reflect their own, it is only important 

that they maintain and inhabit those roles; whether or not such a task is representing the 

immoral at heart. The kinds of experiences and narratives set forth are ostensibly more 

acceptable than those a player would engage with during a gaming experience. 

Acting is an inherently public activity imbued with personal touch, as the 

individual must take on a role and mask distinctions between reality and performance. 

Stage and screen performances are frequently cited for their complexities and ability to 

vividly represent the world in varying, often deep and dark, ways. Immoral or complex 

worldviews of characters or content are often either overlooked or praised for what they 

bring to a viewing experience. Consider praise for Vincent D'Onofrio’s role as Wilson 

Fisk in Marvel’s Daredevil (2015) or Leonardo DiCaprio’s role in Django Unchained2.  

These examples highlight the perception of how we are willing to justify and 

praise narrative exploration, among other aspects, in mediums other than video games. 

                                                 
1 Theatre is also useful as an example since there is a specific genre known as “morality plays”  
2 D’Onofrio, showrunner Steven S. DeKnight, and many viewers, shared the idea that Fisk “was just an 

emotionally complicated man who, even if he was capable of doing horrendous things, had his reasons;” he 

was not simply a bad guy (Fear). D’Onofrio was able to truly bring this character to life and provide a 

particular experience for himself and for the show’s fans. Other works highlight this unequal relationship, 

such as Jonas in The Giver, or characters in S.E. Hinton’s The Outsiders. For more classical texts one could 

include a work such as Frankenstein, or even the musical Sweeney Todd.  
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As representatives of fixed texts, they are unable to offer the same type of direct 

introspection and reflection that a personal gaming experience might provide.  When it 

comes to what mediums have to offer for introspective moments and moral engagement 

we are particularly partial to assessing performativity differently based on genre and the 

space in which it is done. As seen above, a filmic or stage performance is assessed and 

praised with a different moral metric than that of a video game like Deus Ex or Spec Ops: 

The Line. Games are even cited3 as causing moral panic and increased depravity among 

players, particularly in children and young adults. For example, research conducted by 

Craig Anderson, director of the Center for the Study of Violence at Iowa State 

University, suggested that violent video games may set children to react in more hostile 

and aggressive ways. Anderson wrote in a 2003 Science Brief for the American 

Psychological Association that “high levels of violent video game exposure have been 

linked to delinquency, fighting at school and during free play periods, and violent 

criminal behavior (e.g., self-reported assault, robbery)”4. Furthermore, video games are 

less morally complex and interesting on account of their virtual nature which makes them 

“just a game.”  

My research argues that this is not only reductive, but overlooks the distinct 

reality that games have an advantage over other mediums due to their highly interactive 

                                                 
3 The most recent example of this comes from President Donald Trump, who blamed video game violence, 

rather than guns, as the cause of mass shootings and aggressive behavior (Cross). Indeed, back in 2012 

mass media was quick to presume that video game play had led to the Sandy Hook shooting by citing 

“anonymous sources” (Singal).  
4 This is meant to illustrate an oppositional perspective. I would like to note that the topic  of video game 

violence is not the subject of my research, nor has the belief that games have this effect been definitively 

proven. In fact, quite the opposite has occurred.  
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and engaging form of representation and performance. In a review of the recently 

released Far Cry 5 (Ubisoft 2018), games journalist and critic John Walker writes:  

I can hear the counter arguments, the perhaps reasonable 

suggestion that such topics as [the horror of cults, or even a 

commentary on Trump, or questions over the Second Amendment] 

are still too weighty for such a trivial game. But my response is to 

point out that this IS a game about a lunatic cult taking over a 

portion of rural Montana, that takes place in America, and to be 

non-partisan in those circumstances is to be extremely political. 

And to ignore topics on which your game’s whole conceit is reliant 

is to make a strong statement. 

While addressing the nature of Far Cry 5, Walker’s assessment is relevant for games as a 

whole. Just as it is difficult (perhaps impossible) to separate a piece of literature from its 

context, it is impossible to remove a game from the context of its creation or player’s 

response. There are hundreds if not thousands of games which are driven by high 

concepts just as there are many based upon lower, more mundane goals. To qualify the 

entire medium as being immature and incapable of realism and reliability, of any 

potential for extrapolation, is reductive and indicative of a larger lack of education 

regarding games as a whole. Such an act perpetuates false distinction between the 

significance and salience of games and that of film, TV, literature, and so on, since they 

too exist on different levels.  

As a medium, games have a great deal of potential as learning environments 

because they may use conventions similar to film, TV, and literature but are able to go 
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further by nature of their interactivity. We watch movies and read books more passively 

than we participate in videogames. While both kinds of narratives unfold before us, only 

videogames have the player as the agent of change. In The Lord of the Rings readers (or 

viewers) will witness the Fellowship form, break apart, and then come together as they 

carry the Ring to Mount Doom. In a game, the player would be the one carrying the Ring; 

they are the driving force of the narrative experience. As media scholar Henry Jenkins 

professes, “games represent a new lively art, one as appropriate for the digital age as 

those earlier media were for the mechanical age. They open up new aesthetic experiences 

and transform the computer screen into a realm of experimentation and innovation that is 

broadly accessible” (Egenfeldt-Nielsen et al. 43). This description of games is directly 

reflective of Activity Theory as it relates to human computer interaction, where the 

medium is defined as a realm of experimentation in conversation with other individual 

features.  

While detractors often critique games as being banal, formulaic, and predictable 

in their design, I would begin by contesting simply that film, television, and literature are 

also subject to this “problem,”5 thus it is not a unique criticism. This critique overlooks a 

central feature of Jenkins’s argument; that games are a new and expansive “realm of 

experimentation and innovation that [are] broadly accessible.” For games, narrative is not 

a system on its own, driven by words on a page or by the mise-en-scène alone. It is part 

of a larger system of activity where the interactions of the player are mediated by the 

object of activity (the game), by language and tools, a division of labor, internalized and 

externalized conventions, and social or cultural rules. For games, I argue that the 

                                                 
5 I use quotation marks to emphasize this because this is not necessarily even a problem. In many cases, the 

formulaic and predictable tendencies of some games can be used to their advantage.  
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narrative is a driving force of this process as it orients the player’s experience before they 

even set foot in the digital world, a matter which will be discussed primarily in Chapter 

Two.  

Observed through the lens of Activity Theory, understanding how moral uptake is 

affected by games is a manageable feat. Outcomes are imbued with a basic level of 

importance and meaning through the gamespace by designers; these are then expanded 

upon or influenced differently according to the player’s choices over the course of play. 

These choices are, of course, made in ways that consciously and unconsciously involve a 

plethora of different elements ranging from cognitive resources and moral intuition to 

socially influenced identity. Because these outcomes and choices are defined in terms of 

player action, that individual subsequently feels a great deal of attachment to a particular 

outcome(s). The virtual embodiment of their experiences and identity provide a great deal 

of player attachment. A meaning and success are determined by the player as they 

interact with game features to develop a personal story. James Paul Gee elaborates upon 

this in his argumentative essay “Why Game Studies Now?”, referring to playing the 

metroidvania6 Castlevania. He writes: 

Trajectory has important consequences. Your Alucard is different 

than mine. Yours had a different trajectory than mine. The hero is 

thus not Alucard from the designer’s story or you the real-world 

player. It is Alucard-you, a melding of the virtual character. 

                                                 
6 Metroidvanias are a subgenre of the action-adventure genre. The word itself is a portmanteau of the series 

Metroid and Castlevania. They typically feature a large interconnected world map where only a small 

portion is initially accessible. Players gradually explore the world as they acquire new abilities and items 

which provide access to different doors or help them overcome obstacles. Metroidvanias are typically linear 

and feature higher levels of player-driven exploration. 
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Alucard, and you, the real-world player who has steered Alucard 

on a unique trajectory through the game. (60) 

Each experience of play involves an individual's multifaceted identity and background as 

they negotiate the world laid out for them. The embodied meaning and the moral 

quandaries provided by the games discussed in this research have players constantly 

having to choose and assess what is the “right” thing to do. They alone determine what is 

the right and best way to win. It is in this way that games are inherently personal, just as a 

viewing or reading experience is often times personal (particularly if conceptualized 

through reader-response theory). While some games provide a framework, they typically 

leave it to the player to determine the nature of morality. They assess their own actions in 

the light of the game and external world instead of being provided a reading or 

interpretation via a character’s monologuing. I argue, then, that the nature of the medium 

is more suited to moral uptake, and that the games analyzed best represent how since not 

all games are most suited to such a function.  

In Deus Ex (Ion Storm 2000), for example, something as simple as a numerical 

code could be found lying on a desk or hacked from a computer. At this point it has a 

decontextualized, general meaning that remains as such until the player finds a door, 

computer, or safe to use it on. The numbers then take on a situated, action-oriented 

meaning. The contextualization of information is important in any situation, gaming or 

otherwise, and, as with Activity Theory, requires a variety of connections to process and 

make sense of. This type of methodology defines games, as players are encouraged to 

explore their own morality organically as they engage with the core mechanics and 

narrative.  
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To explore this topic, this research is divided into four chapters. The first chapter 

defines Activity Theory and its central tenets, ultimately defining its relationship to video 

games as a framework for understanding the medium. Chapter Two addresses how we 

can understand games as texts and outlines the various elements of design. I use it to 

argue for a new discourse which will allow games to be better understood by a wider 

audience, particularly as they relate to learning and moral uptake. The chapter also 

explores specific issues that have held the medium back, but which are constantly being 

improved upon as the medium evolves. Chapter Two identifies the success of games as 

not being defined by a single genre or format, rather their success lies in their ability to 

provide a wide array of experiences in unique manners.  

Chapter Three builds on these definitions and the discussion of design (both for 

gameplay and narrative) as they directly relate to one’s moral uptake and identity 

development. Here theories of moral development and individual learning are used to 

provide a greater understanding of the conceptual and practical connection to games. 

Finally, Chapter Four provides three textual analyses to exemplify and realize earlier 

work in a concrete fashion. The games I use represent three different styles of design and 

genres and provide a broad perspective for how moral systems and ideologies function 

within games. They are Spec Ops: The Line, a linear third person military shooter; 

Fallout: New Vegas, an open world action role-playing game; and Papers, Please, an 

indie puzzle game. 
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Chapter One: Activity Theory as a Theoretical Framework for Video 

Games 

“It is no longer true to say that human agents create [the society]. Rather we must say: 

they reproduce or transform it. That is to say, if society is already made, then any 
concrete human praxis…can only modify it…It is an ensemble of structures, practices 

and conventions that individuals reproduce or transform” – Roy Bhaskar (Engeström 10) 
 

Activity Theory as a descriptive tool and framework grew out of Russian 

developmental psychology, particularly the studies of play, learning, cognition, and child 

development in the late 1930s. With philosophical roots in Marxism, it was established 

by the original proponents of the theory – L.S. Vygotsky, A.N. Leontiev, and A.R. Luria 

– that neither mechanical materialism nor idealism would suffice as theories of 

development, as one eliminated human agency entirely and the other placed agency and 

potential for change solely in the mind and soul of the individual, isolating it from any 

other factors. Change is observable through joint practical and critical activity which is 

frequently embedded in mundane, everyday practices. Below I will outline the 

foundations of Activity Theory (AT) and lay the groundwork for the current iteration of 

the theory and its application to my current work.  

 
Why Activity Theory? 

Vygotsky established early on that the primary unit of analysis was object-

oriented action mediated by cultural tools and signs. While rooted in Marxist theory, 

Activity Theory moves away from more traditional understanding to allow for more 

human agency and creativity. Whereas Marx presented a significantly materialist 

interpretation, human nature and agency is not found in the individual but rather in the 

structure of economic and social systems, and the objective interaction between tools. 

Activity Theory moves to use a post-Marxist lens. This change is significant because it 
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takes into account individual agency and creativity, incorporating the fact that human 

beings are essentially creative beings at heart, bringing their own conceptions and 

individuality to the activity system at hand and working in tandem with social structures. 

 Activity Theory is based in the understanding that change, on any level, is not 

brought about from above, nor is it reducible to purely individual interactions of subjects. 

Rather, outcomes emerge through joint-critical activity and collective action, with 

activity defined as a form of doing directed to an object or goal. Active experimentation 

is essential for the verification and expansion of knowledge which, as AT articulates, is a 

continuous process rather than a single result or static goal. Goals are developed during a 

process of studying, learning, and orienting to the conditions of activity, emerging as a 

byproduct or milestone of the process. For example, identity and a system of morality 

may be developed and experimented upon through video game play as a result of 

interacting in a particular manner through the game system and narrative. In the game 

Spec Ops: The Line (2K 2012), for example, individual players are implicated in a 

narrative situation where they are both forced and encouraged to reevaluate their 

conception of what it means to be a soldier, US hegemony, and even their own 

understanding of themselves as agents of morality and justice. This is achieved as 

different features come together to produce a specific, but not necessarily predetermined, 

outcome.  

 

The Activity System 

Activity Theory critically analyzes the cooperative, object-oriented activity of 

multiple actors, which includes focusing on tools and the means of object construction in 

processes. It is neither effective nor sufficient to focus on singular, isolated actions or 
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even interactions between two features. As outlined by Vygotsky in 1978, the theory’s 

unit of analysis is the activity system, which is comprised of six interconnected elements: 

 Object or Motive 

 Subject (or actor) 

 Mediating artifacts (i.e. signs & tools) 

 Sociocultural Rules 

 Community 

 Division of labor (or roles) 

The activity system is a method of analyzing the complex interactions and relationships 

that occur and form as a byproduct of object-oriented, collective, and culturally-mediated 

human activity. Through activity systems, learning and identity construction are seen 

broadly and in a more involved way; people construct their institutions and activities by 

means of material, discursive, object-oriented actions, for example. People are socio-

culturally embedded actors (not processors or system components, as a traditional 

Marxist approach might have it). They work in relation to these tools and actions, 

changing them just as they are changed themselves. This dynamic could be quite overt in 

the case of a role-playing video game like Neverwinter Nights (BioWare 2002), where the 

player’s choices and actions set the stage for how the game progresses. Interaction and 

engagement with a video game text, for example, is not didactic in that the text imparts 

specific, tailored knowledge upon the player. It is better to think of the pithy phrase “your 

actions have consequences.” The player and game (system and narrative) establish a two-

way connection through play. Through this relationship the text is co-created as a 
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learning environment and salient experience through the incorporation of individual and 

socially collected experiences (i.e. the Activity System). 

Activity systems exist as hierarchical analyses of motivated human action and 

interaction. Through involvement in collective activity, however widely distributed, 

actors are “always in contact with history, values and social relations of a community – or 

among communities – as embedded in the shared cultural tools used by that community 

or communities” (Russell 66). These systems do not exist in a vacuum, but rather are 

situated in a broader context of networks and interacting systems. Participants are 

involved in an innately social process as they seek to accomplish goals or objectives, and 

as they use a diverse combination of signs and tools to create meaning. This practice 

revolves around the interactions and interdependence of nested environments and 

elements. Both learning and social construction, then, are outcomes of systems which 

include both human and non-human objects and actions. Even when alone in front of a 

screen, we are, in a sense, engaging in collective activity mediated by complex networks 

of tools and meaning, although that activity may be distributed throughout time and 

space. Human-computer interaction, after all, is social in origin. This will be explored 

further in later sections.  

Central to AT and the activity system is the examination of the role of artifacts as 

mediators of cognition and action, as well as their often simultaneous creation via 

facilitation of the actor’s performance. Known as “auxiliary stimulus,” these mediating 

artifacts connect to the notion that humans can control their own behavior and 

socialization in a manner not based on intrinsic biological urges, but rather affected 

externally by the use and creation of artifacts and specific processes. Individuals not only 
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act with and upon these tools and artifacts, but also think and learn through them. On one 

level, these tools are material, or ‘external’ – hammers, books, computers, video games. 

But they are also fashioned to be used at a secondary ‘internal’ level – languages, scripts, 

concepts, value systems. We facilitate and in turn are facilitated by these objects as they 

work in tandem. Take Civilization 3 for example, a turn-based strategy game where 

players select a real nation to lead through history. It offers a lot to players, particularly 

students of world history, because the narrative is not fixed; a whole world of opportunity 

and exploration opens up7. Playing Civilization also works as a gaming- learning practice 

because it players are forced to learn the material, mechanics, and narrative opportunities 

in order to succeed. To play as an African nation, for example, the student must 

understand not only what directly pertains to their nation but also the dynamics of the 

surrounding nations, the geography, and more.  

Kurt Squire describes a particular learning scenario using Civilization through the 

Media and Technology Charter School (MATCH) in Brookline, Massachusetts, and in an 

after-school computer program in Revere. It is important to note that the MATCH school 

serves unengaged, underserved students, 95% of whom identify as African American. 

Civilization proved a successful learning module for several reasons, the most important 

of which being that it lets students “replay” history and engage with their personal 

narratives and desires, potentially rewriting history to fulfill a hypothetical scenario that 

might not be explored in standard education. As students played they began to develop 

greater interest in the associated material, since they were able to see concepts enacted 

                                                 
7 This is not Civilization's sole strength, nor does it make the game unique. This kind of design works 

because of what it allows the player to do and learn. This kind of design will be discussed more heavily in 

Chapter Two. 
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digitally, demonstrating how game play can drive learning processes. Additionally, this 

game play experience provided students a way to incorporate their own identities and 

cultural systems into learning more directly. For example, one African American student 

chose to play as the Bantu, an African tribe, to “see if Africans could conquer the world” 

(Squire 126). By the end of the unit he had built the interior Africa and even colonized 

South America. This led him to engage in a discussion of why African tribes might have 

been unable to succeed this way, a learning objective for class, in addition to providing a 

way to innately explore his own cultural identity and beliefs through play. This example 

briefly highlights the capability of Activity Theory to account for and observe the 

systems which interact and depend upon each other in a formal and informal learning 

environment. As a mediational tool, games are clearly well positioned for this kind of 

action.  

The study of these artifacts is the primary component of the activity system and is 

both an integral and inseparable component of understanding human function. Most 

human learning is not the result of stimuli or inborn cognitive structures, but rather a 

complex result of interactions mediated by tools in a culture, including language. The 

learning of a subject is mediated by these cultural tools. When an individual encounters 

an object, an auxiliary stimulus, in his or her environment, physical or digital, they 

interpret and act upon it not directly, but through both the mediation of tools as used by 

others and the pre-existing social, cultural, and historical context.  
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Figure 1. Engeström's model of an activity system (1987) 

It is helpful to use Yrjö Engeström’s visualization of the Vygotskian model to 

understand the wide range of factors working together to impact an activity and establish 

a system. AT suggests we focus on an activity and how it is affected by and incorporates 

the use of these outlined features (i.e. community practice, rules, artifacts, motives) to 

reach an outcome. There is no direct, linear pathway to results; rather reaching an 

outcome may require certain objects (e.g. experiences, knowledge, and physical products) 

which in turn mediate the human aspect of the process. It may, and often does, involve a 

community of practice or the incorporation of norms dictated by that community. For 

moral uptake and games that means a necessary interrelation between what a game may 

imply about ethics and morality, the player’s understanding, and the socially normative 

understanding.  
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In a human learning scenario involving video games, we would situate the subject 

as the player interacting and engaging with the video game text. The artifact, of course, 

would be the game itself and all its features. Community might manifest as a formed 

“community” within the game, since many games have players inhabiting a specific role 

within the game world which features its own virtual community (e.g. revolutionary in 

Homefront: The Revolution, or wasteland, post-apocalyptic survivor in the case of the 

Fallout series). It may also involve an external community or communities which carry 

influence in the individual’s life. These features can be continually constructed and 

deconstructed for our understanding and often come with their own social, cultural, and 

historical backgrounds. In some cases, games will have their own built-in morality 

systems which assign value to certain choices or play styles (e.g. the paragon-renegade 

system in Mass Effect), though they do not eliminate the need for player input and 

questioning. The inclusion of such a system is noteworthy, but oftentimes is borderline 

reductive or an insignificant relationship with the overall gaming experience. To return to 

the activity system, the overall objective or motive could be identified as learning and 

play, or perhaps a focus on learning morality as the outcome.  

This basic mediational triangle encourages us as observers and participants to 

analyze and record interactions between the different elements, rather than the individual 

pieces in isolation or separate pairs. An activity system “is a functional system of 

social/cultural interactions that constitutes behavior and produces that kind of change 

called learning…Context is not a container for the learner, but rather a weaving together 

of the learner with other people and tools into a web or network of sociocultural 
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interactions and meanings that are integral to learning” and evolution of self (Russell 68). 

 

Figure 2. A hypothetical activity system featuring video games 

This is necessary for any action or activity process; individuals need to involve 

themselves in this kind of system in order to act, otherwise they would be caught in an 

endless cycle of uncertainty and instability with no way to concretely move forward and 

evolve. An activity is a way of observing what transpires in a more formulated manner 

which reveals the facilitation of learning, not necessarily the learning itself.  

AT accounts for change and challenge through two basic principles which operate 

continuously in conjunction with activity systems: internalization and externalization. 

Internalization refers to the reproduction of culture, and externalization refers to the 

creation of new artifacts which make possible the transformation of culture and society. 

Together these form an expansive cycle, a developmental cycle resulting in the formation 
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of new social structures based on preceding ones, which helps explain the emergence of 

new activity structures and the evolution of certain elements within a given activity 

system. Construction and renegotiation are processes constantly occurring within a 

system. This is how change is accounted for within the system. 

The cycle begins with internalization as the sole focus, emphasizing the 

socialization and training of the novice individual to become a competent member of the 

activity as it is enacted. This gives way to reflection and creative externalization which 

occurs in the form of discrete individual innovation. The initial phase provides a means 

for people to try potential interactions with “reality” without performing actual 

manipulation with real objects (mental simulations, alternative identities, modified moral 

codes, etc.). As disruptions and contradictions in the activity become more apparent and 

demanding, internalization increasingly becomes a form of self-reflection and 

externalization a search for solutions and “repairs.” The cycle reaches its peak when 

externalization replaces internalization, which has become fraught with disruptions and 

contradictions. 

Video game play provides a unique opportunity for actors to take their own social 

experience and either employ it (further internalizing) or build upon it (externalizing) in a 

significant way. Through play, the actor works out actions of make-believe or concepts 

parallel to reality and can give new meanings to actions and objects. In these hyper-

realistic or photorealistic environments and narratives subjects are afforded the 

opportunity to experience new ways of being that can then be implemented, cast aside, or 

further worked through. For example, the game Fallout: New Vegas gives the player a 

great deal of freedom to interact as they please and with whatever tools they desire. Every 
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‘quest’ or instance in the game provides multiple pathways to completion. If a player 

wishes to play as a pacifist, sneaking past enemies and remaining undetected and as 

tactical as possible they, for the most part, can do that. These player choices all coincide 

with choices related to their actual identity, moral and otherwise.  

An activity system is, by definition, a multi-voiced system. An expansive cycle 

re-orchestrates those voices along with different viewpoints and approaches. Through the 

concept of an expansive cycle, an activity system is constantly working through 

contradictions within and between its elements. AT understands learning “not as the 

internalization of discrete information or skills by individuals, but rather as expanding 

involvement over time – social as well as intellectual – with other people and tools 

Figure 3. Model of the expansive cycle 
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available in their culture” (Russell 65). It is a way of observing how an individual might 

change over time because of repeated interactions and the constant working through of 

tensions within and between components. Internalization and externalization are 

processes inherent to any kind of human activity and interaction, as we determine 

ourselves and our social structures through the objects and outcomes we create. 

 
The Activity System, Identity Development, and Video Game Play 

Engeström determined that “development is the result of dynamic, contradictory 

interrelations between basic elements in an activity system” (233). This statement has 

specific implications for the development of individual personality and identity. Leontiev 

distinguishes two kinds of experiences: phylogenetic and ontogenetic. The former refers 

to those experiences and traits accumulated through relationships and interactions8 and 

reinforced by heredity. These individual experiences are acquired and subjected to 

adaptation to variable elements of an environment over the course of life. What we call 

ontogenetic development can be represented as the “accumulation of individual 

experience mediating the performance of their instinctive activity progressively better in 

complex, dynamic, external conditions” (Engeström 74). Societal information is not 

learned, but ‘appropriated’ by the individual. Appropriating, in this sense, is the 

mastering of the experience accumulated by humankind in the course of social history. 

This act of appropriation, and Activity Theory in general, is not limited to a particular age 

group, though the majority of research deals with youth ranging from preschool age to 

                                                 
8 He uses the term “phylogenetically defined traits,” referring to a concept of evolutionary biology which 

explores relationships between species as discovered through phylogenetic inference methods that evaluate 

observed heritable traits, such as DNA sequences. This kind of analysis is central to understanding 

biodiversity, evolution, ecology, and genomes. 
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college9. It is important to make the distinction that humans never stop developing and 

evolving in their identities, particularly when it comes to cognitive features such as 

morality.  

Unlike adaptation, appropriation “results in the individual’s reproduction of 

historically formed human capacities and functions...it is the developmental process in 

which the individual is drawn into societal practice; at the same time, it is a societal 

process by which new ‘psychological formations’ are developed” (Tolman 74). Take, for 

example, a child learning to use a hammer for the first time. Is the child learning via 

responses from another? Is it learning to adapt to the ‘demands’ of wood, hammer, nails, 

or otherwise? The answer is an encompassing yes. The child is doing, but not merely one 

or the other (or even something entirely different). The hammer, like all human-created 

objects and cultural artefacts, embodies the accumulated socio-cultural historical 

experience into which the actor is entering. While the child is appropriating societal 

experience, it is also having the possibility of creating new methods of use and learning. 

The child is integrated into a process, the expansive cycle, whereby it will create new 

meanings, new ways of hammer use, thereby altering and adding to the accumulated 

social experience of succeeding generations. Teaching and learning are moved towards a 

more liminal space, rather than being locked into a formalized education system.  

This is not so much a process of creation, but reproducing and re-imaging through 

mediated collective or individual action. Like the hammer, video games are a new kind of 

mediating artifact much akin to how fables, myths, and parables were often used to 

convey morality and social themes through narrative. We, as players and actors, can 

                                                 
9 I would concede, however, that increased age contributes difficulties. Nevertheless, it certainly does not 

put an outright stop to development. 
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experience new modes and identities through play which can then manifest in our social 

systems via an expansive cycle. As we play we are manipulating our sense of self and 

creating new identities through the co-construction of narrative.  

Play, more specifically video game play, can be redefined and understood as a 

prime example of the complex nature of human motivation and learning. Play is symbolic 

action in imagined or semi-real situations. Real objects and actions are substituted for by 

other objects and symbolic actions. Similarly, play is not something measured or 

observed solely as internally motivated. In a broader activity context, “intrinsic 

motivational factors can be explained by indicating how they are related to external 

factors” (Hakkarainen 233). Stemming from a desire to imitate (primarily in children and 

youths), play orients to emotions, needs, and motives and can be characterized as an 

activity dominated by experimenting with potential or virtual objects and motives of 

identity and self. While play of any kind is typically imagined, the processes and actions 

are very real and can have lasting impacts of varying degrees.  

Games journalist and film critic John Walker’s three-part series “Bastard of the 

Old Republic” exemplifies this kind of impact. Setting himself the task of playing the 

original Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic (KOTOR), making the worst, cruelest, 

most spiteful, and downright evil choices available at all times, Walker meant to 

experience a personality he would not normally identify with. By the end of his play 

through, Walker was quick to note how easily he made choices that were formerly gut 

wrenching and against his own codes. He, as it were, had fallen to the “dark side” without 

it ever being a sudden, singular decision. Now Walker was not ultimately made “evil” by 

his play through, but the recognition of the ease at which these transformations may 
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happen is what makes the story significant. The reflective moment that occurred as a 

result of his experience (the found outcome) was the result of an activity system at work. 

This scenario goes to highlight the ability of video games to serve as experimental 

environments for whatever purpose, particularly in situations like KOTOR where actions 

are not necessarily punished. Work on the psychology of play addresses how motivations 

for and outcomes of play are performative and socially-based, not biological, just as their 

mediating artifacts are typically also social in nature.  

While we often think of play as spontaneous and individually motivated, this is 

not entirely the case. In most scenarios, there is a co-construction of roles, scripts, plots, 

symbolic actions, etc. which comprise play. What is most important to understand within 

the context of this research is that motivations for play are not typically intrinsic, nor are 

they solely found in play as a reward for play itself. Studying play in relation to identity 

development and motivations, parallel narratives and the interconnection of a common 

object can reveal motivation and new elements in the activity system at hand. 

Furthermore, the teacher’s own play experiences influence which themes and objects are 

selected, how they are set up, and how the youth or player is guided. To relate back to the 

world of video games, there are two levels of “teacher.” The game designer is a type of 

“teacher” figure in this relationship, where their own experiences of play and 

development have a major impact on what is initially presented in a game, impacting the 

initial direction of a player’s interactions and engagement with the game as a text. The 

other is the designed world - narrative and mechanics - of the game itself. In thinking of 

the game as replacing the teacher or ‘expert’ we can see that, at best, the role of an 
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educator is as a sparring partner; an individual from whom the pupil, the player, can learn 

based on loaned consciousness interpolated with their own. 

Players, the subject of this activity system, not only appropriate and refigure the 

surrounding social world, but also make unexpected creative changes through and 

because of the play experience. This is where new knowledge, skills, actions, and 

identities come from – the act I refer to as expansive play. The goal of expansive play as 

a learning activity is in establishing a new personalized model of interactivity with the 

world. This could be a new personal narrative or even a new moral identity. 

Encompassing the expansive cycle, expansive play coincides with the notion that 

productive learning needs to be a multi-perspective activity which includes or makes 

room for belief systems of participants and the historically constructed representations of 

any given sociocultural content and context.  

The medium of video games opens up extensively when understood as part of a 

system where play is learning by engaging in a dynamic, two-way relationship with the 

game and the activity system. They create a space in which the player provides meaning 

and their own definitions and can freely experiment with value systems. Atif Waraich 

presents results which support narrative as a primary factor in engaging and motivational 

video game design. His study focuses on using a narrative lens to motivate and abstract 

learning in 2-D interactive learning environments (ILE). The research process indicated 

that the main problem was getting youths to interact with material over long periods of 

time and to retain the information that was presented. Results allowed Waraich to 

conclude that “for any learning task to be meaningful to the learner they must have both a 

sufficient context for the learning and motivation to perform the tasks that will help them 
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to learn” (Waraich 98). Over the course of the study, students who were exposed to 

“interesting” and motivationally enhanced situations had a significant increase learning 

the targeted knowledge, even after the removal of such a frame. The use of narrative 

situation allowed students to better contextualize and apply their own knowledge to the 

tasks at hand - a sensible act since stories are largely how we recognize and assimilate 

knowledge of the world, and eventually make sense of it. Adding this layer of 

interactivity is an effective enhancement of this process.  

This result was similarly observed in Bers’s analysis of identity construction 

environments (ICE) as a method of developing personal and moral values, where 

participants employed narrative techniques to explain their decision-making processes. 

Through the creation of a collaborative dictionary, for example, participants explored, 

narrated, and outlined the values and multiple definitions held by the Zora community10. 

As the experiment showed, “a sense of self doesn’t develop in a vacuum but through 

constant interaction with others in a community” (Bers 387). Participants created spaces 

specifically for reflecting their identity individually and as a community, often reflecting 

in debrief interviews how the Zora ICE was a way for them to better understand 

themselves and their position in relation to society. Their city hall provided a space for 

participants to discuss controversial issues and work through different explanations and 

solutions, frequently related to moral-based reasoning and ethical decision-making. Zora 

ICE provided a way for the children (subjects) to not only appropriate and reimagine the 

new virtual world, but also make unexpected changes and expansions through joint-

collective action, such as the dictionary. Through play, these children raised the demands 

                                                 
10 Zora is a three-dimensional multi-user virtual environment designed to engage learners in the design of a 

graphical virtual city and its social organization created by the MIT Media Laboratory.  
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on themselves and with that brought themselves into new zones of development. Both 

these studies adhered to and incorporated specific theoretical approaches to interactive 

media as education tools, and the results are clear.  

The Zora ICE is an ideal control model for thinking about the developmental 

potential of video games through narrative and mechanics. Zora’s five principles of 

design for technological learning tools can be extrapolated to games outside of a strictly 

educational field:  

1. “They are purposefully designed to help young people learn about their 

identity, particularly personal and moral values. 

2. They are designed on a theoretical model that positions identity as a 

complex and dynamic construction composed by conflicting values. 

3. They afford opportunities for learners to design dynamic computational 

objects and spaces representing aspects of the self. 

4. They offer opportunities for storytelling and they elicit narratives about 

the self. 

5. They support the creation of and participation in a community. No sense 

of self develops in a social vacuum.” (Bers 368) 

Even though Zora was created for a specific purpose, other games – even AAA11 level 

games – are created with these elements encoded in them. Regardless of the developer’s 

intent, game spaces are valuable as zones for exploration and self-identification. Game 

play systematically “confronts the [player] with a learning situation that could only be 

                                                 
11 In the video game industry, AAA, or Triple-A, is a classification term used for games with the highest 

development budgets and levels of promotion. A title considered to be AAA is therefore expected to be a 

high-quality game or to be among the year's best sellers. 
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located within his or her area of close development. That is, it would involve a task 

located slightly above the acquired skills (Annetta 232). They allow for a new kind of 

construction of the relationship between the world through play. The decisions, the 

motivation for play, organization of the activity, the rules, origin, distance from reality, 

and the narrative all come together to establish a scaffold for learning.  

On one level, game players learn to do such things as fly and drive vehicles, or be 

fighters, civilization builders, explorers, and more. On a deeper level, however, they learn 

infinitely more: “to take in information from many sources and make decisions quickly; 

to deduce a game’s rules from playing rather than by being told; to create strategies 

for overcoming obstacles; to understand complex systems through experimentation. 

And, increasingly, they learn to collaborate with others” (Prensky 2). It is through 

these underlying elements that players are encouraged to reinforce or reframe their 

own identities and mindsets. The game narratives and cultural narratives come 

together to influence the personal narrative experience, which in turn affects identity 

and, as is explored in this research, morality. While this may seem a straightforward 

and linear process it is incredibly complex and comprised of the multiple elements of 

activity. This type of developmental experience is not limited to one kind of game or 

even type of story. Even when games are not designed with educational intent or the 

intent to force dissonance in one’s sense of self, the intellectual play involved in video 

games is developmentally significant and educational. 
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A Brief Recap 

            Activity Theory is an effective tool for understanding the importance of video 

games as textual tools for the learning and development. Games inherently let us play 

with value systems which can range from how players engage with the mechanics and 

narrative to what might be omitted through play. On all levels, games are more than 

just open environments; they are carefully crafted interactive learning experiences. 

Much like activity systems, Squire argues, “games are ideological worlds in that they 

instantiate ideas through implicit rulesets and systems” (28). Gameplay is always 

integrated with pre-existing conditions and experiences; interacting with a video game 

text is never an isolated instance. Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games 

(MMORPGs) are interesting for study because of how they enable players to be 

creative through constant social engineering and interaction with other player 

characters (PCs) and non-player characters (NPCs). Action and adventure games 

engage the capacity of the individual to solve problems and negotiations in 

meaningful and varied ways. Role-Playing Games (RPGs) enable the player to affect 

or change the world, enacting lasting and impactful decisions which reflect and 

engage their own moral, ethical, and social identity, and open-world games allow the 

player to simply construct worlds from scratch as they imagine or reimagine their 

own. Through the instantiation of ideas and morally salient scenarios, games are able 

to force the player’s reflective and critical thinking skills, causing them to engage in 

this expansive cycle of play.  

These ideological worlds (games) serve as frameworks for thinking. Thus, it is 

useful to look at games as systems which are part of an overarching system of 
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activity. Activity Theory helps us understand how moral uptake occurs through video 

game play in a manner that is more encompassing and specific than other critical 

analyses. In making meaning in these worlds, there are two important qualities. One, 

the “learning cycle of a player developing goals, reading the game space for 

information, taking action in the game world, and then reading games for feedback” 

and two, “the social experience of participating in particular game communities” 

(Squire 30). As we know, expansive play is a deeply productive and unconsciously 

complex act by which the player is constantly constructing goals, strategies, and 

interpretations about the game system and how they wish to engage in virtual space. 

As play continues, the subject is instilled with preexisting conditions and notions of 

play, yet they are also able to develop new, individualized methods of interaction and 

understanding; appropriating and adapting past and present social experience as they 

work through the expansive cycle.  

In the next chapter I will examine how we can understand video games as texts 

and how it is necessary to set them apart from traditional, analog media. I will outline 

how we can critically examine them as cultural tools and some of the background to 

game studies which is important to understanding the innately impactful design 

features of games.  

 

 

Chapter Two: Understanding Video Games as Texts 
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“We must, therefore, be attentive to the particularity of games as a medium, specifically 
what distinguishes them from other narrative traditions. Yet, in order to do so requires 

precise comparisons -- not the mapping of old models onto games but a testing of those 
models against existing games to determine what features they share with other media 

and how they differ” –Henry Jenkins (120) 
 

Myth, folktales, fables, and religious texts have historically made use of narrative 

to impart lessons of morality, empathy, and other concepts long before and alongside 

formalized education. Constructed as forms of entertainment as much as a tool for 

socialized behavior, these narratives drew upon a cultural and historical context far 

beyond their individual pages or spoken words. Aesop’s fables are perhaps the most 

notable example. Narratives in traditional texts (i.e. printed books and film) are often 

used to convey subversive or unconscious ideology or reinforce preexisting ideologies. 

Particularly in the last two decades, the use of interactive and widely engaging digital 

media such as video games to impact learning and identity development has become 

more prevalent. This is evinced by the earlier Edutainment and Serious Games 

movements respectively, though they failed to gain significant attention and ground, 

which focused on creating games for pedagogical purposes and goals other than 

entertainment.  

 
Ludology, Narratology, and Games - Oh My! 

Games have been historically thrown into diametrically opposed frames 

championed by ludologists (those who study video games as games and using game 

theory before all else) and narratologists12 (those who believe games should be 

understood as novel forms of narrative and thus should primarily be studied using 

                                                 
12 Narratologists may also be referred to as narrativists, as there is no immediate distinction between the 

two identifiers.  
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traditional theories of narrative and forms of storytelling). It is crucial to develop a new 

narrative theory and method of understanding video games as texts, one that combines 

specific elements of each camp that moves beyond their respective limited actions and 

that does not border on essentialism.  

The use of a strictly narrativist lens offers limiting and restrictive conditions for 

understanding video games solely in terms of linear narrative architecture most closely 

akin to cinema, television, and literature. This approach frequently sees narrative 

structure solely constructed in the same way as the conflict-driven, three-act model seen 

in these mediums. Jan Simons synthesizes a well-founded critique offered by ludologists 

that “narrative representations produce ‘descriptions’ of traits and sequences of events 

while a simulation ‘does not simply retain the – generally audiovisual – characteristics of 

the object but it also includes a model of its behaviors’ which ‘reacts to certain stimuli 

(input data, pushing buttons, joystick movements), according to a set of conditions” 

(Simons). A traditional narrative approach tends to observe the text as engaging a reader 

in a unidirectional, didactic manner. Linearity is this camp’s greatest downfall. According 

to more exuberant ludologists, the major difference between games and narratives is also 

that “the former addresses ‘external observers’ who apprehend ‘what has happened,’ 

whereas the latter require ‘involved players’ who care about ‘what is going to happen’ 

(Simons).  

On the other end of the spectrum, narrativists describe the ludological perspective 

as being crippled by the excessive emphasis on the study of games as an analysis of 

abstract and formal systems. They find it an oversight that the focus of game studies 

should be on the rules and mechanical systems of video games, not the representational 
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elements, which are deemed incidental. A narrativist approach, on the other hand, 

provides an excellent platform for thought experiments, simulations, and representations 

of models of behavior - or so they would argue. A system-based approach to video games 

does not always account for the exploration of, or speculation about, what would or could 

have happened in even slightly different conditions. Ludology is interested in the 

efficiency and interactive qualities of a game, and places the most value on how a game 

plays. There is a direct concern with an input/output-type architecture. However, in the 

minds of many narrativist theorists, since video games share narrative architecture with 

more familiar, linear mediums it stands to reason that more traditional and familiar 

theories should be applied.  

 Studying video games as a sum of their rules offers only a piece of a larger 

picture and a strictly narrative examination neglects other elements not readily visible 

through such a lens. Jesper Juul argues that part of the problem comes from the 

indiscriminate use of the word narrative, not to mention the aforementioned forcing of 

older, often analogue, theories onto a complex digital medium such as video games. It is 

true to say that both sides provide useful tools for analysis, many of which have been 

combined and reconciled in recent years.  

 

 

 

Pushing for A New Discourse 

While the debate between ludology and narratology is worth addressing, it is not 

the focus of this research, considering it has been more or less resolved through 

concessions, explanations, and the lessening of extremist positioning. As Espen Aarseth 
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writes, a design-oriented discussion of potential and failings of game-based narratives 

and a discussion theoretical terminology and methodology were conflated and taken to 

extremes by unnecessarily defensive scholarship. He articulates that “the ludologist 

critique was a reaction to sloppy scholarship (in which key terms are not defined), one-

sided focus, and not a ban against the application of narrative theory to games” (130). 

The debate overall, however, serves to show that these two camps are rooted in a distinct 

dichotomy which takes away from the critical understanding of videogames as texts, not 

to mention vibrant learning environments. The debate is a distraction and is blown out 

proportion by extremists of both sides. Ludologists see narrative as a fixed sequence of 

events forced upon the player and literary theorists see it as a loose fictional framework.  

If nothing else, it goes to show the difficulties of establishing the new discipline 

of game studies. The argument by ludologists, Simon Ferrari, a proponent himself, 

writes, is not “against the dual study of games and narrative (narratology) as such, but 

against what they saw as the colonizing influence of ‘narrativists’...A common complaint 

by many ludologists, who had a background in the study of literature, was that the 

narrativists clutched to naïve, Victorian or early modern conceptions of narrative” 

(Bissell and Ferrari). The intent should not be to prove that all games are narrative-based 

(they are not) nor that they are better understood simply through the systems and 

mechanics they employ. Newer game studies scholars, a group in which I would include 

myself, admit readily that the boundaries between games and narratives are not clear-cut 

and that narratives and the storytelling experience often play a significant role in video 

games, one that is equivalent to the way player interaction with and in the world is 
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significant. It is crucial to continue clarifying, meshing, and developing a new method of 

understanding, an objective which neatly fits with that of an activity system.  

Video games innately instantiate a two-way relationship between the individual 

player(s) and the text. Much like an Activity System is comprised of varying elements, so 

too are games. Together, narrative and mechanics operate through the player to establish 

a performance space where the individual may act out otherwise unrealized ideas and 

desires, which can give way to new iterations of identity. Just as in the conversion of 

literature to film where the audiovisual experience adds a whole new layer for artistic 

expression and viewer’s perception, the level of cinematic quality of shots needs to 

permeate throughout the whole storytelling experience. A director or director of 

photography cannot segregate the story part and the video part. That would be like trying 

to save a badly written book by sprinkling in quotations from better authors like 

Shakespeare. Injecting aesthetically pleasing sounds and images is irrelevant and 

negligent if they do not coincide with other elements of the text.  

Books provide depth from words on the page and additional nuances emerge from 

visual and auditory elements in film. In video games, depth comes from enacting a scene. 

Interactivity, along with audiovisuals, allows the individual to experience the story and 

gameplay firsthand. There is only the player as the sole agent of change. To use Gee 

again, there is no divide between observer and observed. The individual becomes, as in 

the introduction’s Castlevania example, Alucard-you; a performative synthesis of 

identities. Individuals have the opportunity to become the protagonist and take on their 

motivations and emotions, melding them with their preexisting selves. Even in an 

extremely formatted and linear game there is always a degree of player agency required 
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to carry the narrative and story elements forward. They themselves hear and see via 

personal discovery, not from the guiding and often manipulative lens of a cameraman or 

author. Though their journey can be oriented by the designer’s choices the experience 

remains that of the player each time they enter the virtual realm. Video games are viable 

learning spaces because they convey meaning and representation experientially. The 

situated context matters. As players move through the world they encounter embedded 

meanings which evolve with their injection of self as they form a viewpoint on what 

counts as playing the game well and how best they can construct their personal story.  

In the study of games, we must be interested not only in the definitions and 

representations but also in the interactions, decisions, and hotly contested choices which 

govern those meanings. While the underlying nature of video games is strongly 

connected to game theory13, many examples of game theory are transmitted through 

narrative forms such as stories, riddles, and paradoxes. The most famous example of 

traditional game theory, the “prisoner’s dilemma,” was only able to be conceptualized 

and gain greater attention when presented in the form of a story by Albert W. Tucker in 

1950. The prisoner’s dilemma shows why two supposedly “rational” individuals might 

not cooperate, even if cooperation is in their best interests. Originally framed by two 

mathematicians - Merrill Flood and Melvin Dresher working for the RAND Corporation, 

an American non-profit global policy think tank - their proposed theory was not widely 

accessible due to its high-level mathematical outline and intended application to global 

nuclear strategy. The title “prisoner’s dilemma” and the familiar version came about due 

                                                 
13 The study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between intelligent rational decision -

makers. In essence, “Game theory is a bag of analytical tools designed to help u s understand the 

phenomena that we observe when decision-makers interact” (Osborne and Rubinstein 2). 
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to Albert Tucker’s wish to make the duo’s ideas more accessible to an audience of 

Stanford psychologists. Tucker deliberately used a short detective fiction - a narrative - to 

explore a scenario representative of the original theory: 

The police apprehend two criminals who together have committed 

a serious crime. There is no direct evidence that these two men 

actually committed the crime, and all the police can actually prove 

is an instance of excessive speeding. The prosecutor would very 

much like to close the case, and therefore she makes the following 

proposal separately to the two prisoners, whom she has placed in 

separate cells:  

 
"Here's the plea bargain: If you will confess to the crime and 

implicate your accomplice, thereby helping us to resolve this case, 

I will set you free, and we'll forget about that little matter of 

speeding. In this case your accomplice will be shut up in prison for 

ten years, and the whole matter will be closed forever. This offer is 

valid, however, only if your accomplice does not confess to the 

crime and thus does not help us in clearing up the matter. If he also 

confesses, then, of course, your confession is not of much value, as 

we will know everything without it. In this case, each of you will 

be jailed for five years. If neither of you confesses, we shall, alas, 

be unable to convict you, but we'll be very severe on that rather 

nasty incident of speeding, and you will both be imprisoned for 

one year. Finally, I must inform you that I made this very same 
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offer to your accomplice. I await your answer tomorrow at ten 

o'clock. Just think -- you can be free by eleven!” (Méro 29) 

Since this reimagining, the scenario of the prisoner’s dilemma has spread exponentially 

to disciplines far outside the realm of mathematical based game theory, from 

environmental studies to psychology, and has been the focus of fictional literature. 

Kendall Walton’s analysis of computer game function synthesizes the importance of 

Tucker’s action, though it is slightly dismissive. He remarks that games are “a prop in a 

game of make-believe,” and while it may not be the “raison d’etre of computer games, 

[narrative] plays an important role as a stimulant for the imagination” and as a 

mechanism for player immersion into the game world - much like how fables, folktales, 

and parables are narratives encoded with moral and social principles (Egenfeldt-Nielsen 

et al. 224). The story element of video games is crucial for critical analysis because they 

are often about (or creating the framework for) characters who face difficult decisions, 

impossible moral choices, and conflicts with rivals. Narrative elements provide the 

framework for individuals to engage and interact with.  

Acknowledging this initial complexity of games makes clearer how they can 

provide an opportunity for expansive play, as discussed in Chapter One. These texts, in 

their entirety, are mediating artifacts used to convey morality, social themes, and more 

because of how they mesh narrative gestalt and gameplay gestalt to produce highly 

salient learning environments. Through play, our sense of self is manipulated, 

consciously and unconsciously, as we create new or affirm existing identities in the co-

construction of personal narrative. It is important to emphasize the player’s gaming 

experience and the necessity of being able to have hands-on, iterative experiences. While 
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the relationship between games and narrative is often not so clear-cut, game studies 

scholar Espen Aarseth theorizes that it is beneficial to look at games, stories, and systems 

for the simple reason that they share many elements, namely a world, its agents, objects, 

and events. He continues, establishing that “a ludo-narratological model of this design 

space must account for the ways in which ‘narrative games’ differ from one another. 

There can be no single mode of narrativity in entertainment software, given the diversity 

of design solutions” (Aarseth 130). Games such as MYST, Star Wars: Knights of the Old 

Republic (KOTOR), Fallout, Darkest Dungeon, and Spec Ops: The Line all occupy very 

different positions on this spectrum of design, thus the model we use must reflect this 

diversity.  

Linear Game (Half-Life) 
 

Fixed kernels, flexible satellites 

Hypertext-like Game (Myst, Life is 
Strange, The Walking Dead) 

 

Choice between kernels, fixed satellites 

“Creamy middle” Quest Game (KOTOR, 
Skyrim, Fallout) 

 

Choice between kernels, flexible satellites 

Non-narrative Game (The Sims, Chess) 
 

No kernels, flexible discourse: “just a 
game” 

Figure 4. Examples of the ludo-narrative model proposed by Espen Aarseth 

A large problem comes from placing video games and their stories on different 

abstract levels, an act which might explain how, narratively, conflict and action in games 

might be made sense of, but how the stories actually work within the games is not told. 

Aarseth argues that we must see ludo-narrative design as “four independent, ontic 

dimensions: world, objects, agents, and events” (131). Every game (and story) contains 

these elements in varying degrees and forms. A video game world, for example, could be 

linear, multicursal, or open. Objects might be dynamic, user created, or static. Here we 
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once again see the spectrum between narrative (static) and ludology (dynamic, 

simulated).  

 
A Model for Storytelling  

While I am not using a strictly narrativist approach, traditional terminology does 

offer some benefit. Video games still involve narratives and are tried and true storytelling 

mediums if for no other reason than because videogames present fictional, interactive 

worlds. In many ways, game design is all about world building. In order to come into 

existence, these worlds must be established and “narrated” by something or someone. 

Games require narrative and story elements in order to maintain themselves, otherwise 

the player’s injection into that world becomes untenable and perhaps even nonsensical. 

At their very core, games are about situating individuals in both foreign and familiar 

experiences through worlds. This is achieved through good mechanics and engaging 

systems combined with thoughtful and interactive stories. However, while systems 

engage, narratives and the stories that emerge are what compel the player and keep them 

coming back and willing to spend significant time in these digital spaces. Play is meant to 

enhance the narrative situation and vice versa. As part of an Activity System, it is 

important that games be able to situate players in such a way, otherwise the system 

breaks apart. Much like the Dungeon Master in a game of Dungeons & Dragons, the 

game as a text mediates the player’s involvement in the digital world. While the player 

may have agency, their experience is ultimately overseen by the systems and overarching 

narrative. As games exist, they remind of the fact that mediation by cultural tools and 

external-internal histories is inescapable regardless of the context for play. 
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In understanding narrative in games, it is beneficial to approach the ensuing 

discussion with operational definitions. Narrative, in a general sense, is the succession of 

events. Its basic components are: chronological order of events, or the sequence of events 

as they happen within the textual world (story), their verbal or visual representation 

(text), and the act of relating (narration). It is also useful to understand plot as the same 

series of events as they are told or relayed to the player regardless of medium. Plot is 

unchangeable just like with a book or film, and, for the most part, other narrative features 

are up for manipulation.  

There is an overarching, pre-existing narrative situation, as narrative theorist 

Roland Barthes might suggest, which the reader, in this case the player, enters into. This 

is likely to be the synopsis written on the back of the box which indicates to the potential 

buyer, loosely, what the game is about and has to offer. Rage (id 2011), for example, 

provides the following on its back cover: 

After an asteroid impacts Earth, humanity attempts to rebuild. 

Sheltered in cryogenic lifeboats, survivors emerge years after 

impact to a devastated planet where some of mankind survived in 

struggling settlements or murderous bandit clans. And a 

mysterious tyrannical government is on the hunt… for you. 

These are “facts;” unchangeable elements of the game world that provide the entry point 

for the player. Just as with the opening title crawl of Star Wars: A New Hope, they are 

establishing elements. Once the player begins their virtual journey, however, they begin 

the process of co-creation and expansive play. The player is situated as the author of their 

own story; an implicit invitation to bring their community-based identities, rules 
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(personal and social), and play style with them. What games often do well is placing the 

player at the center of an experience rather than a distinct story. Narrative design and 

implementation may only be one piece of an Activity System, but it plays an integral part 

in unifying all the different pieces. Narrative situation helps frame a player’s choices and 

motives as the rules they may incorporate, or the specifically inhabited identity may 

change depending on the situation. This is especially true for RPGs, which are 

specifically designed for a player to create and perform as a unique character. In Dragon 

Age: Origins (BioWare 2009), for example, character creation involves selecting a race, 

class, origin story, and even customizing the minute details of appearance. These are 

framed by the narrative situation and together, as elements which come before actually 

entering the game, begin to lay out the ensuing storytelling experience.  

When it comes to creating a typology, there are three basic layers typically 

observed within games: the overarching, all-encompassing game world, the individual 

levels of the game, and finally the challenges or missions within those levels. Regardless 

of genre, most games fit into this framework, not just the narrative portion. They have an 

overarching narrative and plot, the game layer with its mechanics and story, and a third 

layer at which conflicts occur and persons are interacted with, though this is sometimes 

broken into two separate tiers. It is helpful to think of the overarching narrative as both 

providing a frame for the player-text co-created narrative and as the premise for player 

engagement - why are we playing this game, what is the conflict at hand - as is seen with 

the example of Rage. While games are distinctly different from other storytelling 
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mediums, elements of the traditional three act, conflict driven structure or even the 

Monomyth14 may be perceived throughout.  

In the same way, conflict is the fuel of gameplay; “a challenge, with goals and 

obstacles, is placed before the player. The player wants to succeed and win, but the game 

adds complications and challenges that must be overcome first” (Skolnick 9). In Super 

Mario, Princess Peach must always be kidnapped and then rescued by Mario in order to 

situate the player as they enter the game. In Skyrim, the player character is always going 

to be captured and on their way to execution in Helgen. Very few readers would enjoy a 

novel without a sense of conflict; a game without conflict as a motivating factor is 

similarly untenable. The player provides conflict and narrative resolution through action 

in both examples, though in varying degrees, rather than distantly observing the action 

and resolution through another as in a book.  

While the overarching narrative is generally not directly interactive since, 

beginning with the first act, initiating conflict, key scenes, and the playing out of 

consequences in the final act are often done through cutscenes and non-interactive video 

material. Dishonored (Arkane Studios 2012), for example, opens with a sequence where 

the player can look around, but not move, while being talked at. Not every one of these 

non-interactive elements is strictly constructed or even required to exist in a specific 

order. In many RPGs, for example, character death might impact what is presented to the 

player, just as the order in which the player visits certain areas of the game world might 

                                                 
14 The Monomyth (“Hero’s Journey”) is a widely known theory of storytelling that presents itself in many 

games. The core concept is that of archetypes which are roles or masks occupied by characters at any point. 

The Monomyth is best used as a template when creating game narratives, worlds, and more - “a checking 

tool, to be employed when something doesn’t feel quite right about a story in progress” (Skolnic k 37). For 

designers, familiarity with the Monomyth may make for a more complete storyteller but it does not make 

one a professional writer or editor.  
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impact when these sequences occur. Narrative, or the overarching narrative situation, is a 

system of all potential stories that might emerge during game play. These stories have 

their own generally player-defined narratives, meaning how the narration orients and 

outlines the course of the story, but are not necessarily told in a linear sense. Distinctions 

between stories and narratives may seem like nitpicking but are incredibly important 

when it comes to organizing and making sense of narrative and how it can be deployed 

and used. Stories, in games, are typically player-defined pieces that can come and go, 

change, and morph, without drastically impacting the overall narrative. While the 

narrative orients the player and is responsible for how they perceive a story or gameplay 

moment, the co-construction of stories by the player and game ultimately define the 

narrative layer’s meaning and significance.  

The second layer, the game layer, is designed for the player to complete a goal or 

set of goals which are typically achieved by the end of the level. These levels progress 

the player through the second act of the story and into the more challenging and involved 

third act of the game’s narrative. Conflicts within this section are overcome as the player 

opposes enemies, completes puzzles, surpasses barriers, and so on. Often, there is a 

combination of these elements in more comprehensive and developed narratives. 

Increased difficulty, enhanced dramatic structure, or perhaps a level boss may be 

implemented in order to maintain engagement and motivation. 

The third layer of the game structure is a series of smaller-scale conflicts and 

challenges within a singular game level. These must be passed in order to “floor” or 

“clear” each level, and often exist in the form enemy groups, puzzles, item gathering, 

treasures and so on. These are smaller conflicts of survival, prosperity, and progress 
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whose importance and moral aspect or prerogative is either player-defined or derived 

from higher- level narrative situation or player storytelling.  

The lower layers of gameplay provide a higher degree of interactivity in terms of 

actions that have cascading effects on the evolution of the game world. Linear and non-

interactive cutscenes may be revealed in a predetermined order to frame a player’s 

experience, but they always derive status and importance from the bottom-most layer of 

gameplay. The presentation of these overarching elements, for both narrative and the 

game world, is readily influenced by the appearance, or disappearance, of kernels and 

satellites, which will be further addressed in the following section. Plot may be 

interactive in its order, but the events of a plot are not interactively defined and 

subsequent variations in the order of lower level events does not change their nature 

(Lindley, “Story and Narrative Structure”). Goals within a level may be completed in 

different orders and in varying ways, but certain goals usually must be achieved before 

progressing. Each layer of this model holds power over the stories being told and the 

narrative being constructed, as the player at all times is the one negotiating the text and 

bringing it to life. 

 

What Makes a Virtual World? 

Since this approach is just that - an overarching representation - there is ample 

room for closer examination. This model consists of four elements which are inextricably 

intertwined with game narrative and exist across categories and genres: events, things, 

places, and characters. Sequences of events can be open, selectable, or plotted, and it is 

here the narratological model of nuclei may be usefully applied: kernels, events that 
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define that particular story, and satellites, supplementary events that fill out the discourse. 

Events can be categorized extensively via the existence and manipulation of satellites and 

kernels. This is situated on a spectrum ranging from linear, fully plotted, non-interactive 

story to “pure” game (i.e. Chess, Minesweeper). In Half-Life 2, for example, Gordon 

Freeman (the player-character) is sometimes immobilized and/or transported on “rails,” 

or placed in a locked room while a non-player-character (NPC) speaks. Kernels are what 

allow readers to recognize the story. Take away kernels and the story will no longer be 

the same. For example, if the wolf does not eat Red Riding Hood and her grandma but 

instead kills a chicken and leaves them be, the story may be recognizable as a reference, 

but it is not the story of Little Red Riding Hood. In this instance the act of eating is the 

kernel. Similarly, Frodo must inherit the ring from Bilbo otherwise the story is not the 

same as we find it in Tolkien’s trilogy, it is not recognizable. These variations can be 

small moments, or they can drastically change the entire sequence of events and thus 

recognizability (imagine if Red never went to her grandma’s house but instead sent a 

letter). 
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Satellites may be replaced or removed while still maintaining the structure and 

recognizability of the story and are what define the discourse. The modification of 

satellites allows for the manipulation of the discourse of the text. For example, to use 

Little Red Riding Hood again, Red may stop in the woods to pick a flower, or she might 

not. This choice does not cause the reader to reject or accept a particular retelling of the 

fairytale. Frodo may steal the ring from Bilbo or he may not, this decision will not 

drastically affect whether the story is recognizable and logically made. The 

aforementioned framework (overarching narrative situation, game level, conflict 

level/story persons) is influenced and determined by the existence and arrangement of 

Figure 5. A synthesis of approaches to storytelling 
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these story elements. These are in turn affected by the interactive features and systems of 

game play.  

Game-worlds (places) are physical or virtual spaces that are outlined and 

described by geometry and topology. Unlike the fictional worlds of other texts (i.e. film 

or literature) they are “a measurable, concrete extension that can be explored directly by 

an independent agent” (Aarseth 132). These worlds contain two types of space: the ludic 

and extra-ludic, otherwise understood as the area of gameplay and the surrounding non-

playable space. In most games, the space is extra-ludic, and the ludic space consists of 

narrow pathways or corridors surrounded by static or semi-static scenery. In some games, 

the ludic space can occupy the majority of, if not all of, the world while in others the 

player may expand the ludic space by constructing more of it as part of the gameplay. 

Aarseth proposes that there are five unique topological structures which each have clear 

implications and affordances for the types of narratives they are conjoined with. They 

are: the linear corridor (Half-Life), the multicursal or hub-shaped labyrinth (KOTOR, Far 

Cry 2), the open world (Skyrim, Guild Wars 2), the one-room game (Facade), and the 

separate hub multicourse. These structures may be combined to form more complex 

patterns of storytelling environments, such as a linear beginning opening up to an open 

world quest middle, and then finishing with another linear section (i.e. Skyrim) or they 

may be entirely open to begin with (i.e. Fallout: New Vegas or The Witcher 3: The Wild 

Hunt). Of the five typologies the first three are the most commonly used in games.  

Henry Jenkins offers the term spatiality, a concept which highlights the 

importance of world building in games in both a place-based and narrative sense, and 

which goes neatly with the frame of Activity Theory. Game designers are literally 
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narrative architects, creating the plans by which the player may construct stories at their 

whim. Games designers do not simply relate stories in a didactic manner, they design 

worlds and sculpt spaces - veritable playgrounds. This differs from the historically held 

belief that those studying game design and theory should focus on level design and how 

each level fits together in terms of gameplay mechanics rather than character creation or 

other narrative related designs. In the words of Don Carson, a Senior Show Designer for 

Walt Disney Imagineering; 

The story element is infused into the physical space a guest walks 

or rides through. It is the physical space that does much of the 

work of conveying the story the designers are trying to tell...Armed 

only with their own knowledge of the world, and those visions 

collected from movies and books, the audience is ripe to be 

dropped into your adventure. the trick is to play on those memories 

and expectations to heighten the thrill of venturing into your 

created universe. (qtd. in Jenkins 123) 

Like an amusement park attraction, a game does not so much reproduce or create a 

narrative as it evokes an atmosphere or frame for the player to continually flesh out 

through expansive play and the injection of their own imagination. Creating a game is 

ideally about situating the individual at the center of an experience which evokes a 

player-made story rather than at the center of a preset story, or even collection of preset 

story elements. Setting and structure not only help frame player actions but are also there 

to be engaging and believable enough that they provide value on their own. This ranges 

from beautiful landscapes to compelling narrative premises to even smaller scale 
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situations which afford high levels of player agency. These game spaces are “a powerful 

factor in engaging players and giving them the sense that they are inhabiting a place 

rather than merely perceiving a representation of space” (Calleja qtd. in Egenfeldt-

Nielsen 206). They serve to guide the player and provide an experiential method of 

engagement and of narratorial relations. World building and environmental storytelling 

create the preconditions for an immersive narrative experience in at least one of four 

ways: they can evoke pre-existing associations; they can provide a space for narratives to 

be enacted and to evolve; they may embed narrative information within the mise-en-

scene; or they may provide resources for emergent narratives (Jenkins 123). In doing this, 

the individual actor is uniquely able to bring their own elements of activity together (i.e. 

community, personal and social rules, et cetera).  

The degree of familiarity provided by the spatial elements of a game have a large 

impact on the experience and storytelling potential of the player. In Half-Life (Sierra 

Studios 1998), for example, science fiction themes are overt and greatly affect and 

outline the plot, setting, characters, and overall feel of the experience. Half-Life’s 

concreteness is advantageous because it lets the player spend more time interacting and 

moving about since they have less to infer and assume. A game like Sims on the other 

hand will leave a great deal up to the player’s imagination, and that lack of spatial 

storytelling features is a large part of the particular gameplay and storytelling experience 

the designers at Electronic Arts (EA) are going for. As we read, view, or play we 

unconsciously and immediately apply what we know of our own world to the fictional 

world, whether to fill gaps and make it more tenable or to enhance our personal narrative. 

The game world works in tandem with the established features to produce a highly 
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interactive and engaging text. Narrative is frequently constructed through spaces and the 

interactions that occur within those spaces which can be either premeditated, on account 

of the identities and experiences brought to the game world, or spontaneous. To recall the 

visualization of an activity system, this is one way that they aid in observing how 

different pieces come together. More than other mediums, games include this kind of 

cognitive device for storytelling purposes and instinctively are required in the design 

process.  

These spaces are, of course, populated by objects (things) which are categorized 

in terms of malleability and what they afford the player. They can be broken down into 

six (four) groupings: static, non-interactive objects; static, usable objects; destructible 

(e.g. environments and buildings); changeable/modifiable (e.g. weapon modifications in 

Fallout); creatable/forgeable (e.g. blacksmithing or leatherworking in Skyrim, an RPG); 

and player-invented (Spore, Minecraft). Objects can be used to determine the degree of 

player agency in a game. Certain types, on their own and in combination, will afford 

different capabilities for storytelling from the end of the designer and player respectively.  

The characters who inhabit these worlds are the final piece of this architecture. As 

with any medium, we examine characters in terms of depth or shallowness, which range 

between static and dynamic. Characters fall into four loosely defined categories: stage, 

functional, cast, and player-character. Stage characters, more colloquially known as 

“bots,” are non-interactive set material with no individual identity or distinct features. 

Functional characters are bots who serve a general function in the game; for example, in 

Red Dead Redemption the player can attack or be attacked by those walking past, and in 
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Fallout: New Vegas soldiers of either Caesar’s Legion or the New California Republic 

may aid or attack the player depending on reputation and allegiance.  

Cast characters have specific story-related functions and varying degrees of 

personality to identify a personal agenda or backstory. This type of character may be 

shallow with minimal function, or deep and fully defined with an important role to play. 

Sephiroth in Final Fantasy VII, an ally turned villain, and Veronica Santangelo, a player 

companion, in Fallout: New Vegas are two such characters. The player-character is the 

final type and is entirely controlled by the player. Features, such as motivation and 

history, depend on the specifics of each game but are typically determined by the player.  

 

 

Figure 6. The ontic dimensions of a game exist in a spectrum-like format and often overlap with one 

another. 

It is still debated whether characters with strong personalities and defined stories 

are more relatable and make for a better playing experience than those without. Brenda 

Laurel proposes that while designers should not avoid writing strong characters, 

simplification has its benefits. She explains that “thanks to well-internalized dramatic 
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convention, we can enjoy (and believe in) even one-dimensional dramatic characters. In 

fact, when a minor dramatic character possesses only one or two actionable traits, 

audience members will impute elaborate histories and motivations as needed to make it 

believable” (Laurel qtd. in Egenfeldt-Nielsen 210). Despite technological advancements, 

good characters do not necessarily need to be totally scripted and contrived. Characters 

are the driving force of any narrative, just as in film or literature. However, while video 

game characters rely on many of the same conventions, they are different in that they 

make or contribute to action as it happens. Because they are interactively defined 

characters produce a large part of stories through their reactions, performances, or simply 

by existing in a certain way.  

To look at these features together, this ludo-narrative model works as events and 

story persons (or agents) gain their meaning in relation to the narration layer, which gains 

meaning from and is influenced by the manipulation and arrangement of satellites and 

kernels, which in turn gains meaning from the overarching narrative situation it is placed 

within. The first two dimensions, worlds and objects, better describe player agency while 

characters and events best describe author agency. One form is not more narratively 

successful than another, nor does the limitation of player agency have direct merit on the 

interactive success of a game. To use the familiar frame of the Russian Formalists, there 

is a distinction to be made between the raw material of a story, fabula, and the way the 

story is organized, syuzhet. In an interactive work, varying levels of player agency enable 

different ways of experiencing the fabula (story) - through non-linearity or branching 

paths, for example - which makes the syuzhet (plot and narrative) dynamic. In many 
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cases, story content is authored and then handed to players to play, piecing together in 

relation to their own ideas, which in turn produces its own story.  

On their own, choice-based narrative, emphasis on replay, engagement with 

environment, narratival co-creation, and the merging of story and physical world are 

engaging. When a digital game successfully incorporates several, if not all, of these 

elements, the results can be truly spectacular. One gets rid of narrative as a framework for 

thinking about games at their own risk. In her 2009 essay, “From Narrative to Playable 

Stories: Towards a Poetics of Interactive Narrative’ Marie-Laure Ryan argues: 

The combination of narrativity and interactivity oscillates between 

two forms: the narrative game, in which narrative meaning is 

subordinated to the player’s actions, and the playable story, in 

which the player’s actions are subordinated to narrative meaning. 

Or, to put it differently, in a narrative game, story is meant to 

enhance gameplay, while in a playable story, gameplay is meant to 

produce story. (45) 

There are certainly limitations to Ryan’s definition, though it does place games in 

perspective. It is important to recognize narrative not as the narrative but as a narrative or 

storytelling system, a coming together of related concepts and moments. The goal is to 

foster the diversification of genre, aesthetics, and possible audiences so that the potential 

for expansive play is opened to the broadest range of experiences. Unfortunately, in many 

games higher levels of narrative and core gameplay mechanics are frequently isolated 

from one another. The exploration of game design above is just one approach and, while 

it covers video games as a whole, games themselves employ these elements in varying 
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degrees. Progress might connect these spheres through increasing performative 

complexity, but the essence of the dichotomy remains the same.  

 
Narrative Architecture  

These elements of narrative and storytelling may appear in a variety of structures. 

Henry Jenkins’ proposal that game designers are narrative architects is a generally agreed 

upon analysis. There are four ways narrative can appear in games: evoked, enacted, 

embedded, and emergent.  

Evoked narratives are those when video games reproduce a world that is known to 

players through other works of fiction. Bits and pieces evoke particular themes, concepts, 

features, et cetera, which work to establish the world and narrative. For example, the 

1997 point-and-click adventure game Blade Runner reproduces the world of the film and 

the original novel, enabling players to live out the stories that exist in their imagination 

by visiting and inhabiting that particular world. These games paint their worlds in a fairly 

broad manner and count on the player to fill in the gaps, using familiarity to their 

advantage. This is particularly the case with games representative of transmedia 

storytelling, a world “that depends less on each individual work being self-sufficient than 

on each work contributing to a larger narrative economy. The Star Wars game may not 

simply retell the story of Star Wars, but it doesn’t have to in order to enrich or expand 

our experience of the Star Wars saga” (Jenkins 124). While not all games are afforded 

this kind of structure, the benefit of evoked narratives is that they can pack a great deal of 

information while still allowing for the conveyance of newer and more personal narrative 

experiences.  
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Enacted narratives are, as Jenkins puts it, where “the story itself may be structured 

around the character’s movements through space and the features of the environment may 

retard or accelerate that plot trajectory” (Jenkins 129). This type is often overlooked on 

account of how it privileges spatial design and exploration over plot development in the 

more traditional sense. Greg Costikyan writes that “a story is a controlled experience; the 

author consciously crafts it, choosing certain events precisely, in a certain order, to create 

a story with maximum impact” (Jenkins 124). While his intent is to talk about traditional 

literature and texts, the quotation does reflect what many game narratives do - 

particularly enacted narratives. The player is the one selecting the events and 

circumstances which construct the “maximum impact” narrative, and that is why it has 

the most impact, because it is more or less driven by the individual. Spatial stories are 

held together by broadly defined goals and conflicts and are driven by the player’s 

movement through the gamespace. This narrative structure features storytelling on the 

level of localized incidents, or micronarratives.  

Embedded narratives exist when the contents of the gamespace “must be 

deciphered as the player tries to reconstruct the plot” (Jenkins 129). This is most closely 

related to a detective story, which tells two stories - one, more or less chronological (that 

of the investigation) and the other told out of sequence (the events leading up to and 

motivating the crime) - and is best represented by games such as Myst, Dear Esther, or 

Firewatch. The narrative is drawn together from textual clues, discovered information, 

and atmospheric storytelling (think back to Jenkin’s spatiality). As they move through the 

space, players test and reformulate their mental maps of narrative action and story space. 

Players are forced to act upon these maps, literally testing them against the game world 
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itself. The game designer is creating two narratives here, one relatively unstructured and 

controlled by the player as they whimsically move about, and the other pre-structured and 

embedded within the mise-en-scene awaiting discovery. The challenge of this approach 

can be to embed narrative information creatively without ruining immersiveness by either 

overwhelming a player or making navigation too complex. 

Finally, emergent narratives are “gamespaces designed to be rich with narrative 

potential, enabling the story-constructing activity of players” (Jenkins 129). This what 

scholars Juul and Heide-Smith refer to as object-oriented narration. The different 

elements which define a game populate the virtual space but require player interactio n to 

create unique events and combinations which feel significant.  The Sims represents this 

form, as it is a sandbox game where the player designs and controls the experience, 

defining their own goals and writing their own stories. They can place an object wherever 

and have the story be built around that choice. Though emergent narratives are not 

entirely a blank slate, they are certainly more player defined than others and offer an 

opportunity for an individual to create their own semiotic understanding of the world.  

In each of these cases, design choices and organization of the game space have 

unique narratological consequences. There is no correct or more impactful approach, 

rather it comes down to how well the designer understands the form and its affordances. 

These conceptions help us highlight the varied qualities of video game narratives by 

offering a more fruitful use of literary theory in relation to video games. 

 
“The Gameplay Gestalt” 

Much of a game is spent learning rules and systems which dictate what the player 

can and cannot do, as well as what consequences stem from player actions and 
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interactions. Successful play does not require learning all of the rules or even mastering 

them. This learning curve often comes at the expense of narrative design and other 

related storytelling assets. Learning these mechanics, however, is necessary as they are 

patterns of interaction necessary for efficiently navigating the virtual space; gameplay is a 

matter of performing the gestalt.  

This relationship between mechanics, the gameplay gestalt, and narrative gestalt 

is important to address on account of how it affects designers of virtual spaces. Narrative 

gestalt refers to the unification of unfolding sequences in any given game, exemplified by 

the analytical frame of the three-act narrative. These two gestalts are intended to work 

together to create and maintain a unique and coherent player experience. In these terms, 

the “tension between gameplay and narrative can now be viewed as a competition 

between these respective gestalts for perceptual, cognitive, and motor effort” (Lindley, 

“The Gameplay Gestalt” 209). Whichever consumes more of the player’s attention will 

leave the other lacking. Some theorists would argue that playing a game is a matter of 

learning the rules by interaction and that, once they have been learned, then the game has 

been finished. However, if no attention is given to the framing of such a simplistic system 

of input-output, can it truly be said that video games as a medium were effectively 

employed? As an intricate, interactive audiovisual experience, neglecting one part of 

video game development must be regarded as a failure of both creative and technical 

processes. Regardless of how fun gameplay might be or how developed and thoughtful 

the narrative situation is, or even the potential for player-driven storytelling, if there is 

minimal overlap between gestalts neither the designer nor player can say that the game as 

a product was entirely successful.  
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This is not an issue that plagues every game, nor is it one that is typified by a 

specific genre (e.g. indie game or AAA title). It is an unfortunate reality that, “just like 

the Shakespeare sprinkled in your bad book, and the panoramic shots in your bad movie, 

those gameplay sections don’t do anything to advance the narrative. All you’ve done is 

segregate the game into its story parts and gameplay parts” (Lee), all that has been done 

is shoehorn gameplay into a movie. The recent installment of the Halo franchise, Halo 5: 

Guardians (353 Industries 2015) received this complaint the most. A visually impressive 

title, it showcased the power of the Xbox One system in full 4K resolution, however its 

storytelling elements and gameplay were found lacking and in competition with each 

other. Full Spectrum Warrior (Pandemic Studios 2004) also had this issue, forcing 

players to focus on learning the intricate controls and technical layout for the first few of 

hours of gameplay, which then detracted from any kind of story that they tried to create 

and flesh out.  

This tension is easily figured on a spectrum, where narrative and gameplay 

occupy either extreme. Location on the spectrum affects both motivations for play and 

the quality of game, not to mention player takeaway. If learning the game and 

understanding its mechanics consumes most of the available cognitive resources, then 

there is little chance for being immersed in and perceiving more complex narrative 

frameworks or for being able to create meaningful story experiences. 

Conversely, too much focus on developing an intricate narrative can eliminate a 

player’s ability to learn their own way around the game world via mechanics and will feel 

more like an on-the-rails amusement park ride. The gameplay experience is not based 

solely in survival, and involves balancing cognitive, emotive, and performative effort. Is 
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it worth it to jump over a ravine and risk falling in order to get some extra health or 

ammunition that may be helpful later on, rather reloading and retrying upon defeat then? 

This kind of situation has little to do with the higher-level storytelling, so the issue is far 

more than simply managing resources. Many games have overly complex learning curves 

which tend to inhibit the creation of meaningful and immersive narratives or player 

experiences, thus preventing the player’s engagement and desire to engage with other 

design features.  

As an example of disconnected gameplay and narrative, Bioshock (2K Boston 

2007) puts the player into encounters with “Little Sisters,” genetically modified little girls 

guarded by one of the game’s tougher enemies. The player may choose to either harvest 

the girls for their genetic material, ADAM (an in-game currency), or save them by 

removing the corrupted material from their bodies, which ultimately rewards more 

resources. This is an ineffective mechanic on account of its subversion of a risk versus 

reward / cost versus benefit instance. While it was intended as a way to engage players 

and force them into a morally and narratively complex situation, Bioshock failed by 

undermining itself. While it may seem like a morally weighted decision, the player’s 

choice has minimal impact on the overall story or its outcome - changing only the closing 

cinematic. The decision may appear narratively significant, but there is no crossover into 

mechanics or an appearance of tangible, interactive results.  

Bioshock’s system of rewards allowed for less player agency and eliminated 

valuation by the player, their narrative, and the overarching narrative. I argue that this 

reduced the success of moral uptake since it ultimately presented a singular path to 

players. That is, ludically it made little sense to be “evil” because it would place the 
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players at a disadvantage overall. Additionally, the game world has no reaction to the 

player’s ethical or moral stance. Nothing changes; there is no feedback system in place. It 

would seem then that Rapture (the setting of the game) does not care about its inhabitants 

and the what transpires. The moral capacities of the player are trivialized by depriving the 

choice of any consequence in relation to the world. For Bioshock’s system, players were 

more likely to use their logic and focus on the achieving goals in the game rather than 

engaging with any moral stance. In this way the choice presented is decisively un-moral; 

it begrudges the player of agency and taunts their values. Bioshock feels ethically dull 

because there is no different between saving or killing the Little Sisters – there is no need 

to think, since the game design will always benefit players regardless.  

Designers and writers ought to focus on integrating meaningful gameplay 

interactions and mechanics with narrative elements to correct these observable 

imbalances. Open world games are often a prime example of this dilemma as they must 

negotiate the line between open world exploration where players have free reign and little 

direction, but potentially little ability to impact the large sandbox. Bigger and grandiose 

does not always make for a better game. The space exploration simulation, No Man’s Sky 

(Hello Games 2016), took this to the extreme. While there were eighteen quintillion 

random algorithmically-generated planets to explore, the overall experience was, to put it 

bluntly, rather dull. The same structures tend to appear on each planet and are separated 

by miles of sparsely populated terrain. The magic of No Man’s Sky quickly fades, too, 

when the player realizes that what otherwise is conceivably their world is actually 

mimicked quite closely in the worlds of others (just look at any YouTube playthrough). 
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The design process was driven by a brilliant concept yet fell short because it devoted too 

much, I would argue, to the gameplay gestalt and mechanical experience of the game.  

The challenge may be to evolve towards an environment which more actively 

manifests dramaturgical principles without feeling the need to fall back on established 

gameplay gestalts and their associated “weakening of emotional involvement, 

characterization, and narrative” (Lindley, “The Gameplay Gestalt” 213). Relating 

character state and world development to the player character’s patterns of interaction is 

an effective way to create meaningful and impactful scenarios for the player. While 

players do not outwardly seek incredible challenge at all times, they certainly do not want 

everything placed immediately in front of them with no effort needed. There must be 

significance to actions and the feeling of growth. In dialogue, for example, options might 

be blocked depending on which other characters the player is relating to, their history of 

interaction, and any previous interactions the player has had in the game world or with 

other related characters. Similarly, the dialogue tree might also vary based on the 

communicative and expressive methods used by the player. For example, in the game 

Fable the player’s decisions are mapped onto a Manichean spectrum between Good and 

Evil. The player’s alignment affects dialogue and emotive options, as well as item 

selections (some weapons and armor are only available to those with a certain alignment). 

Non-player characters (NPCs) react accordingly, often presenting as scared, skittish, and 

even hostile if the player is evil-aligned or has just performed an evil action, and vice 

versa. Similar interactive dialogue elements can be found in games such as The Walking 

Dead or Mass Effect. The choice of action outside of dialogue is another way to mesh 

gestalts and support the player as the agent. In Fallout: New Vegas, did the player choose 
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to gun down a wastelander tribe or did they attempt to broker a ceasefire? The decision is 

not one linked to dialogue; instead it is an action that has implicit consequences. 

Julialicia Case highlights the significance of player choice, citing her experience 

as a gamer. Incorporating player choice into the narrative is the most expected and easiest 

way of pushing the boundaries of traditional storytelling (though often overlooked), 

whether small logistical decisions or more explicit choices such as choosing a line of 

dialogue or a point of entry. Case recalls her RPG experience: 

As I watched Midgar’s upper platform come crashing down on the 

Sector Seven slums in Final Fantasy VII, part of my distress was 

rooted in the sudden fear that I had made a fatal mistake in 

negotiating the narrative. Because the idea of failure was so 

unexpected, my immediate response was to blame myself. I 

worried that I had chosen poorly, and that if I had only done 

something differently things might have worked out. Unlike film 

and television, Midgar’s tragedy was not a distant one, not a 

terrible event that I had experienced as observer. It was my 

tragedy, and I was intricately implicated in it. (88) 

This event is an example of developer Square Enix’s willingness to subvert genre 

assumptions and highlights the effect player choice has on a successful gaming 

experience. By forcing players to feel responsible for the events of their story, even in 

situations where plot is ostensibly predetermined, the sense of agency and potential for 

learning and moral salience increase exponentially. It is necessary that players be 

“implicated” in the narrative structure and the events of a game so that they feel a part of 
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the gamespace and are more willing and likely to engage with the text at higher cognitive 

levels. The cause and effect relationship ought to be visible and make sense in relation to 

the narrative situation and stories being told, otherwise the game world is at risk of being 

perceived as nonsensical and unreliable.  

Rather than overtly repetitive patterns of interaction which normally constitute the 

gameplay gestalt there is a need for ongoing movement and a subtle negotiation between 

characters, environments, and narrative pieces, all of which may be competing or 

cooperating with each other at varying intervals. In paying closer attention to unifying 

threads of design actions become communicative acts, and the consequences of actions 

bear direct consequence upon the development of the state and evolution of a gamespace 

where all levels can be open to player interaction and influence.  

The kind of disconnect that “gameplay gestalt” refers to may also be described as 

ludonarrative dissonance, that is, when you watch a cutscene where the hero laments 

losing family ties and friendships, and then in the next instant is driving a car over a 

hundred people. Ludonarrative dissonance is when a great warrior ally monologues about 

how clever and fearsome he is, only to be running in circles, blocking the way, and then 

dying instantly. It is poor design and planning when what is narrated or observably part 

of the story and what the player does or experiences do not match. It should be noted that 

some games purposefully exploit ludonarrative dissonance. In Saints Row 2, for example, 

the player mourns the loss of a friend’s wife, but then afterwards runs around in the 

streets naked with a chainsaw, throwing grenades at civilians. This works and may be 

amusing for its absurdity because Saints Row is a satirical game that builds its world 

around absurd actions, off-the-cuff humor, and so on. However, if done in the context of 
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an ostensibly serious story, such a scene completely and negatively values and 

deconstructs the game.  

Video games are first-person storytelling: the player is the actor living out the 

story. Instead of events being narrated or observed, players experience them firsthand. 

Games should be consistent with their point of view and what they afford the player in 

terms of choice and agency. If, in one instant, the player is the protagonist exploring the 

world and fighting enemies, but in the next instant is out having an out of body 

experience where they watch the just inhabited character interact with others in a way 

that is incongruous with earlier actions, that is a fatal flaw. Inconsistency and incautious 

handling of a player’s experience (or possible experience) leads to the diminished 

importance of actions and the feeling that game distrusts them, as the player and co-

author, with agency and the ability to process information. The conversion of character 

development into personal development and world building is key for continuous 

immersion and interactive storytelling. The explicitly stated overarching narrative should 

never be completely separated from either the player story or gameplay. 

Valve’s first-person platform puzzle solver, Portal, is an excellent example of 

how player story and overarching narrative may be unified. In this game, the player is a 

test subject given a portal gun and must advance through several test chambers. Near the 

end, as they ride a slowly moving platform to a supposed reward for successful test 

participation, it is revealed that this is the end and the reward is death. Designer Terence 

Lee recalls: 

 When I was playing this scene, I genuinely panicked: I was deeply 

immersed in the game at this point, feeling good about myself for 
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beating the puzzles, ready to be rewarded for it, and now I was 

being betrayed. Without thinking, my eyes led me to an ideal 

surface for firing my portal gun, and I created an exit for myself, 

escaping certain death. For just a moment, I genuinely thought I 

broke the system….it turns out that I was actually supposed to do 

that. But when I did it, it was purely out my own motivation for 

self-preservation, not because I wanted to ‘advance the story.’ 

Here a key plot element progressed naturally and without dissonance. What Lee wanted 

to do and what he was supposed to do were the same, without any kind of external force 

being exerted upon him. Everything before worked towards making this scene happen 

naturally for the player: the portal training; the witty dialogue foreshadowing doom; the 

test chamber format implying the possibility of escape and creating the desire for escape.  

All games necessarily have player-driven stories framed by an overarching 

narrative situation. A good player story should always be the end goal, and as such the 

role of an explicit narrative situation and mechanics should be to support its development. 

Designing both separately and without linking mechanics design leads to a dissonant and 

disjointed gaming experience. When plot, climax, characters, and events emerge from 

player experiences the potential for success is all but guaranteed. This decision plays up 

on the interactivity of games and is well understood through the application of Activity 

Theory. This design paves the way for extremely salient experiential learning situations 

that refrain from removing a player from their experience. 

 It is imperative that creators realize that nontraditional structures can be a 

stronger storytelling technique than the ones in the biggest scripted and cinematic games 
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coming from AAA developers, who will frequently look to cinema for inspiration. I 

believe, as do other scholars, that game narrative should be redefined to mean more than 

just plot and dialogue; our care is for the story that happens in the player’s mind and the 

experiences that take them there. In understanding this, we can better perceive what kinds 

of knowledge players are able to take away or be imbued with after play ends.  
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Chapter Three: Designed Experiences, Learning, and Moral 

Imperatives 

“Orders ain’t worth following if they leave people to die, Lugo” - Capt. Martin Walker 

(Spec Ops: The Line) 
                   

Game narrative and storytelling, when combined with engaging gameplay, have 

the potential to have lasting impact on the decision-making abilities and moral identity of 

the player. It should already be evident from the application of Activity Theory that video 

games have a great deal of learning potential and use through many avenues, namely 

expansive play. To reiterate, expansive play exists as a complex and deeply productive 

unconscious act. The process is productive in that the player is continuously constructing 

goals, strategies, and interpretations about the virtual space as they consider how to move 

about and engage with it. As ideological worlds, video games provide frameworks for 

thinking and for the exploration of identity through play. The individual player carries 

with them preexisting thoughts, conditions, and notions of play, but through such an act 

they are able to develop new, individualized methods of interaction and understanding; 

appropriating and adapting past and present social experience as they work through the 

expansive cycle.  

Individuals are naturally motivated to learn as a normal part of development from 

childhood to adulthood. We are innately interested in learning what is most engaging and 

can provide a space for exploration without direction from an overbearing, external force. 

Games provide this necessary independence in varying degrees. Whether created 

specifically for education, such as with the Edutainment and Serious Games movements, 

or for entertainment, video games are learning tools allowing players to “build 

civilizations, run virtual businesses, or lead organizations of real people” (Squire xi). 
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They are simulations in that they always create an experience reflecting a real or fictional 

world for someone to inhabit virtually.  

These simulations are carefully crafted and regularly facilitate the enactment of 

value systems, whether the choice of combat skills over charismatic or intellectual skills, 

or more nuanced decisions related to character interactions and negotiation of the game 

world. The enactment of these systems is most important for revealing how narrative is 

no longer words on a page or a film reel. Video games are capable of forcing players to 

confront their assumptions and beliefs directly - or indirectly via leading questions and 

situations - through their high levels of interactivity and potential for refocalization. 

Individuals are players instead of observers. They impart a moral element through a 

capacity to produce empathy and alter identity via experiences for experimentation and 

cognitive conflict. Expansive play emerges as the individual experiences new rules, 

communities, or perhaps even objects which are unfamiliar and necessitate the player’s 

unique perspective, leading to the development of new sensibilities.  

Educational technologist Robert Kozma argues that the goal is to “[make] links 

between media and learning, rather than [discover] them. We don’t just discover media in 

the wild; media are designed, developed, executed, and implemented within particular 

contexts” (Squire, “Videogames and Learning” 84). For designers, this comes across 

through engineering memorable moments and opening up new aesthetic experiences with 

the transformation of the computer into a realm of experimentation and innovation that is 

broadly accessible. These are moments where player intentions, game systems, and on-

screen representations converge to produce uniquely personal experiences. The goal is to 

write and code individual moments and games where play and narrative design trigger 
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experiences to challenge (or reinforce) current models of the world and create moments 

of insight. Games interact with and engage us in ways that allow us to actually test our 

understanding of things, whatever that may be, ranging from physics to history, even to 

ethics. In tying concept to praxis, creating a system of visible cause and effect, the 

increase in developmental potential of video games is manifold. 

 
Morality, Narrative, and Agency 

Understanding the intricacies of game design and the medium’s potential for 

learning and development provides a solid foundation for analyzing games’ ability to 

affect morality and ethics through narrative. After all, the most unique property of 

videogames is their ability to put the player in the shoes of another or to allow them to 

reconstruct themselves in a virtual environment. In many cases, these game roles fulfill 

power fantasies and relate specific dynamics, although this is not always the case. Darfur 

is Dying, created by Susana Ruiz, is one such game breaking from that tradition of power 

fantasies. Darfur is Dying is a flash-based browser game about the crisis in Darfur which 

won the Darfur Digital Activist Contest. The game begins with the player choosing a 

member of a Darfuri family displaced by the conflict. It is broken up into two modes, one 

where the player controls the selected family member as they go to find water, and the 

other as a top-down management of the camp. When the water runs out the player must 

go out in search of more. The goal is to survive for seven consecutive days. 

In the first part of the game, the player might take on the role of a Darfuri child 

who ventures out of his village to retrieve water for his family. To accomplish this task, 

the child must traverse a sparse desert in search of a well, all while evading militia groups 

that can easily overtake the unarmed and much slower child. The player can hide behind 
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shrubs and desert debris for a short while but staying still for too long leads to capture. If 

captured, the player is informed of their character’s fate and then asked to choose another 

family member to fetch water. While Darfur is Dying incorporates elements of the stealth 

genre, the stealth aspect is not to obscure evidence of the player’s actions and defeat an 

enemy. Rather, stealth is a weakness, albeit a weakness used to “win”. In this game, “the 

player’s character hides because he or she must do so to survive, not because doing so 

gives him or her an advantage over an orthogonally powerful enemy. The player does not 

sneak, he or she cowers” (Bogost 19). The experience of weakness and struggle are 

meant to foster empathy for terrible real-world situations in which players fortunate 

enough to play games might intervene. They invite us to step into the shoes of the 

downtrodden, often uncomfortable experience, rather than the well-founded position of 

those in power. The game's mechanics are enhanced by a successful narrative situation 

Figure 7. Representation of an activity system involving Darfur is Dying 
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and dressing, highlighting the text as an expression of weakness and survival rather than 

power.  

Ruiz’s game may not impart any particular set of moral codes or philosophy, but 

it does foster a sense of ethics and empathy through its particular narrated experience. 

Darfur is Dying is a good example of the disconnect between gameplay and narrative 

gestalts. Unfortunately, the engine powering it, Flash15, limits visuals and gameplay, in 

turn diminishing the significance of the narrative experience. Darfur is Dying’s upfront 

social goal is also referred to as possibly limiting full engagement with the text. Even 

with identifiable drawbacks, the experience of playing Darfur is Dying can still 

contribute to a player’s developing sense of self and morality as observed through 

Activity Theory and theories of human-computer interaction. Through play, the game as 

a mediating artifact is likely to alter perceptions and force a critical reflection as the 

player faces the trials and tribulations of refugee life. The experience of the subject is 

guided and influenced by rules, community, etc, and reframes our understanding of the 

scenario. As a game used in direct conversation with other features, Darfur is Dying is far 

more successful as an educational and developmental tool because it facilitates an 

experience which will garner sympathy and awareness more than it does empathy or 

alters a sense of self. It goes to show that, for games, context is often an incredibly 

significant factor for success and conceptual accessibility. 

In their 2010 study, Pasupathi & Wainryb outline the importance of developing 

moral agency and identity through narrative forms. Moral agency is identified as 

                                                 
15 Adobe Flash offers the free Adobe Gaming SDK, open source software accessible to creators. There are 

a few toolkits offered that each have specific purposes either for creation or support. Well known games 

such as Angry Birds and Farmville were developed using these tools. 
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“people’s understanding and experience of themselves (and others) as agents whose 

morally relevant actions are based in goals and beliefs” (56). Agency is a phenomenon 

that arises out of a complex and varied array of desires, beliefs, and emotions, existing 

not in isolation and being informed by an individual’s interactions and morally relevant 

actions. If understood as such, morality becomes more complex than simply intuitive 

“right versus wrong.” It becomes meaningful and informative to understand a person’s – 

and thus player’s – experience and the factors leading to whether a decision is considered 

moral or amoral in relation to personal goals and beliefs. 

Narrative can be explained as a method of reflecting on experiences in a 

structurally defined format. They offer a contained or semi-contained way of explaining 

an individual experience that is linked to created or pre-existing cultural tools and 

systems. As such, we can understand video games as being or facilitating a 

communicative narrative experience, one that is more accessible and relatable for players 

and even observers. Experiences that violate ideals or expectations on an individual or 

social level are more likely to be narrated. Narrative is often used to make the 

unexpected, unusual, or painful comprehensible or justified. A good story, and thus a 

“good” game in this context, communicates both what happened and what it meant. 

Narrating morally relevant and or salient experiences in terms of actions as well as 

desires, reasons, and emotional consequences is important. These kinds of narratives 

enable the construction of a person’s own actions, in addition to those of others. This can 

promote forgiveness of self or others, prosocial interaction, different choices in the 

future, or even perhaps a reworking of belief systems.  
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In particular, sense-making and reflection occur via the construction of narratives 

about events in which a person did harm. This harm is not necessarily physical and may 

be interpreted in a variety of ways. Video games provide a good model for understanding 

a person’s experience as a moral agent on account of how they incorporate both moral 

and non-moral issues. Both types must be considered and balanced when making 

decisions, whether consciously or not. This is reflected in Activity Theory where the 

many factors and groupings are perceived. Moral agents “must encompass both moral 

and nonmoral issues because people’s morally relevant actions arise out of complex and  

sometimes conflicting desires and beliefs, both moral (e.g. ‘it is wrong to hurt someone’) 

and nonmoral (e.g. ‘people can choose with whom they want to spend their time’)” 

(Pasupathi & Wainryb 56). This process of consideration could be a cost-benefit analysis, 

a simple split-second decision based on precedent, or something based on what the 

individual’s upbringing. 

Closely related literature suggests that when people have a sense that they are 

their own agents those experiences will be more memorable and developmentally 

significant. Kurt Squire, for instance, explains that “orchestrating small actions on screen 

that have large consequences is particularly compelling...the experience isn’t so much 

about being told a story as it is about being enabled to tell one’s own story” (“Video 

Games and Learning” 148). Being at least ostensibly responsible for on-screen action is 

incredibly powerful and motivating. Bers’s observation and analysis of the Zora ICE, 

referred to in Chapter One, also supports this argument. Student participants were 

noticeably more invested in constructing an efficient, egalitarian community when they 

realized that the choices they made were not being censored or externally influenced by 
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an adult figure or teacher. As the sole authors of their virtual world student players were 

quick to explore relations between objects and their possible meanings in a tangible and 

concrete way. Bers reflects that, by establishing a safe participatory microcommunity, 

“ICEs engage in storytelling and elicit narratives about the self...The use of storytelling 

helped kids to think about the personal and moral values associated with the self” (409). 

The students were also quick to comment on how enjoyable this experience was for them, 

a reality which was also made by clear by their interest in engaging in face-to-face 

conversation outside of the ICE. Bers’s research indicated that virtual worlds can offer 

players the ability to act in scenarios where they might not normally have agency that is 

not predetermined. Narratives that include references to beliefs and goals which are 

formed as a foundation of the gameplay and storytelling experience promote the sense of 

being an agent, whether perfect or imperfect. Those which do diminish the act of 

choosing and are without reference to or inclusion of an internal decision-making 

process, however implicit such decision making may be at the time, suffer and end up 

falling short of meaningful developmental influence.  

This conception of moral narration and agency is readily applied to video games, 

where the player can perform different identities and actions without fear of external 

critique or consequence. However, self-determination, the theory which deals with the 

extent to which actions are experienced as fully autonomous, is not the sole 

conceptualization. In fact, it does not entirely matter whether or not the individual is 

consciously making a “moral” or “ethical” decision. The experience of moral agency, as 

noted in Pasupathi & Wainyrb’s literature, “entails the experience of actions arising from 

multiple goals and situational features, including constraints and pressures” (58). 
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Individuals become agents by acting in relation to their own and others’ experiences with 

desires, beliefs, and emotions, and by experiencing their actions as rooted in these. In 

other words, they become agents as part of a system.  

Whether and how people construct narratives about their experiences is a critical 

process by which moral agency can develop. The use of narratives in assisting moral 

uptake and learning is familiar in the form of fables, fairytales, and more. Video games 

simply add an important interactive, exploratory element. The creation of narratives is an 

integral developmental process as it encourages an unconsciously critical look at the 

formation and sense of self; “narratives both reflect existing conceptions of self, and may 

also exert prospective influences on future self-views” (Pasupathi & Wainryb 64). More 

specifically with videogames, how individuals play, make choices, and interact with the 

text is directly connected to the co-construction of narrative, both for game-text and their 

personal narrative. A narrative approach accommodates these reciprocal relationships. 

When individuals narrate morally relevant experiences they engage in the construction of 

an account of actions and consequences that includes beliefs, desires, and emotions. Each 

time they engage in the constructive process of narrative, they further their understanding 

of their own and others’ moral agency. As a communicative practice, narrative is a form 

that can be kept to oneself or shared with others, who may jointly construct the story. 

Though not the same as conversing face-to-face with another, the joint construction of 

narrative between the player, designer, and game-text has the similar ability to provide 

new perspectives on events, and frequently changes initial understandings.  

For children and adolescents - the most sizable gaming audience - “joint narration 

with adults may promote development along the lines proposed more broadly by 
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Vygotsky; joint narration with peers may likewise provide conflicting perspectives that 

also have an important role in promoting developmental change” (Pasupathi & Wainryb 

65). There does not always need to be an actual human or physical listener for there to be 

a moderate to significant impact on one's development. In the case of games, the text 

itself becomes the contrasting or questioning figure. Game narratives and mechanics can 

encourage or even force reflection and dialogue regarding decisions made over the course 

of gameplay. Narratives which incorporate the subjectivity of others alongside that of the 

narrator balance out against those which focus solely on one experience and are often 

lopsided. 

In connection with Activity Theory, this understanding of moral development is 

clearer because we can more easily understand and observe the factors that go into 

constructing a moral identity from both internal and external structures. For example, 

there is support for the notion that players frequently engage in socially normative 

behaviors or ones that reflect their own pre-existing, self-described, codes of behavior, 

when playing a game. Research conducted by Professor of Communication Science Tilo 

Hartmann proposes a dual-system model of media processing, with a focus on moral 

messages. Hartmann theorizes that, “when processing media such as video games, 

individuals use two different systems that operate concomitantly during the experience,” 

the intuitive system and the rational system (Kremar and Cingel 90). The former is used 

when individuals need to make quick decisions and judgments, or experience emotional 

responses. This processing often occurs automatically and without thought. The latter is 

often used when making sense of information, such as that which is related to plot and 

the environment. In the context of video games, players are engaging both systems, the 
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first because it is automatic and effortless, and the second because it is necessary to 

follow a plot, make decisions, utilize controls, and negotiate an environment.  

Despite the common belief that “it’s just a game” and that what happens digitally 

has no merit on the real world, results indicate that “players use strategic and moral 

reasoning almost evenly during video game play and that more experienced game players 

use more moral reasoning during game play” (Kremar and Cingel 99). Furthermore, 

while morality is partly innate, moral judgments are less natural and exhibit variations 

depending on things like cross-cultural differences, a fact similarly accounted for in the 

application of Activity Theory. One’s culture (e.g. religious community, political 

upbringing), then, acts as an editor of the otherwise innate mechanisms. Thus, moral 

decisions, though culturally influenced, are examples of moral intuitions. Being raised 

and identifying as a liberal rather than conservative, for example, is tied closely to a 

particular set of rules and social contracts that, in part, help an individual define 

themselves as a liberal. This identity is of course influenced by other parts of one’s life 

and similar influence the choices and interactions they have. In Civilization this external 

self will likely influence how a player sets up their country and what they believe are the 

best conditions for victory. This could entail taking a diplomatic route over a military 

interventionist one, or a focus on social services and infrastructure over scientific and 

economic development. In a study by Wang, for example, European American samples 

tended to not narrate experiences related to sadness, fear, or anger in ways that similarly 

emphasized concern for others or obligations to the extent that the East Asian sample 

group did. Contrastingly, though, American children and adults often focused on 

narrating and exploring the experience of hurting or angering others (Wang). However, 
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though intuitions imply a fixed beginning or the sense of immutability, they are more 

simply “prewired” and are flexible and subject to change as experiences are accumulated 

throughout life. Games are built with the expectation their stability of design and genre 

will be tempered by innovation, and that this innovation may be alternatingly technical or 

stylistic, cultural or personal.  

This variability is reflected in Moral Foundation Theory (MFT), which works to 

explain the kinds of considerations affecting personal and joint-narration identified by 

Pasupathi & Wainryb. MFT proposes that human morality is the result of five 

evolutionarily derived intuitions: care, fairness, loyalty, authority, and purity16. These 

exist in varying degrees and are contextually dependent on each individual. For example, 

one’s culture may act as an editor of these innate mechanisms as perceptions and patterns 

of the social world are connected to one’s evaluations and emotions. The proximal zones 

of development, in cultural, historical, social, and political contexts, play a large role in 

the recognition and narration of morally significant and individually reflexive events. 

Mediated experiences are where individuals balance these variables moment to moment. 

The conception that games are just games is then false, as choices matter to individuals 

regardless of how frequently they play games and involve a variety of influential 

conditions. These virtual situations matter to the individual playing and are reacted to 

appropriately, with regard to that individual’s interests and identity. This claim is 

supported by Krcmar and Cingel’s study which indicated that “participants referenced 

moral concerns while reasoning through moral decisions” (99). They found a positive 

                                                 
16 More specifically related to (in the same order) considerations of empathy and vio lence, justice 

considerations, ingroup biases, respect for dominant hierarchies, and consideration of sanctity and 

avoidance of “contamination” (Grizzard et al.) 
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relationship between overall video game play and the use of moral reasoning and 

intuition during each episode of play. Those who played games more frequently had 

moral reasoning and intuitive practices more heavily incorporated in their gameplay 

experiences, ultimately making them more conscious of salient scenarios. MFT is 

important to this research because of the indication that intuitive moral and ethical 

processes are widely affected by proximal elements as much as they are by an 

individual's conception of self. Furthermore, the negotiation of choice and identity is not 

limited to any one particular genre of game (e.g. shooter, RPG, strategy) since these 

intuitions are factored into multiple experiences, not simply ones that are clearly 

delineated.  

Heron and Belford complicate the matter of morality in games by asserting that 

there is an inability to measure or account for intent of action along with how an action 

fits into a game’s moral schema. They cite Ultima IV’s virtue system as a prime example. 

In this game, the player takes the form of the Avatar, a person sent from Earth to become 

the embodiment of all things good and noble. They are tasked with demonstrating 

mastery of eight virtues: honesty, compassion, valor, justice, sacrifice, honor, spirituality, 

and humility. As the player performs actions within the game that align these virtues they 

gain a hidden score. Though an ingenious system for its time, Ultima’s issue was that it 

was incapable of addressing intention let alone the complexities of choice making. If a 

player chose not to steal purely because it would mess with their karma and set them 

back, was that a truly virtuous act? Similarly, if a creature was killed for its reward or 

experience, is that a truly valorous act? 
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In considering systems in games, particularly morality-based ones, we must also 

reflect upon “the ludic and logistical constraints under which games must function” 

(Heron and Belford). Flow, which I will discuss in detail later on in this section, is 

incredibly important to video games. While it is entirely possible for games to profoundly 

over with concepts and questions of morality many shy away from doing so, let alone 

with measurable complexity. Moral paths end up being more akin to flavoring an 

experience rather than something that is capable of reflecting a deeper meaning. Indeed, 

being good and doing the right thing often goes unrewarded and may even involve 

punishment. While this may come across as unfair, “we are all to a greater or lesser 

extent aware that ‘life is not fair.’ When game balance is so important to good play 

experiences, consciously engineering unfairness into an experience which is at least 

partially about escapism seems counterproductive” (Heron and Belford 9-10). This brings 

us back to the issue of gestalts brought up in Chapter Two. In attempting to make an 

engaging and enjoyable gameplay experience the significance and complexity of the 

narrative gestalt and storytelling capability are forced into a secondary position. Moral 

choices within games are consequently shallow, incapable of assessing intentionality, and 

are skewed to favor normative binaries in such a way that is reductive and makes 

consistency of actions more important than fidelity of characterization or of the 

individual player.  

While Heron and Belford are correct in their estimation of the designers’ inability 

or lack of interest in creating dynamic and salient moral systems, they overlook the fact 

(as do game designers) that intricate and imaginative worlds are largely what drive 

individuals to play games. A sense of escapism is important for many gamers, but the 
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majority feel happiest when their choices affect the story in a perceivable manner and are 

upset when it appears that their choices and identities at play are disrespected through a 

lack of agency. A large part of game design should be in creating an experience that is re-

playable; to maximize commercial success as well as players’ enjoyment and interest. I 

argue that rethinking systems, particularly morality and ethics systems, which are internal 

to a game is important for making players feel valued. This action then leads to a more 

dynamic gameplay experience that a player has a unique care for. As Activity Theory 

dictates, we should not prioritize internal over external, and vice versa, rather value 

comes from the relationship between the two. 

Heron and Belford partly address this matter when they suggest externalized 

ethics as a possible solution. They write, “we are perhaps on a more solid footing if we 

think of them as ‘choice systems’ rather than ‘morality systems’” (10). For many, video 

games represent a walled-off space where actions have no explicit consequences or 

relation to the real world. This concept is what Johan Huizinga defined as the “magic 

circle.” A magic circle is an area in which the usual rules of society are suspended while 

a new, temporary social contract and order is formed. As Huizinga’s writes:  

All play moves and has its being within a play-ground marked off 

beforehand either materially or ideally, deliberately or as a matter 

of course. Just as there is no formal difference between play and 

ritual, so the 'consecrated spot' cannot be formally distinguished 

from the playground. The arena, the card-table, the magic circle, 

the temple, the stage, the screen, the tennis court, the court of 

justice, etc, are all in form and function play-grounds, i.e. 
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forbidden spots, isolated, hedged round, hallowed, within which 

special rules obtain. All are temporary worlds within the ordinary 

world, dedicated to the performance of an act apart. (10) 

For Huizinga, gamers explicitly divest themselves of the need to consider moral 

consequences because normal rules regarding what is and is not appropriate are not 

applicable. Within the magic circle, the actions performed by a digital avatar are not 

reflective of the player external to the game. Any lesson learned would, in this light, only 

be relevant to other morally discontinuous spaces.  

Huizinga’s theory of the magic circle opposes Activity Theory, which offers a 

more robust examination of how games are played. The distinction between game and 

life is far more permeable than Huizinga’s theory accounts for. At the simplest level, 

while a player sits at their computer playing a game like Skyrim they are just as likely to 

discuss the day’s weather as they are to talk about in-game matters with a friend. The two 

“worlds” inevitably interact with each other in an organic, variable way. In a longitudinal 

study of how players make decisions and engage with moral systems, Amanda Lange 

found that the majority of players made choices which directly corresponded to how they 

might make the same choices in real life. Furthermore, players were more interested in 

complex decisions which required consideration, whether specifically within the diegesis 

or involving factors external to the storytelling experience. Even for games where the 

moral universe is implemented and tacitly endorsed by the creators, supposedly existing 

within a preset, condensed narrative protected by the magic circle, choices made touch 

upon the real world by both virtue of shared conventions and the implicit biases of the 

player. The way we play games is inextricably connected to how we perform in real life. 
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Respondents in Lange’s study indicated that, for their first playthrough, they were less 

interested in roleplaying a character who would do something other than what they would 

do in reality. In short, gamers are rarely interested in performing in ways that contrast 

their own sense of morality.  

Games simulate and situate real-world problems which, unsurprisingly, 

necessitates a combination of real world and game world information and identity. Papert 

provides the term “microworlds,” which can be conceptually applied to games, where 

people can push and pull on their boundaries, explore their properties, and experience 

moments that could not be felt in the real world (for whatever reason). He argues that 

“the computer can concretize (and personalize) the formal,” supporting Activity Theory 

in the argument that games are able to incorporate multiple features to both crystallize 

and critique identity (Papert 21). They make it possible to dynamically enact and reenact 

parts of the ways we understand the world around us in ways that reading a book never 

could. A text like Great Expectations can be engaged with and discussed as it presents 

reality and the formal in a compact manner, but it does so in a highly contained, 

formatted narrative. This feature in games is significant for moral and ethical 

development because it directly ties together virtual and physical selves in a way that 

directly corresponds which how Activity Theory visualizes object-oriented action. Games 

which successfully affect moral uptake are those where players have ample opportunity 

to personalize their experience and to express or experiment with their moral identity and 

intuitions. This motivates players and makes play more meaningful, encouraging the kind 

of reflection and interaction that Pasupathi & Wainryb outline in their research, and even 

moving them to try out mindsets different from their own.  
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Virtual behaviors then, observed in terms of narrative and personal storytelling, 

can be understood as proxy measurements of real world behaviors and desires. Video 

games are characterized as a constant series of decision-making loops presented to 

players to further their personal story and, overall, the narrative. It is important to study 

video games as designed experiences in which participants learn through doing and 

being. From carefully constructed narrative situations, to player-initiated sequences, 

emotional responses can be triggered through the use of moral dilemmas. Or, to put it 

another way, “as in the fictional theme park of Westworld, it does not really matter to the 

digital victim if a player kills them, but it should - and does - matter to the player. There 

are no external consequences to killing a computer game character composed only of 

pixels, or killing/raping a robot in the Westworld theme park, however there are internal 

consequences: it makes you a killer, or a rapist” (Bender). The power of most drama - 

theatre, literature, film, and video games - often relies on placing characters in seemingly 

irresolvable moral conflicts. Observing is not made an option, and successful scenarios 

will have players responding in addition to organizing and valuing the variables within 

the immediate system. Games allow their users to play equivalent roles to both the 

performer and audience member.  

Sebastian Ostritsch builds on this conception of moral uptake, addressing more 

directly the kinds of moral assessments individuals make for games and the gamer’s 

moral obligation. As with my own assessment, he argues that it is correct to claim the act 

of playing a game as incapable of being morally wrong, and that is wrong to claim that 

games are not subject to moral evaluation simply because they are “just games.” Indeed, 

it is severely important to address the handling of moral dilemmas and game narratives 
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rather than paint the medium and each subsequent game with a broad brush. The 

infamous “No Russian” level of Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 (Infinity Ward 2009) 

illustrates this matter. In this mission the player takes on the role of a US Army Ranger 

who has gone undercover and infiltrated a Russian terrorist group. The group stages an 

attack on the Moscow airport and the player is forced to choose between participating or 

abstaining from killing innocent civilians. However, no matter what the player does, at 

the end of the attack, the terrorists kill him, revealing that they knew about his real 

identity the whole time. 

 Ostritsch argues that “this massacre scene may rightly be called immoral because 

it fails to supply what Tavinor calls ‘redeeming or mitigating context’ for its 

representation of immoral actions. In the case of computer games such redeeming or 

mitigating context consists of narrative or ludic reasons for the representation of immoral 

actions. If there are no such reasons, we are led to believe that the game actually wants to 

endorse this represented content” (124). Since Modern Warfare 2 does nothing to contest 

the conventions of its genre and of militainment this moment, for Ostritsch, loses 

significance. The game’s narrative is ostensibly good counter-terrorists versus terrorists 

and so it would be expected that the player does everything they could to stop the attack. 

His argument is that “[this scene] is actually in stark conflict with the context provided by 

the fictional game world. Because it is not a credible part of the game world, we are led 

to believe that it is an endorsement of something that transcends the confines of the 

fictional realm” (Ostritsch 125). Narratively there is nothing which points towards the 

perspective of the victims of the attack. Because there is no ethical reflection coming 
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from the player’s character, no sign of inner conflict through even voice-over, this 

instance is purportedly supporting an act of terror.  

I would contest his belief in the inherent immorality and nature of this sequence. 

While I believe “No Russian” is ultimately unsuccessful in its aims for a variety of 

reasons, I would argue that the onus should not immediately be placed on the narrative to 

justify or explain the act within the context of the game (though it is important to ensure 

the coherence of a game world). Rather, per Activity Theory and theories of Moral 

Intuition (e.g. Pasupathi & Wainryb), the significance lies with how the player responds 

and approaches the scenario in both internal and external contexts. That is, for example, 

as the player-character converges and or conflicts with the player external to the game 

environment. As Sicart points out, games are ontologically incomplete objects as long as 

they are not actually being played by someone. Citing the work of James Newman, 

Thomas Apperley argues that the notion of the ‘cybernetic feedback loop’17 can be 

applied to video games as a whole; “the linkage between player and game-world should 

be considered ‘as an experiential whole that synthesizes action, location, scenario, and 

not merely as a bond between subject and object within a world” (15). Through this 

otherwise incomplete relationship the boundary between play and player becomes 

blurred, indicating a particular inseparability of the player and the text. As frameworks 

for thinking games realistically need not attempt the majority of heavy lifting in terms of 

cognitive processing. The specific cultural knowledge that a player carries with them, for 

example, will aid them in establishing semantic meaning in the event of “No Russian” or 

a similar scene. Games are spaces of convergence which necessarily operate 

                                                 
17 He defines this as being a situation where the line demarcating the end of the player’s cons ciousness and 

the beginning of the game world blurs. 
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intertextually, as the context of the game and the conceptual underpinnings are often 

larger than the individual game. For a sequence presenting a moral quandary then, the 

salience and significance cannot be solely measured by internal ludic or narrative 

justifications as such a qualification would blatantly overlook the contextual and relative 

position of the player, in addition to the mediational, object nature of the game.  

Together, the player and text create meaning and meaningful stories. I agree that 

“No Russian” does not fit well into the narrative of Modern Warfare 2, however it 

attempts to reach a critical moment of reflection and narration and cause the player to 

experience a kind of cognitive dissonance or reproach. Therein lies the significance, 

however minimal. The sequence itself may represent a moment of immorality where the 

player is made complicit, but that alone does not make the game supportive of an 

immoral worldview or force the player to support such a worldview. Such a scenario’s 

importance is derived from its ability to create some degree of dissonance within the 

individual.  

With consideration for Activity Theory, playing a game which engages the 

player’s sensibilities in multiple ways has the highest potential for affecting learning and 

processing. Since expansive play involves learning the nature and context of the game, 

understanding its rules and narrative situation, and then building upon or deconstructing 

that state to produce a more effective or personalized one, it naturally incorporates more 

of an individual’s identity than otherwise believed. To use “No Russian” once more, the 

level may be portraying an immoral act and seemingly supportive of an immoral and 

problematic worldview, but such a portrayal is likely to engage a player’s own sense of 

right and wrong, and feelings of guilt or cognitive dissonance emerge as a result of 
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different facets of identity clashing together (e.g. family and social norms, narrative 

expectations, and so on). This is not meant to justify the level entirely, since I agree that it 

does not provide sufficient space for the player’s reflection, particularly within the 

context of the game’s narrative. Ultimately play needs to be both transgressive and 

reflective. A game like Spec Ops: The Line, which I will discuss in the next chapter, is a 

good representation of what “No Russian” and Modern Warfare could have been.  

The concept of Flow, first proposed by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, works to 

counterbalance and enhance the arguments of scholars such as Ostritsch as well as Heron 

and Belford. Flow may be directly connected with Activity Theory as it helps to explore 

how different components of an activity and expansive play work to fully engage a 

player. When we play games, particularly single-player games, becoming an expert is a 

deeply pleasurable event. It is rewarding to develop and use skills, manipulate and 

employ information to drive a story, and to simply explore a world that is revealed and 

made known through player actions. As play goes on, we seek out more and more 

challenging experiences to enhance these skills and the feeling of being the expert. The 

theory of Flow is integral to creating engaging and provocative content which assists in 

establishing an effective learning environment, thus enhancing feelings of player agency. 

The idea is to stretch the player’s skills and give them room to grow and evolve. 

Applying this to moral development, it is a matter of learning the boundaries of personal 

and societal codes so that they can then be pushed and questioned in such a way that 

reaffirms, expands, or reimagines. In this way, the player is encouraged to participate in 

identity development by negotiating the various external and internal influences on an 

individual experience. When challenges are too easy the player is bored, learning and 
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development stultified. I argue that this applies to gameplay mechanics, narrative, and the 

choices provided. A choice that is easy and relegated to a moral binary is sufficient, but it 

does little to provoke thought and engage a player’s greater sensibilities. In relation to 

Activity Theory, Flow challenges the components in different ways to create tension and 

drive externalization, which supports the ongoing process of learning through expansive 

play.  

Flow is important because more challenging moral scenarios lead to better and 

more complex narrative opportunities which contribute to a more engaged player base 

and, in turn, greater developmental significance. There are three conditions for creating 

Flow: balance between challenges and skills, constant appearance and inclusion of goals, 

and immediate feedback on said goals. In terms of feedback, for example, games are 

good at producing feelings of guilt, sympathy, empathy, and interest through overarching 

narrative and storytelling elements. The opening mission of Deus Ex: Human Revolution 

or its predecessor Deus Ex are good examples, as they both immediately call into 

question the nature of goodness and the organizations that the player works for. Players 

are frequently drawn to games due to curiosity for the subject matter and setting more 

than they are for particular gameplay elements. A shooter may be a shooter, but it is how 

it is contrived and billed that makes it intriguing and commercially successful. In a 

morality system, some level of ambiguity is necessary because it draws on the player’s 

own sensibilities to make an assessment and place value on the story they have now 

become a part of. In most cases, players should be doing small things and seeing larger, 

lasting effects. 
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The amplification of player actions is closely tied with Flow and differentiates 

games from other storytelling mediums with how it makes them so compelling. 

Orchestrating action and witnessing consequence rather than observing unfolding events 

as a third party is thrilling. Squire comments on this fact, noting that “in games like Thief, 

Deus Ex, Bioshock, or Splinter Cell: Chaos Theory, the experience isn’t so much about 

being told a story as it is about being enabled to tell one’s own story” (“Video Games and 

Learning” 148). The abdication of ownership of the text, at least visibly so, is central to 

affording players the possibility for varying types of identity development. It is important 

to note that Flow does not end with gameplay mechanics, it ties directly into narrative 

situation and design. Engaging gameplay can only take a player so far, so interest in 

resolving a plot line, identifying with characters, or developing one’s own personal story 

motivates players to complete a game in which a skill curve might flatten.  

For an individual’s moral development, situations built around such notions as 

expansive play and Flow will be more significant for study and play than others which 

fail to achieve successful design. With these theoretical frames guiding design and the 

player experience it becomes far clearer just how much involvement is produced by 

factors ranging from social to personal to a mere interest in exploring a system. Indeed, 

“one might appeal to five different players for different reasons, and involvement is 

inherently a coupling between the player’s goals and interest and the game’s capacities” 

(Squire 150). Games offer a uniquely decentralized space for learning and practice as 

learning and thinking become objects of activity. Knowledge, or moral identity, is created 

in action and as we seek to transport it to other scenarios it becomes cryptic and requires 

reevaluation. Narration by the individual, in the vein of Pasupathi & Wainryb, is 
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necessitated by the experience they find themselves in, bridging the gap between goal 

orientation within the game and the outermost social contexts to mediate this 

reevaluation.  

 Developers may have a say in the creation of a game, but once it has been 

published they have no special authority in determining its meaning. Internal ludic or 

narrative justification is valuable, but it is not always necessary nor is it the sole provider 

of a meaningful experience. Instead, as I have pointed out in earlier chapters, games 

facilitate and are mediators. A large part of a gameplay experience occurs within the 

individual's mind as they unify narrative and ludic elements to tell or experience a story. 

Good games, in all senses, don’t shroud their biases but engage the player in critical 

conversations about the world, and typically provide multiple ways of playing. They do 

not exist within a vacuum and are constantly operating in an intertextual and 

interpersonal conversation. Games are, after all, at the heart of object-oriented action, and 

when we interact with them we do not discard knowledge of all other media or cultural 

identity in order to engage with a singular, primary text. Their virtual abstraction leads to 

a concretized visualization in the player’s mind, allowing them to flow through the game 

always producing narrative and ludic sense even in the absence of some whole or finished 

text, as in the case of a book or film.  
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Chapter Four: Textual Studies 

To fully understand the place of Activity Theory (AT) in outlining moral 

development, its practical application to games is necessary. To illustrate the ways 

narrative and video games can be used in the formation of moral and ethical identity, this 

research will take a closer look at Spec Ops: The Line; Fallout: New Vegas; and Papers, 

Please. These selections provide a varied understanding of how the previously described 

mechanics and theories are exemplified in various genres, narrative design, and play 

styles. Using Activity Theory in concert with theories of moral development and uptake 

the functionality of the medium is made more accessible and defined. While each of these 

games is working towards commercial success, they employ different narrative structures 

and are also capable of offering moral complexity that other titles (and mediums) cannot. 

In the same way, they offer the expansion of “gaming pleasure” and not just escapism. 

These opportunities for immersiveness cultivate players’ self-awareness, cognitive 

processing, and reinforce the argument that entertainment and critical thought are not 

mutually exclusive.  

 

Morality and the Modern Military Shooter 

Released in 2012, Spec Ops: The Line was developed by Yager Development and 

published by 2K Games as a reboot of the longstanding Spec Ops series. The overarching 

narrative of The Line, which closely resembles Joseph Conrad’s 1889 novel Heart of 

Darkness and Francis Ford Coppola’s Apocalypse Now, follows Delta Force Operators 

Captain Martin Walker, Lieutenant Adams, and Staff Sergeant Lugo on their mission to a 

ruined Dubai. They have been tasked with reconnaissance to determine whether civilians 
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and a rogue US regiment, the ‘damned’ 33rd, are still active. Upon discovering activity in 

the region, Walker takes it upon himself to reevaluate mission parameters and take Delta 

Force into action.   

Spec Ops: The Line is important on account of the morally significant and salient 

moments it presents in conjunction with a narrative style atypical of the military shooter 

genre. It is important to note that every game works differently, but that the use of 

affordances is universal as are the methods for unpacking a game and its narrative. In the 

case of The Line, it uses game conventions and genre expectations to establish the 

player’s role in the game world only to then subvert and interrogate that which it 

represents through critically engaging storytelling and gameplay, contrary to what a 

considerably linear narrative and plot might be considered capable of. Depictions of 

violence and warfare are used to sustain a conversation between player and text, and the 

virtual behaviors are made to elicit feelings of guilt and reflection, ultimately defining 

this game as a morally and ethically salient experience. The Line’s intertextual 

interrogation creates and sustains a conversation through an established gameworld and 

narrative situation, exemplifying an entertainment-based game existing as a space for 

learning apart from edutainment models and outside of the Serious Games movement. 

These techniques, and more, are used to bring the player to both forced and encouraged 

moments of reflection regarding moral and ethical decision making, violence, and 

military action and order.  

Despite the often visceral depictions of violence and warfare which fall in line 

with the militainment mindset of glorification, The Line condemns unnecessary violence. 

In committing acts that he believes are heroic and justified, Walker causes countless 
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instances of death and destruction. However, his actions are rarely diegetically justified, a 

distinct difference from other genre specific titles. Characters, especially Walker’s 

companions, question and condemn his actions as extreme and deluded, even borderline 

sadistic, while others question the methods but accept the necessity of violence. The Line 

further engages the player with how it “criticizes other works within the military shooter 

subgenre by using the conventions of the subgenre itself to question the moralities and 

ideologies of its peers” (Barnes). For a fairly structured game, The Line has a unique 

narrative capacity to place the player in situations featuring ethically notable moments 

and choices that are both discernable and consistent, implicating the player alongside 

Walker in each ensuing moment. While the experiences endured primarily belong to 

Walker, the player experiences them in tandem and is encouraged to have the same kind 

of reflection and interaction. Jose P. Zagal, a researcher and professor of entertainment 

arts, explains that “ethically notable games are those that provide opportunities for 

encouraging ethical reason and reflection” (Zagal 1). How this point is reached varies, 

and may be through dialogue between characters, forced moments of reflection via the 

player-text relationship, or through the aesthetics of play which lead to specific player 

responses or allow them to observe the effects of their choices on the game state. 

The Line disguises itself as the average shooter in the first two chapters, as 

Walker decides to push through into Dubai in an attempt to rescue the 33rd, an act which 

Adams quietly objects to, stating that “this ain’t exactly within our mission parameters.” 

While both Walker and the narrative seem to fulfill the generic requirements, the game 

begins to simultaneously deconstruct itself and subvert our ideological expectations. For 

example, perspective-wise, military shooters and action games will typically use the first-
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person perspective. This is meant to provide a 1:1 connection to the game world and 

reflect the desire for immediacy. Additionally, characters in first-person shooters are 

often silent, rarely seen by the player, and are given little to no personality. The player 

character often becomes little more than an avatar and vehicle for an experience. Instead, 

The Line employs a third person perspective, placing the player over Walker’s shoulder 

where they can watch his movements and reactions to external stimuli. In this situation, 

the player becomes a conscience, arguably representative of Walker’s superego as they 

guide him through the city, an act which makes each situational assessment, moral or not, 

belonging to the player. 

Spec Ops: The Line works, in part, precisely because it does this, placing the 

player in the very concrete and formulated shoes of Delta operator Martin Walker, a 

character supposedly created based on reports of soldiers, their experiences, and struggles 

with PTSD. Players may not know what it is like to be a soldier, but he certainly does, 

and it is through him that both the player and Walker realize just what is going on. It is 

“because the player can see Walker and how he interacts with his environment, [that] it 

becomes harder to forget and dismiss his perspective as a character, whereas with Roach 

in [Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2] the player never sees his character (or any other part 

of the body save for a gun and two hands) and his presence becomes entirely forgettable” 

(Barnes). Walker’s position as a Captain also has an important function, since it 

establishes this character as being not only a veteran but also one who has been given the 

authority to act independently. Normally the role of Captain would imbue an individual 

with feelings of expertise, confidence, and gumption to do what needs to be done; Walker 

is the gruff American anti-hero after all. While this is initially what a player may feel as 
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Walker, that feeling of expertise and authority is called into question as the player 

progresses and the mission becomes increasingly contorted and unclear.  

The Line deconstructs the notion of veterancy and authority over the course of 

gameplay, an act which places players in a position where they are more likely to engage 

in a critical questioning of their preconceptions. As Walker’s actions and movements 

become chaotic and questionable so too does the ground upon which the player stands. 

Walker’s rank is typically meant to create space between action and consequence, 

justifying violence and arbitration through the inherent authority of Captaincy. However, 

this deconstruction of roles is intended to create displeasure, and forces the player to 

consider what is obscured by the pixilation of war and the presumption that rank justifies 

actions. As players and individuals, we expect that Captains are experienced and able to 

dictate the codes of conduct on a battlefield with efficiency and humanity. This 

assumption is made no longer viable in the context of The Line, leaving players to 

wonder what exactly is the “right” decision, in addition to more closely connecting them 

to the experience of Walker since his diminished authority makes his perspective and role 

more accessible to the average player. Their cultural and social expectations of military 

structures is called into question and used to the game’s benefit in affecting expansive 

play. In terms of situation, this is one way that the game dismantles expectations, by 

forcing a specific perspective and visual position onto the player that cannot be avoided. 

They are both guiding and observing the movements on screen.  

As early as the second mission, the game continues to play with this blurred 

identity as it converses with itself and with the player, simultaneously presenting the 

player with a set of ethics and questioning the validity of that same ethical code. This 
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self-awareness and knowledge of generic context is also witnessed in the game’s opening 

sequence, an on-rails vehicle section in which the player, via Walker, controls a 

helicopter’s minigun and is told to shoot down enemies. This section appears to be 

mindless action used as a hook to excite and entice the player to keep playing, however 

its real purpose is revealed later in the narrative. Nick Morwood claims the following: 

The game is both self-aware in its level of absurdity, and at the 

same time knowledgeable that the level of absurdity is precisely 

normal for many wargames, like the similar gunship sequence in 

Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare that introduces the U.S. invasion 

of a Middle Eastern country, and which features a similar level of 

excessive destruction. (Morwood 114-5) 

Because The Line takes part in the conventions of military shooters while actively 

criticizing the over-the-top absurdity of those conventions, it is better able to create these 

salient moments by subversively forcing inconsistencies to come to light through 

cognitive dissonance. The player is led to understand that not everything is as it seems, 

and The Line is not merely trying to get them to rush and shoot their way forward as it is 

in similar games. This does not mean that they refuse to pull the trigger, but as the game 

progresses players become acutely aware of the number of people killed, the increasing 

brutality of Walker’s takedowns, and the level of sheer destruction.  

While further analysis of The Line’s atmospheric, aesthetic, and mechanical 

elements would prove beneficial as they all contribute to the game’s success and 

capability for moral and ethical uptake, narrative elements provide a great deal as well. 

The chapters “The Gate” and “Welcome” are two which relate directly to the game’s 
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conclusion. In an earlier chapter, Walker and his squad discover that a CIA black ops 

team has been militarizing refugees in order to eliminate the “defunct” and rogue 33rd. 

They join with the CIA in order to stop the 33rd from further regional destabilization and 

violence. Together they reach “The Gate,” a base of operations guarded by the 33rd, 

which they must pass through. Walker suggests they use the nearby white phosphorus 

mortar shells to clear a path, a choice Lugo vehemently opposes: “You’ve seen what this 

shit does! You know we can’t use it! There’s always a choice.” Walker responds with a 

pithy “No, there’s really not” and proceeds to set up and fire the mortar. This interaction 

forces the player and Walker to recognize their culpability and role in the impending 

action. While some may argue that the decision is forced upon the player, I would contest 

that they ultimately rationalize Walker’s split-second behavior for two reasons: the genre 

conventions have taught them to, in a manner of speaking, shoot first and ask questions 

later, and because we are neatly situated to experience the narrative and story as Walker 

does, so our choices are one and the same. Walker’s rank, as discussed earlier, is a way 

this result is achieved because we expect that there really is no other way and that, as an 

experienced soldier, Walker understands tactics and the best strategies. Seeing as the 

player is Walker and vice versa, the logic of the situation is seemingly sound. 

Furthermore, in terms of generic narrative expectations, militainment games generally 

need not consistently justify action because they spend so much time Othering the enemy 

or positioning the player as inherently right in their actions.  

It is not until the end of this chapter that ideological subversiveness is truly 

apparent, and so prior to that The Line still functions as an ostensibly normative 

militaristic shooter. Using this prepackaged set of rules and gestalts (narrative and 
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gameplay), The Line is able to take an otherwise forced choice and make it a learning 

experience - a moment of forced reflection - because the player, upon facing the result of 

the incredibly destructive and violent act, does what can be described as a double take. 

The viewfinder through which Walker marks his targets faintly reflects his face, 

making him unable to remove himself from the act. (See Appendix – Image 1). Screams 

of pain and panicked outcries are heard in the background but are mostly drowned out by 

Delta’s orders and callouts. As the last shot is fired all sound and action fade save for the 

agonizing cry of one soldier, begging for help, and the mechanical buzz of the camera. 

Disgusted, Lugo solemnly remarks, “No one’s moving. It’s over.” However, the scene is 

far from over. Walker and his squad descend from their firing position and the game quite 

literally forces the player to walk through the smoke, burning vehicle frames, and bodies; 

some still alive, missing limbs, and others crawling and begging for help. As you 

approach end of the road, one soldier asks, “Why?” Walker replies, “You brought this on 

yourself.” As he dies, the soldier coughs out, “We were helping…” and points further 

down the trench that Delta Force just firebombed. They move forward and witness the 

chaos: forty-seven civilians, all burned alive, and seemingly clambering over each other 

to escape the dead end that had been their shelter.  

Contrary to what Walker and the CIA believed to be the case, the 33rd were not 

terrorizing civilians, rather they were trying to protect them from the insurgents that the 

CIA had mobilized. In this moment the camera pans across carnage, ultimately focusing 

on a woman bent over her child in an attempt to protect it from the fiery toxins and 

shrapnel raining down. (See Appendix – Image 2). This aesthetic choice is incredibly 

coded, much like the rest of the sequence, and immediately provides the player with a 
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specific reaction. In war, it is generally agreed upon that civilians, particularly women 

and children, are out of bounds and protected. The decision to use white phosphorus led 

to an unnecessary massacre, one where the visceral results will likely have the player 

feeling horrified and destabilized. In terms of AT, this sequence produces conflict within 

one’s identity, particularly as related to community and personal rules and codes. 

Lugo yells angrily that Walker “turned [them] into fucking killers” as Walker 

stares at his victims. Sounds become distorted and figures blur as he begins to realize 

what he has done, and the inevitable consequences of his crime. However, instead of 

breaking, he calmly states, “we need to keep moving...I’m going to make these bastards 

pay for what they’ve done,” even after his comrades voice their concern about his state of 

Figure 8. A possible visualization of expansive play during "The Gate"  
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mind and the nature of their mission. Walker shifts blame from himself to the 33rd and 

their actions, completely ignoring his own consequences and violent methods he has used 

to reach this point.  

The format of this sequence is a reoccurring narrative strategy that The Line 

employs in trying to reach these reflective moments. Here the player decides whether to 

agree with Walker’s delusion of being forced into this position or to disagree and 

experience cognitive dissonance over and over again as the narrative experience they 

expected devolves. Walker’s intervention in a situation beyond original mission 

parameters move his actions from morally questionable to morally reprehensible, and 

those actions can no longer be justified by shifting blame - they are war crimes. Whether 

the player agrees or disagrees with Walker they are still involved through a sin of 

omission or commission. This chapter exists not only to question Walker and the player’s 

motives; “it appears to be in conversation with other sequences from other military 

shooter games. This scene appears to be mimicking the ‘Death From Above’ sequence 

from Call of Duty 4 in which the player controls an AC 130 gunship to mark and kill 

enemy combatants” (Barnes). “Death From Above” is a cold and removed sequence, 

where the figures are only white dots on an infrared screen. The Line, on the other hand, 

forces Walker and the player to witness and acknowledge the destruction they have 

wrought.  

By denying culpability, Walker invalidates his own perspective, both of previous 

events and those to come, an act which places agency and responsibility in the hands of 

the player - do they go on like Walker or do they play more cautiously? The player’s 

position is defamiliarized as the unusual nature of The Line challenges accepted 
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perceptions and representations in order to challenge the habituation of violence without 

reflection. The humanization of the Other and destabilization of the American military 

figure serve to enhance the narrative’s ability to pose otherwise abstracted moral 

elements. In this kill or be killed environment the gradations of morality shine the 

brightest. Walker shows that he is willing and able to maintain an illusory vision of 

events, regardless of what is right in front of him.  

“The Gate” is the turning point where the player commits an otherwise 

unthinkable and inhumane act and is then forced to live with it for the rest of the game, 

having it largely determine or simply influence their other decisions. Until this point The 

Line is representative of a run of the mill shooter, distorting into something ugly and dirty 

and following the “war is hell” mantra. “The Gate” is where the proverbial line in the 

sand is crossed: 

Arabic insurgents made way for American soldiers, screaming in a 

language I understand. The clean executions have made way for 

more brutal, intimate affairs. I have made (futile) choices about 

who will live and who will die. One of my men punched the other 

in the face. Forget fraying. Things are falling apart. (Keogh) 

While The Line must maintain some expectations in order to ensure that the game world 

remains tenable, it does so minimally. The enemies are not entirely faceless Others, 

devoid of cause and background so that they might be more easily gunned down, orders 

are no longer clear or predetermined, and even the player’s companions are at odds. 

Unlike similar games, The Line overtly implicates the player as an active participant 

rather than passive observer. Even though not directly represented, instead occupying 
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Walker, the player maintains a presence which is frequently addressed and recognized 

during and outside of gameplay. Loading screens in the second half of the game, for 

example, replace hints and instructions with personalized messages and provocative 

quotations. These screens ask the player questions like “Do you feel like a hero yet?” and 

“The US military does not condone the killing of unarmed combatants. But this isn’t real, 

so why should you care?” and pose statements such as “To kill for yourself is murder. To 

kill for your government is heroic. To kill for entertainment is harmless.” Moral 

culpability belongs to both the player and Walker, whose own excuses are ultimately 

proven to be based on madness and self-delusion. The player’s relationship with the text 

becomes increasingly personal and not limited to the confines of the narrative situation. 

Both the player and the player-character are addressed and implicated in the virtual chaos 

of Dubai. Oddly enough, in a game like The Line, it would seem that the only “good” 

choice is to stop playing altogether and deny complicity with the game.  

Further progress reveals an increasingly destabilized Walker. His previously 

clinical military takedowns become increasingly brutal. He begins to hallucinate and 

urges everyone forward even though they have long lost sight of their original mission. 

Dialogue shifts from dispassionate language such as “Target eliminated” to triumphant 

exclamations of “Got the bastard!” In the same way justification for his actions is 

increasingly disconnected from reality as he insists throughout that he had been given no 

choice but to fulfill his mission in whatever way, echoing the phrase “You brought this on 

yourself” repeatedly to justify the carnage. While the player and Walker are placed 

together, to say the player controls him is perhaps an overstatement. At best they point 

him in a direction. The relationship between narrative, player, and game is formalized as 
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the darkness of on screen action intensifies, facing the player with the ultimate, driving 

question: “Do you feel like a hero yet?”  

Spec Ops: The Line confronts us with a peculiar scenario: as players we are 

invested in the game, yet instead of straightforward pleasure we are faced with discomfort 

and unfamiliarity, an effect we can define as critical (dis)pleasure. In tying gameplay with 

this particular narrative experience, the game presents us with the only one real available 

moral choice - to simply stop playing. The voyeuristic nature of military shooters and 

their gamification of these incredibly violent situations is brought fully to our attention, 

making way for forced reflection and coming to terms. The Line initially hints that the 

nature of these choices are moral and ethical ones, gradually building into an explicit 

message. It wields its affective distance surgically as a critique of the necessary illusion 

that most military shooters employ. Brutal mise-en-scene, intertextual commentary, and 

both real and imagined opportunities of player choice actively come together under the 

player’s authorial position to create a discordant feeling that effectively combats power 

fantasies, negligent portrayals of violence, and ultimately morality. The player is 

responsible not because they made a particular moral choice within the game but because 

they didn't exercise the ultimate sanction—to halt the unpleasantness by revoking their 

participation. The loading screen might even insist to the player, if they are killed at a 

certain section of the game, “Stop! Just fucking stop!” The Line makes it abundantly clear 

that our choice to continue the game is a moral choice. Participation in this culture, 

engagement with these rules; these performances are done of our own free will.  

Luckily, this burden is not the player’s alone, as both of Walker’s subordinates are 

complicit, a fact which they are increasingly vocal about. After clearing out a tower of 
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33rd soldiers in order to eliminate a specific target, Lt. Adams very angrily and bluntly 

has the following exchange with Walker: 

Lt. Adams: This whole mission is fucked. We just took out a tower 

full of American troops. 

Cpt. Walker: They didn’t leave us any choice. 

Lt. Adams: YOU didn't leave us any choice! What the fuck 

happened to us, man?! 

Cpt. Walker: Nothin'. We're fuckin' soldiers. 

Lt. Adams: (bitterly) Oh. I see. My mistake. 

The Line uses forced perspective and engagements to create a disquieting and effectively 

instructive experience. Moral decisions have consequences which are weighed about as 

heavily as they might in the real world. There is little merit in doing the right thing when 

it is the easiest option. To do the “right” thing when faced with difficulty is more noble, 

even if there is no tangible reward. The Line incorporates this complexity and reflexivity 

by never making things as simple as “press X to stop killing,” and exemplifies research 

which has suggested that “committing ‘immoral’ virtual behaviors in a video game can 

lead to increased moral sensitivity of the player” (Grizzard, et al. 499). There is increased 

potential for emotional experiences that result from media exposure, such as “The Gate,” 

to alter the intuitive foundations18 upon which we make moral judgements. More 

generally, committing an immoral virtual act can increase the salience of content-relevant 

intuition. This means that instead of becoming less sensitive to violations, players who 

                                                 
18 Because the situation presented to the player not only lacks a clear right or wrong answer, but also is 

distressing by way of the defamiliarized narrative, the player is more likely to experience a con flict 

between Hartmann’s systems of processing, as well as the various moral intuitions.  
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commit or experience moral transgressions become more sensitive to moral violations. 

Thus, the burden is on the player to not make their experience pointless and just another 

shoot-em-up. The choice is ours and ours alone as we continue to play to the end.  

At the very end, after fighting through countless soldiers, refugee-insurgents, and 

losing both squadmates, Walker goes to confront Konrad. However, in a shocking turn of 

events, Konrad is revealed to have been a figment of Walker’s imagination since his 

traumatic, PTSD-triggering event at the Gate. Indeed, I would argue that Konrad may be 

equated with the id, albeit a misguided and broken id, for the reason that he has been 

whispering over the player’s shoulder the whole time and providing commentary, 

commentary which often relates to situations at hand and how Walker could conceivably 

approach them. If Konrad is representative of the id then the player is more concretely 

representing the superego to the player-character’s, Walker’s, ego. Over the course of the 

game the player has been attempting to guide Walker and make the right choices, even 

when faced with the most impossible scenarios, and must either combat or go along with 

the demands or suggestions of Konrad. This revelation works as another attempt to invite 

or enable the player to conduct a kind of ethical self-examination around their 

engagement with the interactive representations of The Line through the rather immediate 

and overt incursions of realism and moral ambiguity.  

The sustained uncertainty of why the player/Walker were even in Dubai is broken 

and the crushing weight of responsibility and blame falls on their shoulders. Recognizing 

Konrad as the id, as part of the player/Walker, lays the horror of it all at their feet, 

crystallizing The Line’s uncompromising gaze into the heart of darkness and leaving 

them feeling abjectly awful. The real Konrad has been dead since before Delta force even 
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arrived in Dubai, and all of Walker’s ramblings and justifications about saving, stopping, 

or simply finding him were founded on his own psychosis. Konrad, or Walker’s mental 

image of him, tells him that: 

None of this would have happened if you’d just stopped. But on 

you marched. And for what.… It takes a strong man to deny what’s 

right in front of him. And if the truth is undeniable, you create your 

own. The truth, Walker, is that you’re here because you wanted to 

feel like something you’re not. A hero. I’m here because you can’t 

accept what you’ve done. It broke you. You needed someone to 

blame. So, you cast it on me. A dead man. I know the truth is hard 

to hear, Walker. But it’s time. You’re all that’s left. And we can’t 

live in this lie forever. 

This speech goes beyond virtual boundaries and is directed specifically at Walker as the 

player-character. The only reason any of the drama on screen occurred was because of 

their mutual willingness to carry on despite the cost. In an intertextual sense, the speech 

of wanting “to feel like something you’re not reflects” the mentality of the modern 

military shooter, of a game like Modern Warfare 2. In such a game actions do not provide 

(nor do they require) justification or explanation apart from a small text indicating the 

next objective. Internal motivations are ill conceived and fall under the generic and 

supposedly forgiving “war is hell” mantra. Participation in war is a choice and, in the 

case of many games, a pleasurable and voyeuristic experience for those who want to feel 

like heroes and fulfill a certain stereotype. The Line does no such thing, as Konrad’s final 

speech shatters these illusions and forces the player to acknowledge their responsibility. 
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In this final scene, an imagined Konrad and Walker stand on a balcony 

overlooking the demolished city, watching the ever-expanding storm wall and fires burn 

in the city below. In this moment, they look back on the choices the player made 

throughout the game, and the impact each had on the story. For example, at one-point 

Konrad, via radio, orders Walker to execute one of two prisoners; one stole water (a 

capital offense) and the other, a soldier, needlessly killed the civilian’s family when 

apprehending him. If Walker refuses to choose or takes too long, Konrad says he will 

have snipers kill both prisoners and Delta. There is no on-screen instruction and list of 

choices, it is up to player to decide their fate. There are three possibilities 19: in the first 

two, either the soldier or civilian are executed, and the player proceeds unhindered, while 

the third option is to attack the snipers themselves. Even though snipers kill both 

prisoners in this scenario, insubordination and non-complicity are as powerful as any 

predetermined choice. 

This example clearly represents Hartmann’s theories regarding the processing of 

moral intuitions. Since there is no defined response to Konrad’s proposed quandary, it is 

entirely up players as moral agents to determine the fate of these two men and, indirectly, 

the fate of Delta squad. Furthermore, the choice is not presented in a neat form where one 

party is to blame and more deserving of punishment. As with other situations, though 

more overt, this instance necessitates the involvement of players’ external identities and 

factors in order to pass judgment (or to abstain). There are no simple lines that connect 

the characteristics of this moment or the game’s overall elements. While there are values 

                                                 
19 One can argue that there is a fourth, unspoken choice: to simply ignore all commands and desire for 

violence. To do nothing. However, this will end in the player’s death and a loss-state. For the purposes of 

this research and this particular example I will be focusing on the other choices.  
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embedded in games, a reality to which The Line is no exception, those values emerge 

dynamically in relation to the act of play, context, and who is playing. The negotiation of 

this moment involves intuitive practices and rational processing because, the player will 

likely have an intuitive sense of what they might or could do, but because of how the 

experience has played out so far, will have to rationalize and consider those choices. 

More importantly, even if they do prioritize intuitive over rational decision-making, or 

vice versa, they will still be brought to moment of rationalization and reflection via the 

ending sequence with Konrad. In the end, the player’s choices, just like in life, often 

come back to haunt them. 

Lange points out that “most “most players want to make ‘the right choice’ when 

it’s easy, marked, and clearly labeled. But a future of more nuanced choices may point to 

a stronger direction for the medium. If gamers are not interested in being evil, we can get 

more traction by instead questioning what they believe to be good” (14). The Line 

provides this exact service with its heavily nuanced narrative and unique gameplay 

experience, making it so the player is never able to make a categorically good or evil 

decision. Any options presented to the player may not be overtly given or defined, but 

they are loaded choices nonetheless. This morally ambiguous positioning works 

extremely well within the principle of Flow, making The Line exponentially more 

significant in its impact on moral uptake. The moments are increasingly challenging and 

require not only better gameplay performance but also cognitive processing. This 

complexity is, in part, a result of the game’s subversive and highly critical nature.   

To illustrate this point, in Chapter 11, Lugo is lynched by a mob of angry 

refugees. Walker and Adams arrive too late and go to cut down his body only to be 
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confronted by the same mob. The refugees edge closer and begin to throw rocks, causing 

Walker’s health to deplete slowly. Rather than delineate any outcome or options the game 

objective is simply to “Get the Hell Outta Here,” leaving the means of escape entirely up 

to the player. Adams urges Walker to give him the command to open fire, to avenge their 

comrade, and save themselves. This position reflects the typical genre expectations which 

normalize shooting first. It is a shooting game after all, and so shooting would be 

expected. However, for some this may not be such an obvious reaction by now, after 

having experienced the chaos and carnage in their wake. Just as Activity Theory argues, 

this is a moment where we are consistently working through contradictions within and 

between elements in order to make sense of the values at play internal to ourselves.  

Once again there are three possible outcomes: (1) Walker shoots, killing a few 

civilians and scattering the rest, (2) Walker hits one with the butt of his gun, causing them 

to scatter, or (3) Walker fires a few shots into the air and causes the mob to disperse. This 

violent, high stakes situation is naturally tense and leads to an increased sense of conflict, 

thus following the logic of events a violent action should follow as a response (though 

that has the assumption that violence begets violence) - if we play intuitively. This 

situation, however, is unique because scaring the civilians is equally as viable as shooting 

them. Even if a situation might encourage it, violence is not always the only route.  

The most important and reflexively demanding decision comes at the very end of 

the game, after Konrad’s revelatory speech. Konrad and Walker now stand across from 

each other in what appears to be a shapeless mirage, where a second Walker appears as a 

reflection of the first. Walker is given five seconds, after which Konrad will shoot him. 

Three counts in, control of Walker is given back to the player, who is holding a gun. As 
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with other scenes, there are three options: Walker can do nothing and be shot, he can 

shoot his reflection, or he can shoot Konrad. (See Appendix – Image 3). In the first two 

outcomes, the mirage fades and Walker has shot himself in the head, while in the third 

the mirage is shattered and Walker has tossed his gun aside, rejecting Konrad’s reality. 

Either Walker and by association the player continue their delusion and blame Konrad for 

everything and Dubai’s prompt ruin, or they choose to take responsibility and end their 

own life in an attempt to atone for their sins.  

If the player chooses to shoot Konrad, denying immediate culpability, the game 

continues. While this may be seen as a reward, since the game continues, the ensuing 

sequence is not designed in such a way that encourages a sense of accomplishment. 

Rather, it continues with the thread of displeasure. After a transition to black and a time 

jump, a group of American soldiers arrives at the city limits where they confront a 

grizzled and dirtied Walker, who is now dressed in Konrad’s uniform and carrying an 

automatic shotgun. There is the option to either lower the shotgun or open fire. If Walker 

surrenders, the soldiers carefully take his weapon and peacefully escort him to the 

extraction point. As they drive away from the city, a soldier asks, “You know, Captain, 

we drove through this whole city to find you. We...we saw things. If you don’t mind me 

asking...How did you survive all this?” to which Walker replies, “Who said I did?” 

Alternatively, Walker can open fire and try to take out the soldiers. If unsuccessful he is 

shot down and, as he bleeds out, the camera zooms out slowly while a conversation 

between Walker and his subconscious image of Konrad plays in the background: “Home, 

we can’t go home. There’s a line men like us have to cross. If we’re lucky, we do what’s 

necessary then we die. All I really want, Captain, is peace.” If the player manages to kill 
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all the soldiers, we watch as Walker walks deliberately through the carnage, picks up a 

radio, and delivers the final, most harrowing line of the game: “Gentlemen, welcome to 

Dubai.” 

These endings can be categorized into two groups. Either the player and Walker 

face their decisions and try to make amends, or they decide to continue the fantasy and 

maintain a distorted perception of integrity. Regardless of the player’s choice, the endings 

are equally important because none of them are heroic or provide a sense of 

accomplishment as many other genre shooters try to do. In the end, no one was saved, no 

crisis was averted, no enemy was defeated. Even ending the game with surrender is more 

shameful and humiliating than it is cathartic or redemptive. In that act, in giving up his 

gun, Walker gives up his agency and the only way he knows how to impact the world. 

This moment doubles up as a surrender of both Walker’s and the player’s former beliefs 

and preconceptions of what this game was, at the very least.  

The Line forces cognitive dissonance upon the player and warns against blind 

complacency when faced with moral corruption and deception, especially when it comes 

to consuming everyday forms of entertainment like a video game. It questions the 

player’s engagement as they continue to participate in these deplorable acts of violence 

for the sake of entertainment, going so far as to even suggest that not playing games that 

perpetuate systems of unwarranted and immoral violence is the only proper decision. The 

Line is set up in such a way that, rather than have a separation between Walker and the 

player, there is an overlap so that in the end the morality of Walker is made subordinate 

to our own as the superego. In a game like Spec Ops: The Line, where we are explicitly 

given morally salient situations that weigh upon the player more than they do the 
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character we inhabit, we are ultimately responsible for the atrocities we commit through 

play. This game is externalized morality in its purest form because it deprives the player 

narrative or ludic justification no matter how visceral an experience it provides. In 

revealing its ideological underpinnings early on through a forced, defamiliarized third-

person perspective, The Line establishes Walker as both the subject and object in a larger 

intertextual conversation regarding violence and morality. It is thus that forced moments 

of reflection are reached through an intricately designed player-text relationship.  

The intentionality of design, particularly narrative design as it enables players, 

leads players to question and engage with the text in a particular way. Players may come 

to the game with a sense of a group or person as being an Other or an enemy, and that is 

no fault of the game. A game like The Line uses that to its advantage to challenge 

expectations and highlight the discrepancies apparent in social norms and conventional 

notions of morality. It combats the typical militaristic notion, particularly for the United 

States, that, while we are slow to anger, when we fight we will fight to win. Indeed, we 

often “have” to fight because it is our (often moral) obligation to save the day.  

As a text, Spec Ops: The Line is careful to incorporate the player’s assumptions of 

genre and military games, as well as actual military structures, the socialized behaviors, 

that is, the rules and communal standards of the individual and their physical 

communities, and opportunities for expansive play through attacks on one’s sense of self 

(i.e. forcing cognitive dissonance). In this way, as well as by situating the division of 

labor between a game-player relationship and a Walker-Player relationship, The Line 

serves as a well designed and engineered game that offers a truly meaningful experience 

for players, one that is compelling enough to be carried into real life even after the credits 
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roll20. It shows that shooting games can use violence in a critical and constructive 

manner, or that, at the very least, the subgenre is not necessarily as morally destitute and 

socially unaware as many would like to believe. 

 

Morals in the Wasteland: Fallout: New Vegas and the Reinvention of Self 

Fallout: New Vegas both stands apart from and represents other RPGs because of 

its notable execution of design and storytelling. New Vegas sets players in a grittier, 

grimier, morally murky nuclear wasteland - one that stands apart from earlier iterations of 

the series and other comparable RPG experiences. The mature and morally challenging 

narrative and gameplay experience more seriously takes into account player motivations 

and choice when it comes to storytelling and the development of the game world. New 

Vegas presents itself as significant for moral development and negotiation of identity in 

two particular ways, through quest architecture and design, and morally complex 

storytelling situations where the player must act as the determining agent.  

Whereas Spec Ops: The Line’s linear narrative uses an awareness of its genre and 

militainment to force the player to dissociate and confront their expectations, Fallout: 

New Vegas’s player-driven approach based around choices between kernels and very 

flexible, player-defined satellites. New Vegas is designed as a mix of emergent and 

enacted narrative architecture, with players being equally informed by the setting, plot, 

and narrative situation as they are by extradiegetic material. The player assigns 

importance and meaning to objects and interactions as they extrapolate connections 

                                                 
20 This quite literally the case with Spec Ops. As the credits roll and the characters are listed, the player is 

listed alongside the members of Delta Squad - leaving them with the lasting implication that this was 

always their own experience, rather than that of some named or unnamed soldier.  
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between in-game material and the real world. As a result, no two playthroughs will be 

alike in how a player navigates these multidimensional spaces and stories.  

In an alternative future where nuclear war between China and the United States 

led to a post-apocalyptic world, the player takes on the role of the Courier working for 

the Mojave Express in the area now known as New Vegas. In 2281, while delivering a 

mysterious package to the New Vegas’s “Strip,” the Courier is ambushed, shot, and left 

for dead. Luckily, they are rescued and brought back to health in a nearby town. The 

player then begins a journey to find the almost-assassin and recover the package. Over 

the course of the game, the player encounters various factions and individuals and 

becomes caught up in a conflict that will determine control of New Vegas and the 

Mojave Wasteland.   

New Vegas is important for study because it brings everything to bear around the 

player without making them into a godlike figure, patrolling the wastes of Vegas where 

nothing happens without their say so. The player controls the game world and produces 

their own character rather than attributing extensive meaning to a world and character 

created by another, as in the case of Spec Ops: The Line. Their experience determines the 

relationship between the game and reality and how that experience impacts our physical 

selves. New Vegas truly embodies the concept of Flow, as players will want to level up, 

become stronger, and overcome the challenges of the wasteland as much as they will 

want to play for personal story or the preconceived plot. The adoption of roles is directly 

facilitated through performance in a task-based environment (e.g. kill enemies, solve 

puzzles, deliver X object). These tasks have narrative purposes, so identification often 
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occurs without reflective awareness of the player as they seek to resolve the tasks laid out 

before them. 

Additionally, by situating the player in the role of an unnamed character who, 

through customization tools and gameplay, can be fully inhabited by the player through 

choices and interaction with the game as a text, there is a higher level of emotional 

involvement. Kristin Pohl argues that games are characterized and made successful by 

this type of involvement, which is broken into two forms: instantaneous (we play because 

we want to win) and spontaneous (we play because we identify with and care about the 

story). The first form is instantaneous because that is the automatic assumption we have 

when engaging in play: we want to win - to understand the system - and earn mastery by 

achieving Flow. The second is based in emotional responses and narrative. In games, “we 

are concerned about the avatar’s fate, not only because the avatar is our representative in 

the fictional world and the instrument we need in order to actually play and win the 

game, but because we feel for him, we need to identify with his concerns and want to 

know how the story turns out for him and us” (Pohl 101). As argued earlier, motivations 

for play are affected by the narrative frame just as much as by the mechanics of play. I 

would also expand upon Pohl’s argument, as we are not only feeling the need to identify 

with the avatar’s concerns because, as players, we are providing a semantic denotation 

and inscribing our own emotions and identities onto them. After all, that is quite literally 

what it means to have or be an avatar. New Vegas successfully marries gameplay 

mechanics to narrative and story elements, establishing a landscape ripe for expansive 

play, and presents an intricate compilation of elements which afford enough player 

agency to be considered a morally salient experience. 
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A 2010 study on identification shifts and video games by Klimmt et al. found that 

when players are assigned roles or handed control of a specific character they experience 

a sense of “vicarious self-perception” which mediates the game play experience. The 

player is not witnessing the Courier, they are the Courier in the same way that players of 

Spec Ops are experiencing the game as a soldier and all that entails. These kinds of 

games “internally simulate the condition of the character or role they enact during game 

play” (Klimmt et al. 325). The Courier is a blank slate upon which the player inscribes 

meaning moment to moment, affecting the role with prior, extradiegetic experiences and 

beliefs. As Klimmt et al. report, identification with a character that mirrors the player’s 

ideal self reduces discrepancy and has positive consequences for enjoyment. 

Additionally, they also report an implicit element to self-identification through a narrative 

and gameplay experience, whereby enacting a character or role in a video game affects 

players’ identity state. They suggest that “video games, thus, appear as a self-

transformation machine with which players can temporarily enter states that detach them 

from ‘normal’ self-perceptions. With the process of shifted self-perceptions established, 

conceptual perspectives on related video game functions can now be pursued with more 

energy” (Klimmt et al. 335). With this in mind, New Vegas itself plays the role of 

mediator, officiating a very tangible journey through the wasteland of New Vegas.  

A player-character which reflects the player and their perception of self is 

valuable when navigating the Mojave because it makes interactions far more personal 

and, in some cases, reflexively provocative. Whereas many games choices, moral or 

otherwise, are distant and protected by nature of their virtuality, those in New Vegas are 

deliberately made complex and compelling in ways that reduce the hypothetical distance 
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between player and text. This reduced distance makes it easier for players to project their 

extradiegetic identities onto the screen and engage in uniquely collaborative textual 

relationship.  

Over the course of gameplay, the player is presented with ethically notable moral 

dilemmas and multiple pathways to completion – each with its own consequences and 

benefits. A moral dilemma is “a situation in which an agent morally ought to do A and 

morally ought to do B but cannot do both, either because B is just not-doing-A or because 

some contingent feature of the world prevents doing both,” and this can often become 

more complicated with the introduction of further story or game elements (Zagal). 

Theatre, film, literature, and other forms can present troubled characters facing moral and 

or ethical dilemmas which hopefully engage the spectator, reader, or player. However, 

well-designed games such as New Vegas are better suited to directly presenting the player 

with an interactive dilemma. Because of self-identification and refocalization, the 

dilemmas that emerge are the player’s rather than a character’s. New Vegas’s dilemmas 

are more engaging and reflective because they are not presented for passive 

contemplation or without significance. The gameplay and narrative gestalts are 

effectively unified and place such moments as part of a larger network of choices and 

stories. 

As with a majority of games, New Vegas’s in-game moral choice engine depends 

on setting the weight for moral and immoral actions. This does not exclude the player’s 

identity, which will always be in play, but it does add another element to decision 

making. New Vegas employs both a reputation and karma system. For karma, there are 

six moral types ranging from very evil to very good. There are numerical associations 
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which determine karmic “score,” though they are not visible to the player, and can be 

lowered or raised depending on certain decisions. For example, whether the player 

chooses to help fight off bandits or side with the bandits to take over a town has different 

results determined by the game, though that weight is affected only preliminary to the 

player’s own evaluation. The reputation system, similar to that in Fallout 2 (Black Isle 

Studios 1998), exists as a way to track the player’s relationship with the various factions 

and locations of New Vegas, such as the New California Republic (NCR) or 

Goodsprings. A high reputation may give benefits, such as increased opportunity for 

trade or the likelihood that the inhabitants simply won’t attack on sight, while a low 

reputation will lead to hits being taken out against the player, an inability to take on 

certain missions, or even limited interactions.  

Unlike other games in the series, the karma system in New Vegas carries much 

less weight in comparison to reputation, which is primarily what dictates how the world 

exists around the player-character. This is a positive change and removes a simple binary 

of normative good and evil, particularly one that assigns numerical value, allowing for 

more versatility when it comes to players acting in their own ways rather than in a 

manner that fulfills an internally provided rule. This system plays an important role in the 

development of both personal stories and the preexisting plot, in turn allowing for 

increased possibility for moral uptake.  

When it comes to being a moral and identity-based playground New Vegas’s 

success is best reflected in two areas: quest design and its faction system. Where 

choosing factions was historically a binary choice between clear good and clear evil, 

Fallout: New Vegas operates in gradations of moral ambiguity. Thanks to the intertwined 
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karma and reputation systems, factions will react positively or negatively depending on 

the way the Courier interacts with them, the people of the Mojave, and their playstyle in 

general. Groups like the NCR or Caesar’s Legion genuinely feel alive and realistic as 

they are not based on trite politics or moral clichés. In some cases, factions will develop 

over the course of the game in reaction to the player’s choices or influence. This is one 

way the established narrative situation of New Vegas serves to draw the player into 

having uniquely personal experiences as a result of negotiating relations between groups 

and individuals. 

The two main factions, Caesar’s Legion and the NCR, are both deliberately 

nuanced and dynamically mature. In most cases the Legion is first encountered in the 

burnt-out town of Nipton where the town’s populace has been decapitated, enslaved, or 

crucified. This scene is meant to horrify the player and show the Legion as the ostensible 

villain of their story, but this is where New Vegas toys with expectations. It is revealed 

that Nipton was a town of thieves and bandits that trapped innocent passersby, and the 

Legion was meting out their form of justice and law. Later, if the player chooses to meet 

with Caesar, they will find him charismatic and even brilliant with his own vision for 

reforming the Mojave. His legion is akin to a Roman military meritocracy, and while 

there are certainly problems with such a structure there is also opportunity. While the 

Legion is arguably retrogressive, unnecessarily savage, and supportive of slavery, they 

are never once overly sensationalized or plagued by reductively villainous clichés. 

Indeed, when the Courier meets Caesar, he is terrifyingly sane. His vision is clear, 

thoughts collected, and actions informed by a rather persuasive logic.  
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The NCR, while certainly less regressive than the Legion, is also not binaristically 

good. They initially come off as “good guys” in their fight to restore Old World order and 

democracy but are hindered by needless bureaucracy and the egos of career politicians 

and soldiers who often trample others to achieve their individual ends. The companion 

Rose of Sharon Cassidy sums up part of the NCR’s bad side. Caught in the Caravan Wars 

precipitated by the NCR’s expansion out West, Rose is a merchant who is perpetually 

bogged down in NCR paperwork and by other, larger caravans given priority. The NCR 

is equally likely to starve an area of electricity and protection as they are to provide 

medical support to an impoverished city district.  

There is an intentionality of design found in narrative situation, characters, and 

places, which reflects a desire to lead players to question and engage with the text in a 

particular way. Moral ambiguity is part of that design. Players are meant to question their 

assessments of the Mojave’s inhabitants and political landscape, reflecting on whether the 

NCR has the best intentions for the Mojave even though they are initially positioned as 

the good guys. Josh Sawyer, Project Director for Obsidian Entertainment, encapsulates 

this design goal: “Caesar’s Legion, at least initially when you learn things about them, 

they’re really nasty and bad. But they’re not an evil faceless organization, just as NCR is 

not always the good guys. They do terrible crap all the time, and Caesar’s Legion 

occasionally does some good things. We didn’t want to make the player...just go ‘Welp, I 

guess these are the bad guys. I’m gonna kill them, and help these guys because they’re 

good’” (Sawyer et al.). Dynamism is the driving princip le when it come to New Vegas’s 

construction. Mechanic design and narrative construction encourage players to consider 
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an alternate perspective. New Vegas leaves questions of moral culpability to the player as 

they travel across the Mojave.  

Since Fallout’s first release in 1997, the series has always been about creating a 

very personal experience revolving around the character created at the start of each game. 

Chris Avellone, designer of Fallout 2 and Obsidian Entertainment co-founder, once said, 

“I think players should have the freedom to create their own destiny. What you should be 

giving them is a playground to roleplay their opportunities” (Avellone). What that means 

for New Vegas is that while there are generally several accessible pathways, many 

options in the game are locked behind a certain stat, perk, community reputation, faction 

alignment, or moral reputation (karma). 

Allocating skills and perks at the beginning of the game plays a large role in 

setting the tone of the player’s experience. Emphasizing stealth, technical, and combat 

skills, respectively, will partially dictate the kinds choices a player can make and the 

stories that might be uncovered or told. Character creation and evolution is more than 

adding numbers together and creating an avatar. It is an incredibly personal experience 

which directly reflects the kind of experience one wants to have, and what kind of 

character values they wish to enact. For example, leveling up Charisma, Speech, and 

Intelligence related skills will mean that the player can talk their way out of a tight spot 

and have a silver tongue, but it also means that they will not be very good at fighting. In 

another instance, a perk may let the player use Chems and stimulants for a longer period 

of time and have them be more effective, but they will be twice as likely to become 

addicted. This kind player-centric opportunity gives greater potential for the enactment of 
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personal stories more interesting and surprising than any game designer might have 

predetermined.  

While New Vegas is a specifically player-driven game, the design of quests plays 

a large role in affecting moral uptake. It is just as important to observe and understand the 

pathways as it is to record the results themselves. The side quest “Beyond the Beef” is a 

good example, with at least five unique ways for completion, all of which depend on the 

player’s character and selected style of play. A quintessential Fallout quest, it has an 

array of flexible kernels and satellites that account for a wide variety of player-specific 

choices and which can be combined differently each time. “Beyond the Beef” is about 

Heck Gunderson, a wealthy Brahmin rancher, who has come to the immaculate Ultra-

Luxe casino and hotel to negotiate a beef deal, but whose son has gone missing 

somewhere in the hotel. Little does the player know, the Ultra-Luxe harbors a dark secret, 

which turns out to be that its residents are cannibals, or at least used to be.  

In this analysis I will cover two different playthroughs, though these are by no 

means the only kinds. In the first, the player chooses to play as a stealthy, good-natured 

helper. Talking first with Marjorie, the leader of the White Glove Society, the group 

running the Ultra-Luxe, the players learn three things: the society has a history of 

cannibalism, this is the second disappearance in the past week, and an investigator only 

just checked in to look for the missing persons. She also refers the Courier to Mortimer, 

the hotel manager, who is oddly congenial and kindly provides the location of the 

investigator’s room when informed of their mission. Shockingly, however, the 

investigator lies dead on his floor. Before anything else can be done the player is 

ambushed by two White Glove Society thugs. Luckily, because this player has a high 
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sneak skill, they smuggled a holdout pistol into the casino and make short work of the 

assailants. Further searching uncovers a matchbook which contains a note mentioning a 

meeting in the hotel’s steam room. Following the clue leads the player to meeting 

Chauncey, a White Glove lackey ready to tell all. Mortimer, ever the stickler for tradition, 

wants to return the Society to cannibalism. To achieve this, he has Ted Gunderson locked 

in a meat locker and is planning on serving him as the main course for that evening’s 

Society dinner. Unfortunately for Chauncey, he is promptly assassinated after giving his 

speech, but the assassin poses no threat to player since they still have their pistol.  

To rescue Ted, the player goes into the dining room, throws on a stealth device, 

and picks the lock on the kitchen door behind the bar. A guard patrols the hall, but is 

easily circumvented, and the player pickpockets the Chef for the meat locker key, who 

they then incapacitate and hide. Because they are clever and want to sneak out, they drug 

the dinner wine. Next, they free Ted from the freezer and convince him to escape quietly. 

Together the player and Ted walk out past the now incapacitated guards and socialites to 

deliver Ted to his father. Telling Heck the truth and the Society’s secret or saying that the 

kidnappers “escaped” to avoid his violent retribution, is up to the player. 

Alternatively, in another “Beyond the Beef” playthrough the player decides that 

sneaking around and being quiet is too much effort and inefficient. Now they are guided 

by the moral greyness of Machiavellian ideals. They begin by interrogating Mortimer, 

giving in to his banter ever so slightly, and convincing him to be direct. Thankfully, the 

player invested points into Speech and manages to get Mortimer to believe that they are 

also a cannibal and wish to join the Society. Though they could also directly accuse 

Mortimer and the Ultra-Luxe of kidnapping if, in addition high Speech, they have a 
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sufficiently good or bad reputation with the Strip. In either case, Mortimer reveals that 

Ted was not his first choice, and would be amenable to replacing him with the original 

victim, Carlyle St. Clair. The player may also suggest one of their own companions as a 

replacement, however going with Carlyle seems straightforward.  

While easily found, Carlyle is not as amenable to the idea as Mortimer and the 

player. While Carlyle could be knocked out and dumped in the nearby dumpster for 

pickup, the player uses their silver tongue to persuade him to come along freely. Once 

back at the Ultra-Luxe, Mortimer promptly hands over the kitchen key and the player 

easily frees Ted, who is quietly whisked back to his father.  

New Vegas’s effect on moral uptake is significant because this system is never 

made completely opaque to the player. What is good and what is evil are immediately 

relative to the player and their performed identity just as they are to the particular game 

context. For a game to be considered ethically and morally notable, players “should 

understand why given actions are right or wrong and from this be able to deduce the 

moral consequences” (Zagal, “Ethically Notable Videogames” 7). This kind of 

functionality is achieved by having the player make intuitive decisions, primarily 

reflecting how they might engage in a situation21 rather than how the game might dictate.  

Here the interplay of MFT and Activity Theory is most clear, as each moment 

requires a different balancing of values. If Lange’s research is correct, and the majority of 

players wish to play “good” and in a positive manner, then a lack of clear outcomes and 

choice forces them to move from intuitive reasoning to more identity-based 

                                                 
21 How they engage may also relate to how they wish to perform the game, which, a slightly different 

situation, is still important in how it reflects their willingness to perform in a particular way for the sake of 

the game or for a specific scene.  
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rationalization. Semantic meaning truly is derived from the player, more so than usual for 

a game.  

For New Vegas, Activity Theory provides the necessary framework for perceiving 

the way in which human creativity and personal drive work in tandem with intricate 

structures and systems, both internal and external to the game. In being given minimal 

direction and no definition of consequence, the player is made to call upon very personal 

identities and decision-making methods to complete the task before them. In “Beyond the 

Beef” emphasis is different from the narrative experience of a game like The Line; there 

is more player choice and flexibility and the focus is on the path to a goal rather than the 

critical reflection created by the end result itself. In this quest, uptake is facilitated 

through the different approaches and choices a player may make along the way (e.g. 

sneaking through versus killing everyone) and how they determine a successful 

experience. Contrastingly, The Line focuses on leading the player along and driving for a 

particular kind of uptake and critique. The relative linearity of its narrative and gameplay 

experience enhance this particular approach, whereas such a design would only hinder 

the potential of the player-driven New Vegas. Ultimately both are capable texts for 

affecting players, albeit in dramatically different manners. 

In New Vegas story elements embedded in the area provide information to guide 

these decisions, such as the matchbook, drugs for the wine, or even a conversation, but 

they refrain from overtly directing the player’s story. Influential elements include rules 

internal to game, such as the karma and reputation systems, or the player’s internal moral 

identity. Having to consider one's options, considering the effect on the Mojave and the 

Courier’s reputation, for example, and also trying to figure those options within the 
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overall identity of the player lead to a more meaningful experience. In this moment of 

expansive play, the player goes from internalizing, where they will have understood how 

the story can be told and what the dynamics of the Mojave are, to externalizing, applying 

their identity and self to work the systems in place to produce a tailored and 

developmentally significant moment.  

Quest design in New Vegas is specific enough to maintain the unique world and 

provide necessary details for the diegesis to evolve and progress while still being vague 

and free enough to necessitate that players give meaning to events, objects, and actions. 

A player’s choice to fight their way through the Ultra-Luxe to find Ted is not inherently 

defined as an evil choice within the game. For example, my own sense of right and wrong 

might include harm of any kind as being bad, and seeing as my Courier might want to 

maintain a good relationship with the Strip factions, I would perhaps be less likely to 

choose such a tactic. However, this could come into conflict with a belief that what the 

White Glove Society is doing and has done is wrong and punishable. This performance is 

justified through narration of the experience and the unfolding in-game story. Though a 

very simplistic analysis of the decision, it indicates how “Beyond the Beef’s” design 

leads players to have these moments of conscious reflection. While The Line is forceful, 

creating a conundrum in which the players have a clearer right versus wrong which is 

used to make conscious point, New Vegas is designed to take away the comfort of such 

definitions and uses that as its own conundrum to lead players to moments of narrated, 

moral reflection.  

“There Stands the Grass” is another New Vegas quest exemplifying influence on 

moral uptake and learning. While note different from “Beyond the Beef” in terms of how 
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its design affects uptake, this quest in particular highlights another part of activity 

systems that video games interact with to affect moral uptake. RPGs in particular have 

associated external communities and, because of their typically free-form design and 

capacity to accommodate a wide array of playstyles, are topics of intense discussion. In 

“There Stands the Grass,” the NCR’s science division discovered a data cache in the 

nearby Vault 22 which could prove invaluable to agricultural success in the Mojave. 

Without a research breakthrough the region faces a deadly famine in the coming decade. 

Dr. Hildern tasks the Courier with retrieving the data and Dr. Williams, if spoken to, will 

ask them to look for her missing friend, Dr. Keely. Williams also reveals that others have 

gone to Vault 22, like Keely, and have yet to return. Embedded diegetic material reveals 

that Vault 22 was a ‘green’ vault, filled with scientists dedicated to agricultural and  

environmental development. These scientists had three main species for study: the 

common mantis, a plant similar to a Venus flytrap, and the experimental Beauveria 

mordicana fungus designed to kill common pests. This fungus led to miraculous 

discoveries and successes, but its spores proved to be toxic and mutagenic to humans. 

They spread through Vault 22’s ventilation system, killing or turning the inhabitants into 

spore carrier mutants. 

The player can find Dr. Keely on the bottom level in a side cavern, though it is 

possible to avoid her entirely and make the data the primary objective. Talking to Keely 

and saving her from the encroaching mutants will lead to a conversation about the 

dangers of the data and Vault 22, which she insists must be destroyed to prevent misuse 

and outbreaks. Together the player and Keely purge the remaining mutants and download 
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the sole data file, unbeknownst to Keely, before being presented with a final choice. 

There are five options: 

1. Tell Keely about downloading the data and then destroy it. 

2. Refuse to destroy the data and fight, killing Keely. 

3. Lie about the download and leave. 

4. Convince her that scientific failure is just as important as success, and that it is 

possible to succeed where Vault 22 failed (an option which requires that the 

player’s Science skill be 70). 

5. If a separate quest is active, the player can tell her that another organization, the 

Brotherhood of Steel, may be able to use the data to help people.  

Just as in “Beyond the Beef,” one option is not privileged over the others. There is no 

indication that the mistakes of Vault 22 would be repeated, and so the data is not 

inherently dangerous. However, would the NCR be able to avoid such an outcome? 

“There Stands the Grass” is an interesting quest to discuss because it also gained a lot of 

attention among fans of the series. In a Fallout Reddit thread, user Qanaahrin posed the 

following: “So, let's discuss this quest. • what do you think is morally the right choice? • 

what did you ultimately do? • what (not sure if we even know or not) do you think should 

be the canon choice?” Each player had a different rationale for how their story played 

out. User snow_conewars explained that “The science skill check is the reason [path], 

when I found it for the first time, that made me think the best choice would be to take the 

data back to Hildern. One of the great messages of the games is that things repeat 

themselves unless you know enough to change, and that data, with its mistakes, might 

hopefully be able to prevent similar mistakes in the future.” Contrastingly, one user 
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rationalized destroying it: “Here’s how I see it: if a vault full of people whose primary 

focus beyond basic survival was the breeding of these plants couldn’t stop them from 

mutating corpses and eating stuff, then how the hell would the Brotherhood, fighting on 

all fronts, manage it, let alone the overburdened and overwhelmed NCR. I torched them” 

(“I’m Ready to Try Again. There Stands The Grass”).  

This conversation highlights an intertextual experience that is unique to video 

games, in addition to supporting AT’s claim of networked learning, and supports their 

use as affinity spaces for learning. Activity systems form and are formed by our lives in 

dynamic ways, as they constantly present new and different opportunities for learning. In 

this instance, for example, the Reddit conversation is representative of an external 

community element influencing the actant as they engage with the game-text. Vygotsky 

uses the term “zones of proximal development” (ZPD) to describe the ‘areas’ that these 

moments create, defining them as reflecting the difference between what one can do 

alone and what one can do with assistance from another individual.  

ZPD are meant to measure the distance between two performance indicators to 

show the potential for an individual's development. The existence of these zones is not 

limited to relationships with a specific genre, though of the three examples used in this 

research New Vegas best exemplifies their significance and existence. The interplay 

between New Vegas as a mediating text and the Reddit thread as a communal spot 

establish a ZPD whereby player interactions have the potential to produce different 

outcome during play or even outside of play. For example, a user may provide their fina l 

decision for “There Stands the Grass,” only to question that choice and why they made it 

through a dialogue with other players. This conversation between players also suggests 
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that there was some measure of rationalization and reflection involved in the decision-

making process at the time, which coincides with Pasupathi and Wainryb’s identification 

of joint-narration as a developmental tool for morality. This forum thread as a ZPD is 

then important because it serves to engage in further reinforcement or questioning of 

decisions. It is important to remember that this still functions within the bounds of AT, 

since the game is still functioning as a mediational object to an extent. Keely will debate 

players to make them see the dangers of releasing Vault 22’s secrets, forcing them to 

consider the weight of their actions, as will players outside of the game should they 

choose to engage.  

New Vegas works well because it functions similarly to Bers’s Zora ICE 

described in Chapter One. Through purposeful design it takes advantage of ambiguity 

and relative ethics to emphasize player-driven stories, allowing for the complex 

interrelation of conflicting values, dynamic identity, and narrative. The styles of play 

afforded by quests like “Beyond the Beef” and “There Stands the Grass” provide 

opportunities for learners to construct very personal stories and spaces to represent their 

aspects of self that are both current and desired. Similarly, narrative design and gameplay 

mechanics support the creation of and participation in communities that are either 

embedded in the game or external in the form of forum groups, reinforcing AT’s claim 

that sense of self does not develop in a social vacuum. This is significant for observing 

identity - and morality related changes; the ability and frequency of players to analyze 

their interactions and playstyles on both a micro (psychological, interpersonal, and 

individualized) and macro (sociological or cultural) levels.  
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Systemic Storytelling in Papers, Please 

Papers, Please typifies another approach that is distinct from the carefully 

constructed linearity of Spec Ops or the emergent and enacted, free-form design of 

Fallout. Developed, designed, and published by 3909 LLC, Papers, Please is an indie 

game in which the player takes on the role of a border crossing immigration officer in the 

fictional dystopian country of Arstotzka. The player must review immigrant and returning 

citizens’ documents against an increasingly lengthy and complicated list using a number 

of tools and guides, allowing only those with the proper forms into the country and, at 

times, detaining those with suspicious or improper forms. At the end of each day the 

player is rewarded a salary contingent on how many people they processed correctly that 

day, with the possibility of being fired for mistakes always present. This salary is used to 

provide rent, food, heat, and medicine for the player’s in-game family. (See Appendix – 

Image 4). How the family is cared for affects their status, as they can become ill, starve, 

freeze, and even die. The eventual ending depends on how well the player succeeds in 

making it through the game without being arrested or fired, and with their family intact 

and healthy.  

Matters are complicated by spontaneous and scripted events. In addition to having 

to process paperwork correctly, the player will encounter configurations of invalid 

documentation, sob stories, bribes, and more. There may even be terrorist attacks which 

cause the border to be closed for the day, directly impacting earning potential and thus 

their family’s wellbeing. While there is no in-game morality system measuring the 

player’s choices, this does not lessen the weight of choice. Every day the procedure for 

entry and by which visitors present themselves changes, just as the amount of work 
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needed to process an applicant increases and creates and makes significant an ever-

increasing cognitive load. On the fly, player-driven decision-making is all but guaranteed.  

Satisfying the needs of your family, job, and sense of right and wrong become 

increasingly difficult. Failure to process paperwork properly or even accruing too much 

money through unofficial, illicit means results in citations and, eventually, loss of a job or 

even arrest. Expenses pile up as the needs of the player’s job and family become greater. 

Early on the game is stacked against the player, seemingly making it impossible to earn 

enough as they balance learning the rules, considering each application, and processing. 

Progression will have the player inadvertently memorizing places and international facts 

through repetitive fact checking, but this is once again complicated by the addition of 

new rules and scenarios. Papers, Please is successful as a game facilitating moral uptake 

because it drives the player to balance needs, wants, and obligations as they are 

constantly at odds with what is “good” and “right.” In this sense, Papers, Please offers a 

nuanced exploration of the disjuncture between morality and rationality, reflecting very 

modern concerns through its pseudo-realistic narrative frame.  

Papers, Please attaches names, faces, and stories to the people passing through 

the booth where the game takes place. Most are simply people who can be processed with 

little effort or incident. Others upend the system and present a greater dilemma for the 

player, often challenging the justification of rules and their invasiveness or exclusionary 

nature. In one instance, a man walks through with his paperwork all in order except for a 

very minor discrepancy, but he chats pleasantly about the long lines and the weather, 

revealing that he is excited to be visiting his family. Five seconds later, after he’s over the 

border, he cries out “Death to Arstotzka!” and pulls the cord on his suicide bomber vest. 
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This is a scripted event that happens in the game and prompts the addition of more 

regulations, but it is significant because it frames the player’s experience. Without the 

right paperwork, the person could be a terrorist, or a drug smuggler, or sick or wanted 

criminal. However, they could also be a refugee trying to escape conflict, a husband and 

wife trying to start over, or even a prostitute trying to escape her violent pimp. The 

rationale for keeping people out based on inadequate paperwork is grounded in very real 

concerns. Yet, there is not consideration for the person whose paperwork would have 

been in order had they made it to the front of the line the day before, or for the person 

who could not get everything together because of dire circumstances. Nor is there 

accommodation for the malicious individual whose papers are all in order. Papers, Please 

does not institute a morality meter or timer, making it so all that happens right then and 

there in the inspection booth. It’s the player’s time to spend and debate and, in Arstotzka, 

time is money.  

In another instance a man comes through without any trouble and says that his 

wife is right behind him. Her paperwork is incomplete. Just like any other moment, this 

dilemma is not highlighted or paused for effect. The refusal to give meaning to situations, 

from both an enjoyment and moral uptake perspective, is the success of Papers, Please; it 

relies on the player’s negotiation of the space it creates using multi- layered systems. 

Right, wrong, good, and evil are not narratively or ludically defined and so there is ample 

room for the player’s story to develop and for the resulting narration of the experience to 

occur.  It is possible that letting the wife through will not be a great loss because it will be 

the first citation and the player has enough money so far. (See Appendix – Image 5). 

However, later on a woman comes through saying the man behind her is selling her into 
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sexual slavery and to please not let him through. Her paperwork is in order and there is 

no reason not to take her at her word. Yet, when the alleged pimp comes through his 

papers are also in order, and he is willing to pay a little extra on the side. As far as 

immigration is concerned whether or not the man is a criminal is irrelevant as long as his 

papers are fine and, if the player let the wife from before through they will be risking 

another citation and fine.  

Papers, Please presents players with the challenge of having power and authority, 

even though they are also governed by a rulebook and governmental structure. As a game 

it works superbly with the concept of Flow for moral uptake, presenting the player with 

increasingly complex situations and moral scenarios. As the arbiter of state entry there is 

no one else to administer a judgment so it is up to the player from the very beginning. As 

a game, Papers, Please uses its versimilitudinous character to automatically inspire the 

player to perform with the influence of reality rather than just the game world. What is 

intuitively right (letting the wife through to be with her husband) has to be balanced with 

rational right (following rules and doing their job); creating a scenario where the player’s 

decision must be thought out even if spontaneous. The design of Papers, Please 

deliberately forces the player into quandaries which are simultaneously moral, ethical, 

and rational and require the player to cognitively balance a wide array of factors and 

goals. The negotiation between macro and micro worlds is very apparent as well, where 

the interpersonal and psychological are clearly counterbalanced by the difficulties of the 

sociological and cultural frames. Each stamping of Approve or Deny and the joint-

narration of each act is constructed within a societal and individualized context, as 

Activity Theory and theories of morality would state.  
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Action and narrative situation are unified, as moral choices are layered on top of 

both to offer a coherent gaming experience without unnecessary complication via 

disconnected gestalts. The player is encouraged to challenge the system with their own 

system. Considering Hartmann’s analysis, while moral and strategic reasoning often take 

precedence Papers, Please makes it impossible to prioritize outcomes easily. Unless the 

player wishes to put themselves far behind, potentially even losing the game, they must 

perform cost-benefit analyses and weigh some individuals more highly than others. This 

act, much like the clever linear design of Spec Ops, is where reflection and engaging 

moments are reached.  

Spontaneous moments define the experience of playing Papers, Please, and are 

supported by personal dimensions which develop over time. For example, in one 

playthrough a guard named Sergiu Volda is assigned to protect the station from further 

attacks. He talks with the player character for a few days, revealing that they are from the 

same town, and offering a nice break from the monotony of stamping papers. Later on, 

assuming he is still alive, he will come and ask for a favor. The love of his life, Elisa, will 

be coming through the crossing soon and he begs that she be let across despite having no 

documentation. He is unable to offer compensation, just sincere thanks from a friend. If 

the player allows Elisa across they will be rewarded with a small animation of her 

walking out of the booth and then running into the arms of Sergiu, otherwise she walks 

away like any other potential immigrant.  

Immersiveness refers to the player being caught up in the world of the game’s 

story, the diegetic level, as well as the player’s love of the game and strategy that goes 

into playing via the non-diegetic level. Having fun while playing a game comes from 
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mastery and comprehension; it’s pleasurability arises out Flow. Papers, Please is by no 

means a “fun” experience in the traditional sense. Reviews cited it as tedious and 

stressful, even designed to make the player feel anxious at all times. Gamespot most 

notably declared that “Papers, Please will stress you out. At times it may even make you 

hate yourself” (Peele). Yet contrary to what such reviews may imply, they all gave the 

game stellar reviews, awarding it near-universal praise as it received an 85 out 100 from 

the review aggregation site Metacritic. As Miguel Sicart writes:  

Play is not necessarily fun. It is pleasurable, but the pleasures it 

creates are not always submissive to enjoyment, happiness, or 

positive traits. Play can be pleasurable when it hurts, offends, 

challenges us and teases us, and even when we are not playing…[It 

opens] us to the immense variations of pleasure in this world. (3) 

Following this logic, deriving pleasure from the dystopic Papers, Please is entirely 

possible. The game’s gameplay and narrative situation mutually reinforce one another, 

achieving a satisfying experience without relying on “fun” to maintain the player’s 

attention. This is another reason for its arguable success as a game affecting moral 

uptake. While enjoying oneself is certainly a large factor in game design and play, 

recognizing that pleasure is derived from multiple sources allows for more intricate and 

engaging gameplay moments. To refer once more to Lange and the theory of Flow, 

players want to be challenged and conflicted. It makes them feel engaged, valued, and 

allows them to experience the emergence of meaningful moments. Once again, the 

ambiguity and challenging scenarios presented in the game are central to both pleasure 

and success as an educational device.  
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Figure 9. Example of uptake resulting from Papers, Please 

The integration of moral meaning through choices made during the course of play 

rather than a single moment is similar to Fallout: New Vegas and requires that the player 

be making the moment meaningful to themselves. While this is a potential drawback, 

since not all players may be invested similarly, it still carries weight because of the 

prevalence of moral and strategic influence on both intuitive and rational systems of 

decision making. The player is pulled into this because, like New Vegas and The Line, 

there is no external reward system or black and white binary. These moments have 

dimension and ambiguity which color the processing of choice, outlining each moment 

with very clear specifics. In each instance the player has a very clear understanding of 

what will or might happen if they deny entry, detain, or even allow entry to an individual. 

Circumstances matter in Papers, Please. What might otherwise be explained by simple 

bureaucracy is crushed by complexity as factors are weighed against one another in the 
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player’s mind. Even if they are a person with a strong conscience who makes a conscious 

effort to be “lawful good,”22 to consistently take the high road in Papers, Please is near 

impossible. They are forced to commit acts which they might hate themselves for in order 

to survive and protect their family. 

 Even with retro styled graphics, Papers, Please is capable of high levels of 

engagement - in fact, the game’s drab and dreary appearance are aesthetically supportive 

of the game’s mission. The 8-bit, lo-fi graphical representation of characters and the 

Arstotzkan border crossing along with repetitive music and sound effects produce an 

oppressive, totalitarian ambience. From the thunk of the “Denied” stamp to the garbled 

voice of the inspector calling for the next potential entrant, the aesthetic and audiovisual 

elements provide a steady rhythm that lends itself to the mindless shuffling of paperwork 

and drudgery of the job. These choices not only contribute to the “Iron Curtain” aesthetic, 

but also further accentuate the mundane sameness of the game’s narrative and gameplay. 

Because of this sameness and the soul crushing nature of bureaucracy the player wants to 

exert their power and perform identity whenever possible. Papers, Please intentionally 

strives to evoke discomfort in the player - specifically, the discomfort of wielding power 

over others and having to balance that power with strict, authoritarian regulations. Players 

seek to balance these emotions and resist the natural instinct of giving into regulation. 

This is a powerful quality which, conjoined with other qualities of the game, lends itself 

directly to affecting identity-based changes within an individual playing experience.  

                                                 
22 This refers to the Dungeons & Dragons alignment mechanic; a categorization of the ethical and moral 

perspective of player characters, non-player characters, and creatures. These positions are separated on two 

axes, law vs chaos and good vs evil. They are as follows: lawful good, neutral, and evil; neutral good, true 

neutral, and neutral evil; chaotic good, neutral, and evil.  
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Returning directly to moral uptake, Papers, Please can be easily described in 

relation to MFT. Both Spec Ops: The Line and Fallout: New Vegas are representative of 

this theory, yet the conscious and overt design make Papers, Please arguably a better 

example. The significance of Papers, Please lies not only its ambiguities, but also in its 

ability to create feelings of guilt and reflection in the player. To refer once more to 

Grizzard et al., feelings of guilt as a result of committing immoral or questionable acts 

can lead to greater sensitivity to violations and issues related to moral intuitions23. For 

example, the player may want to let a person through because they are particularly aware 

and sensitive of Care and empathize with their struggle. However, their feelings of 

familial Loyalty and sense of Authority conflict with this desire. Similarly, fairness 

comes into play since the player believes that everyone should have the chance to 

succeed and start over, yet is it fair to let this person circumvent the system when others 

cannot cross or have put in the work to get proper documentation?  

 

Figure 10. The basic outline of Grizzard et al.'s structural equation models designed to test the mediating 

role of guilt (501). 

 

                                                 
23 As a reminder, the intuitions are: care, fairness, loyalty, authority, and purity. 
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Even though the player may occasionally stick their neck out for a person in need, 

they can only make two mistakes a day without penalty. So, if they are good at their job 

and efficient, they can afford to let the rules slide once in a while for the sake of keeping 

a family together. It is also possible for them to be more selective, choosing only to help 

those who make it worth their while through compensation. While players come to the 

game with their own conceptions of morality and ethics it is almost inevitable that they 

will have to reconcile contradictions in their own codes with those of the game in order to 

carry on. Players explore their own morality and identity organically, likely making 

modifications to develop and obey over the course of gameplay, which could entail only 

detaining persons who smuggle weapons or drugs whether or not that means losing out 

financially.  

In many ways, players are forced to become the kind of person that many real-life 

people despise. By putting them in the shoes of a regular inspector working a 

contemptible job for a corrupt government, Papers, Please forces the player to 

understand and pity someone they normally may not have given a second thought. The 

moral choices laid out before the inspector expand from tales of individual hardship to 

decisions that impact the future of the Arstotzkan regime, reminding the player that no 

choice is too small as events build upon each other. Papers, Please exemplifies Sicart’s 

notion of play as “a way of explaining the world, others, and ourselves. Play is expressing 

ourselves -- who we want to be, or who we don’t want to be” (6). As inherently complex, 

play is able to encompass the complexities and gradations of morality and identification. 

The different modes of uptake and moral possibilities are readily displayed through play 

which has an intrinsic, and necessary, experimental nature alongside its social capacity.  
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Ostensibly simple acts of play are highly charged modes of defining oneself and 

creating a specific image. This is the accomplishment of video games as a storytelling 

medium, a reality which this game represents well as one which chooses not to rely on 

grandiose narrative situation and plot. Indeed, there is a greater story told through the 

player’s experience and choices over the course of the game’s 30 or more days (the 

length is dependent). The game leverages a bleak scene and repetitious gameplay as it 

represents moments which shape the lives of millions of people around the real world on 

a daily basis. Casting the player as a passport inspector thrusts them into an intrinsically 

contested space between morality and the rational execution of rules, setting the stage for 

strong emotional experiences to emerge, particularly as the game directly connects to 

current real-world debates on refugees and immigrant populations. 
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Conclusion 

“Narrative is international, trans-historical, transcultural: it is simply there. Like life 

itself” –Roland Barthes 
 

The interactive immersiveness of games is their greatest advantage as tools for 

learning and development. They allow players to participate in virtual worlds that, no 

matter how foreign, reflect the real world and lay out a stage for them to perform with 

different goals, identities, and in different contexts. The complexity of design and the 

complexity of moral systems, namely those where people are neither entirely good nor 

bad, create the grounds where individuals must recognize choices as more than a simple 

agreement or disagreement; they must consider multiple possibilities. As mediational 

tools affecting moral uptake, they facilitate both action and metacognitive action to 

encourage and even force a process of reflection through which learning is put into 

consciousness.  

The motive of play lies in the process and potential, in the contents of action, not 

specifically in the result. Based in joint-activity, the player and game produce new 

personal meanings through the construction of improved personal texts in the interaction 

between canonical, preexisting texts and the subjectivity of the individual. To simplify, 

through expansive play an individual determines contradictions between their personal 

narratives and identities and those of the game and external sociocultural order (as the 

two are inextricably connected). This process provides moments for reflection and 

development which lead to moral uptake, in the case of this research. Moral intuitions are 

weighed in relation to the different influencing features of the particular activity system. 
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This is achieved first through narrative and then the engaging and developed gameplay 

mechanics - two gestalts supporting one another.  

This methodology is not limited by rules nor is it greatly enhanced by entirely 

freeform, unstructured virtual spaces. Fallout: New Vegas is not objectively better at 

affecting morality and the player than Spec Ops: The Line, nor is an indie game like 

Papers, Please. Each of these texts is successful because they represent original 

approaches to player-driven storytelling, and the coherent, holistic merging of narrative 

and game mechanics. Games are given setting and structure through narrative to not only 

help frame player actions, but to be engaging enough to provide value in themselves. The 

narrative of a game is not the system, rather it is part of a system. When we observe 

moral uptake, we must remember to look at it as a result of a system or network of 

interacting factors and features. In the same way that games are not merely a sum of their 

mechanical pieces, there is cultural work that is embedded in the narrative and that occurs 

beyond the bounds of the virtual. 

What makes a successful game for moral uptake is not entirely definable, though 

this question could and should be explored with further research; rather it is the balancing 

of different elements which lead to emotionally significant and cognitively engaging 

moments. What is certainly the case, however, is that games are better understood as 

pieces of a larger system instead of isolated instances of virtual expression. With Activity 

Theory as a clarifying lens, virtual behaviors can be understood as proxy measurements 

of real world behaviors and interests. Video games and AT seek to make clear the unity 

of consciousness and activity. Together they identify how consciousness, identity, and all 

subsequent features of an individual are affected by and emerge from interactions with 
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persons and artifacts in the context of daily moments. For a game like The Line, players 

may bring with them a sense of the military, shooters, and interventionism, perceiving a 

clear line between the Other/enemy and the “good guys.” Understanding this, The Line 

has the ability to challenge those assumptions and highlight discrepancies in social 

norms.  

When playing games, we are acting with technology, not being manipulated by or 

manipulating it. To use manipulation as the defining feature would reduce the 

relationship to a kind of reductive didacticism. They serve as touchstones and focalizers 

or, to use Activity Theory, mediational objects and tools. When well-designed and well-

written, games offer truly meaningful experiences for players that are then sufficiently 

compelling to be consciously connected to real life. As laid out in Chapter Two, in video 

games, game controls and interfaces enable us to modify the layers of narrative and 

design and manipulate the development and outcome of our personal story. However, the 

likelihood of game narrative and ideological underpinnings to affect us in a reciprocal 

way is equally feasible. After all, interaction with a game is a reciprocal relationship 

between a “text” and “reader;” the influencing is mutual. Furthermore, it is not only what 

the author chooses to narrate, but also how they tell their story that illustrates or contests 

a certain point of view or outlook on the world. The combination of form and content 

make large contributions to a player’s moral imagination and identity.  

This research indicates that games themselves are not immoral, nor is the act of 

play. The fact that they can portray immoral and problematic acts does not immediately 

connect them to supporting depravity or being a justified cause of moral panic. Rather, 

games create spaces where interaction and critical engagement let the player determine 
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the nature of the game and its semantic/semiotic meaning, in addition to whether or not 

they agree or disagree. This is done through an interactive activity system, through the 

balancing of cognitive resources, moral intuitions, and whether or not the game is tenable 

and makes sense for the player character.  

This requires a unified design where the narrative and gameplay gestalts do not 

take away from each other. While not an easy task, there has been a shift in the industry 

towards producing games which more successfully capture this ideal image. For example, 

the creators of Darkwood, a top-down survival horror game, speak at length about their 

desire to a marry strong non-linear story, meaningful choice, a threatening atmosphere, 

and a procedurally-generated world that changes shape during play - a challenging and 

stressful experience for even the most veteran creators, and one of the greatest challenges 

of games to date (as Chapter Two indicates). In an interview, Programmer Gustaw 

Stachaszewski commented on the design principles of Darkwood which reflect what 

research outlines: “we wanted players to identify themselves with the protagonist and not 

make any decisions with no thought behind them, to respect the game and the threats 

lurking in the forest. This was meant to be one of the main elements building the 

atmosphere of dread and uncertainty” (Wiltshire). Though its release came after a long 

development cycle, these principles led to Darkwood receiving widespread acclaim and 

interest. 

The forms of emotional involvement in games are various and can go beyond 

empathy or compassion. The aesthetic and emotional experience of games is varied and 

integral to providing a player-centric mode. While they may be forms of distraction from 

the real world, they are not separated by any kind of magic circle. Games are 
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contextualized artifacts that find multitudinous forms of reflection and investment to 

involve the player’s emotional, mental, and social predisposition. Using principles of 

Flow, video games can be regarded as media capable of stretching our moral senses 

through quandaries and complexities of varying types. Flow, much like an elastic band, is 

a push and pull experience as players involve themselves through expansive play. A 

game may start with less complex and intricate scenarios, letting players determine their 

style of play and ease into a shift in identity-based perception, but then build in 

complexity and diegetic significance over the course of play. This engages the player and 

allows them to reach a far greater level of immersion which, in turn, provides the grounds 

for effective moral uptake. Their external, extra-diegetic selves are necessarily involved 

in the process of choice making and play.  

While the effect games have on moral uptake and identity-based learning may not 

be as true for all players in all circumstances, it is true enough for the majority to warrant 

increased attention and to permit confidence in the fact that future titles are increasingly 

capable of affecting our psyches in complex ways. Understood through this systemic, 

narrative-based, socio-semiotic approach to education, the act of gameplay is a process of 

searching for meaning within a discursive practice. Learning is specifically not an 

isolated and didactic practice, and thus games are sufficiently able to use this 

understanding of education for their own success as well as that of the player. 

A medium consistently undervalued by a majority of society, video games are 

assessed differently and in ways that seem to impugn their capacity as morally salient and 

complex tools for learning. With over 97% of teens between 12 and 17 playing a 

computer, web, portable, or console game it is increasingly important that we (1) do not 
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invalidate their power as an interactively engaging medium, and (2) are able to assess the 

reality of games as tools for learning and development, particularly for moral uptake 

(Lenhart et al.). Furthermore, Palaus et al. reported in their 2017 study on the neural basis 

of video gaming that, as a highly popular and prevalent entertainment option, the use of 

games is no longer limited to children and adolescents: “Demographic data on video 

gaming shows that the mean age of video game players (VGPs) (31 years old, as of 2014) 

has been on the rise in recent decades” (1). Unfortunately, it is not uncommon to hear 

both positive and negative claims related to games and gaming in mass media, claims 

which are often unverified and rooted in sensationalist sentiments from “expert” 

opinions.  

This research ideally indicates that moral uptake, education, personal 

development, commercial success, and pleasurable design are not mutually exclusive. In 

the same way, commercially-made games whose ostensible directive is to be 

entertainment are not separated from moral uptake and other forms of learning, nor do 

they need to be made with that mindset. This research challenges the assumption that 

video games are considered solely entertainment. Indeed, while not all games have been 

capable of this, many begin to cultivate moral reasoning in players. Activity Theory helps 

us understand how this kind of moral uptake occurs by identifying and visualizing the 

different contextual and content-based factors that come into conversation through play.  

While this research encompasses a widespread approach to understanding the 

effect of video games on moral uptake and identity, there are certain limitations that leave 

room for future work. For example, this work prioritizes games as texts and neglects 

looking at their material effects (e.g. how someone learns to hold a controller, platforms, 
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etc.) as Apparatus Theory24 might. Meshing with Apparatus Theory would entail 

observing how scenes are put together in games, critically examining how the camera 

works with perspective, and so on. Another excluded route was further discussing the 

contexts of play. While using Activity Theory to examine narrative design necessarily 

includes discussing external elements, the environment in which gameplay occurs is not 

given extensive examination. Greitemeyer, Traut-Mattausch, and Osswald and Ewoldsen 

et al., respectively, found that playing violent video games cooperatively as a team 

ameliorates negative effects typically associated with such games. Furthermore, 

cooperative play was linked to increasing reciprocity, cooperative behavior, and feelings 

of social cohesion. Much like with a cost-benefit analysis, where persons participate 

when potential gain outweighs personal cost, those who play cooperatively experience a 

greater tendency towards “tit-for-tat” behavior, which is consistently shown to be a 

precursor for overtly cooperative behavior. (Ewoldsen et al.). In a similar study, Dalisay 

et al. found that factors connected to the gameplay motivation of Immersion (self-

discovery, role-play, and customization abilities) were positively associated with civic 

engagement, political participation, and other prosocial behaviors. They cited that “being 

able to discover and explore new things, to role-play, and live through and customize 

characters may require possessing creative productivity and the ability to discover new 

knowledge which are aspects that necessitate high levels of self-efficacy” (Dalisay et al. 

1412). Context, then, clearly has a role to play in affecting the efficiency or possibility of 

moral uptake through gameplay and narrative.  

                                                 
24 Apparatus Theory maintains that cinema is, by nature, ideological because its mechanics of 

representation (e.g. the camera and editing) are ideological and because the films are created to represent 

reality. 
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Today, people are increasingly expected (and able) to fashion themselves as 

individuals apart from a typology. An individual isn’t just broadly painted as X, rather 

they are X as a sum of a plethora of other details, however minute. As Gee writes, “they 

are supposed to make up for themselves (using social, institutional, and cultural resources 

at their disposal, of course) what it means to be male or female, a priest or a doctor, an 

Italian-American or African-American, a husband or wife, a Catholic, Protestant, Jew, or 

Muslim” (“Why Video Games Are Good for Your Soul” 108). One is no longer just a 

student, they must be a distinctive type of student with distinctive experiences and 

achievements. In the same way, having a college degree is not just having an education, 

“it is a badge of one’s merit and identity. He’s a Harvard man, she’s a Yale woman, and 

poor John, he’s a Worcester State guy” (Gee 109). Increasing focus is given to distinctive 

experiences and achievements, making identity today an increasingly malleable concept. 

Notions of self do not exist in a vacuum apart from socially defined roles and concepts, 

they are strongly informed by them. The changing nature of identification requires we be 

able to perform and think in different capacities, and so we use our social and cultural 

resources alongside personal experience to expand upon and, in some cases, redefine 

conceptions of self. This deed, of course, is one that has the potential to produce new 

moral and ethical codes as well. Video games encompass these goals and more, as they 

are virtual playgrounds for the self.  

It is important to recognize, however, the limitations of this practice. Video 

games, while profitable spaces for self-identification, are not entirely capable of 

redefining roles and social norms. They necessarily exist in conversation with these 

external elements of social, cultural, and historical realities and have the potential to be a 
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part of the evolution of such things. That is to say, games are not the be all, end all. 

Furthermore, while a democratizing and generally accessible medium, video games tend 

to afford these shape-shifting luxuries and opportunities to those in certain socio-

economic positions. As both the industry and medium grow it is likely that this reality 

will also evolve.  

Learning is based on situated practice and mediated action, not solely lectures and 

words out of context and provided by an “expert.” Games harness this reality and require 

the incorporation of many and variable factors and features so that gameplay is a form of 

“extended engagement of self as an extension of an identity to which the player is 

committed” (“Why Video Games Are Good for Your Soul” 112). As highly interactive 

texts, games like Spec Ops: The Line; Fallout: New Vegas; and Papers, Please allow for 

organic exploration of morality and identity through intentional design which necessitates 

that players must learn to think about their worlds as complex systems and not merely 

“eye candy.” The distribution of knowledge between the player’s mind, objects, 

environments, and other external elements (potentially even other players!) make their 

virtual spaces decidedly effective at moral uptake.  

While some argue that this is the result of mechanical systems at work, such a 

belief falls short of truly being able to understand the importance and capabilities of the 

medium. Without narrative, player interest and immersive potential drop significantly, 

which severely cripples the effect games can have. If we take away narrative trappings 

and the potential for immersive storytelling, then games like Halo, Call of Duty, Gears of 

War are fairly uniform in how they play as shooters, whether first person or third person. 

It is always good to have smooth and fun game play but, ultimately, that is unlikely to 
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bring a player to buy the game and continue to play. In an op-ed for NPR, Adam Frank 

touches upon this reality:  

[If mechanics] were all there was to the game then it would be just 

a hyped-up novel…That's what makes it a new kind of experience 

reaching above the older narrative forms humanity has come up 

with.  

Invigorating content is important; however, we are naturally motivated to learn and 

experiment when a world does not conform to our expectations and provides opportunity 

for expansion. Being able to expand upon the success of older mediums translates to 

being able to better affect moral uptake through the participatory nature of video games. 

The ability to mesh formerly distinctly separated features of design and storytelling 

creates scenarios which better facilitate the critical and cognitive sensibilities of an 

individual. This type of unification necessitates players nontrivial effort in engaging with 

a video game text at multiple levels.  

The future of storytelling, let alone education, is changing with the invention and 

evolution of mediums and styles. Digital narratives go an extra step to encourage and, in 

some cases, require players to re-read consistently throughout the experience of the 

narrative. Their replayability lets players not only experience the world again but in a 

new light, where they have the ability to be different once more and reconstruct 

themselves - as highlighted by Fallout: New Vegas. When actively and critically 

engaging with a video game, the player forms a view of what counts as successful play. It 

is not simply a matter a survival or reaching an end goal. The player cares about how 

their virtual character, whether or not they are a character defined solely by the player 
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(e.g. Captain Walker versus The Courier) and will play repeatedly and in varying ways to 

do better and to be able look back on the history of their interactions in the virtual with a 

certain pride and interest. Moral uptake may also be affected positively by replayability 

because there is then ample room and time to experience new models, or perhaps evolve 

or affirm current ones. The narratives of games draw us in and hold our attention. They 

can be unpredictable and confusing, and they can raise uncomfortable and disconcerting 

questions about the potential for storytelling, and the implications of new approaches. 

One strength of the medium, and largely its great asset for affecting moral uptake, is the 

power of digital narratives to surprise us by subverting the expectations we have for 

narrative. They engage us through interactivity as opposed to observation.  

To dismiss video games as merely technology reduces the available tools, limiting 

our ability to accurately describe and convey ideas, and to facilitate learning and identity 

development. As the industry grows there are increasing numbers of games which reflect 

the complexities and formats laid out and described in this research. For example, Prey 

(Arkane Studios 2017) has been described by many as “one big 25-hour long Trolley 

Problem” (Scibetta). Early on in the game players are subjected to a set of tests which 

feature a majority of questions stemming from moral and ethical philosophy, namely the 

Trolley Dilemma25. The benefit of this scenario, and a common criticism, is that there is 

no uncertainty; it is a hypothetical ethical scenario in which consequences are clearly 

state before one’s choice is even made, which some argue is hardly a meaning predictor 

of real behavior.  

                                                 
25A runaway train is bearing down on five people who are tied to the track. You can cause the train to 

switch tracks, but there is one person tied to the second track. Switch tracks. Do nothing. This is one 

variation of the dilemma.  
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Players may feel the same way starting Prey and click absentmindedly through 

the questionnaire. While the questions are interesting, they lack in impact and tangibility. 

Responses to trolley problems are meant to draw out the moral reasoning behind people’s 

decisions. For example, the logical utilitarian response might be to switch to the track 

with one person, whereas the deontological or religious individual might see changing 

tracks as a morally reprehensible act of murder, whether or not more lives were saved. 

This method of moral uptake and engagement is central to Prey’s design. As Creative 

Director Raphael Colantonio told Newsweek, “‘the problems pertain to a third or fourth 

layer of the story’ dealing with ‘identity, empathy and who you are.’ Colantonio 

articulated a common question science fiction tackles: ‘What does it mean to be 

human?’” (Whalen). Part of this exploration is done in contrast to the aliens of Prey, as 

players uncover their essential (in)humanity both organically and in relation to 

predetermined narrative events.  

Ultimately, it is revealed that all of Prey was, in effect, an ethical and moral test. 

During play, the player learns that the Typhon, the aliens, lack mirror neurons, which are 

believed to be linked to feelings and empathy towards other life forms. By blending 

Typhon and human genetic material to create Morgan (the player-character), the science 

team was hoping to create a creature that could truly “see” humans in a meaningful way 

and as intelligent living beings with intrinsic worth. The driving question of their current 

study was, however, can this individual empathize and act with rationality. The very last 

sequence of the game features Morgan sitting in front the scientists as they review the 

choices the player made and play style they adapted. (See Appendix – Image 6). There 
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are other features which make Prey incredibly successful as a commercial endeavor and 

as a game affecting moral uptake, but this brief analysis highlights its core.  

Discovery, implementation, and verification are qualities of expansive play that 

are facilitated by games as mediational texts to drive moral uptake. Now, as evinced by 

Prey, these qualities are increasingly and consciously involved as principles of design. 

Understood through Activity Theory, we can now better understand the power of the 

medium and the reality that games are, and have been for some time now, incredibly 

capable spaces for performance and exploration. It is not feasible to say that games do not 

necessitate involvement of cultural models, let alone individuals’ moral and ethical 

selves, as people who have no cultural models or do not employ them would have to 

think everything out for themselves minute by minute when they attempt to act. There 

would be no framework, no notion of self; they would be paralyzed and incapable of 

developing personalized models. Looking to the future, I believe that success will no 

longer be so quantitatively measured nor will the focus be on monetary gain, giving 

consumers of video games easily accessed and addressed content.  

It is unlikely that every technique used by the games listed in this work can or will 

be fully generalized into all future game titles. Their distinctiveness, which largely 

connects to narrative design, is sufficient that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 

adopt their underlying conventions broadly across the industry. However, they serve as 

compelling counterexamples that show how meaningful gameplay can be achieved by 

overcoming shallow and simplistic measures of design. Furthermore, they reveal the 

underlying possibility of games to affect external identities, namely moral ones, through 

the experiences they provide. However, rather than a complete shift in identity and 
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morality, games function as a sandbox for practice or exercising of moral choice. In 

playing Papers, Please or Fallout players gain experiences that otherwise might not be 

readily accessible or likely to occur in their lives. While there is a distinction between 

these and reality, because of the often-fictional elements of games, this does not remove 

them from context and a grounding in reality. As individuals we extrapolate connections 

between the two, connected worlds and, through narration and narrative practice, learn 

and expand ourselves. Video game play should be identified as a discursive practice 

based in heuristics; enabling individuals to develop over time and across experiences, 

rather than a simple one-and-done moment. After all, moral uptake is ultimately best 

enhanced by the continuous, participatory nature of these complex gaming experiences.  
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Appendix of Game Images 

 

 

Image 1. (Spec Ops: The Line) Walker, reflected in the viewfinder, aiming and targeting enemies 

during the mission “The Gate”  

 

Image 2. (Spe Ops: The Line) Delta discovers the consequence of using white phosphorus and 

their misunderstanding 
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Image 3. (Spec Ops: The Line) Walker, his reflection, and "Konrad" standoff in a mental mirage 

 

Image 4. (Spec Ops: The Line) The resource allocation screen at the end of each day. Acceptance 

or denial of paperwork has consequences outside of your small office. 
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Image 5. (Papers, Please) A man's wife comes through with incomplete paperwork. Approval or 

Denial are entirely up to the player, but may result in a citation. 

 

Image 6. (Prey) Seated before the science team, the player's choices are considered for empathy. 

In Prey, choices matter without ever being said explicitly.  
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